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A B S T R A  C T
Measurements of the angular distribution of fragments from the
neutron-induced fission of ^ Th, U have been made over the neutron
energy range of thermal to 2 MeV. The transition state spectra of
fission channels for the compound nuclei 233Th, 23/|U and 23°U were
obtained by applying the method of the channel analysis of fission to
the angular distribution results. In addition to reproducing the
fission fragment angular distributions, the channel analysis provided
quantitative estimates of the neutron fission cross sections. Also,
the method of a statistical analysis of fission was attempted for the
233 233U data since U has a very low fission threshold and many channels 
are at least partially open even at low neutron energies.
A channel analysis of the U data resulted in good agreement 
between observation and theory. The calculations successfully 
accounted for all the fragment angular distributions as well as the 
fission cross section. The statistical analysis showed that the 
energy gap between the ground state and the first excited single­
particle state increased by only^0.2 MeV at saddle point deformation
and not by~l MeV as had been thought previously.
235The quality of the fits to the U fragment angular distributions 
and fission cross section was satisfactory in general. However, at 
the lowest energies, the calculations did not agree with the angular 
distribution data. This discrepancy may be due to either an over 
estimation of the partial cross section for one or two dominant fission 
channels, or the possible polarization of back scattered neutrons which
had to be used for keV.
232When a similar channel analysis was applied to the Th data, 
it only partially succeeded. The calculations were able to reproduce 
well both the fragment angular distributions and the fission cross
section separately; but not simultaneously. An exhaustive search
failed to find a unique set of fission barrier parameters to satisfy
both types of data. The fault in the theory lay in the assumption
233that the fission barrier was double humped, as was the case with U 
235and U. However, it has been suggested recently that this may not 
be so for the lighter actinides, but that the fission barrier is in 
fact triple humped. A new attempt to reconcile both sets of data
232for Th by using a three hump barrier model proved successful.
To consolidate the conclusion from the analysis of the fragment
232angular distribution measurements for Th, an accurate measurement
was made of V (E ), the neutron energy dependence of the average p n
number of prompt neutrons emitted per fission event, from the
232 .Th(n,f) reaction. Previous data had indicated a large increase
in V below 1.6 MeV. The present data showed no increase but only P
a levelling out. Calculations using both two hump and three hump 
models also predicted no increase. Unfortunately, the three hump 
model was only marginally better than the two hump model in 
accounting for the results.
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CHAPTER I
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Discovery of Fission
Towards the end of the 1930*s, Hahn and Strassmann (1939) noted 
that medium weight elements, such as barium and lanthanum, were 
produced directly by the neutron bombardment of heavy uranium nuclei. 
From this observation they concluded that the splitting of the atomic 
nucleus into two fragments of similar mass was a new mode for the 
de-excitation of an excited nucleus. In support of this original 
proposition of Hahn and Strassmann, Meitner and Frisch (1939) suggested 
that the uranium nucleus be pictured as a liquid drop which, when set 
into vibration by the incident neutron, may distort itself into two 
halves linked together by a thin neck. The coulomb repulsion between 
the two halves may be strong enough to rupture the neck and send the 
fragments flying apart at great speed.
The first major theory for the fission process was presented by 
Frenkel (1939) and by Bohr and Wheeler (1939). They developed their 
theoretical explanations from the nuclear model of the day, that is, 
the * Liquid Drop Model* (LDM). This model (Bohr 1936) assumed that 
most nuclear reactions occur via the formation of a compound nucleus. 
The essence of the compound nucleus picture is that whatever happens to 
a nucleus after it is formed is independent of the mechanism which 
formed it. The LDM of the nucleus has had some astounding successes in 
describing many nuclear properties such as the masses and binding 
energy of nuclear ground levels5 the energetics of nuclear reactions; 
and the cross sections for resonance reactions.
1 .2 Angular Distribution of Fission Fragments
One bad failure of the LDM was discovered in 1952 with the first 
recorded observation of the angular distribution of fission fragments 
by Winhold, Demos and Halpern (1952). According to the LDM, the
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FIG. 1.1. Comparison of fission cross section and fragment angular
212anisotropy for Th(n,f). (From Henkel and Brolley 1956).
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direction of the fragments should be independent of the direction of 
the incident beam of fission-inducing particles. That is, the fragment 
angular distributions should be isotropic in all cases. However,
Winhold et al. showed that while this was true for the photofission of 
^°U, the fragments from the photofission of ^^Th and were peaked
at ninety degrees to the X-ray beam.
Anisotropic fragment angular distributions were also observed when
nuclear particles, such as neutrons, protons, alpha particles, etc.,
were used as the fission-inducing projectiles. Brolley, Dickinson and
Henkel (1954, 1955) were the first to report fragment anisotropy from
the neutron-induced fission of ^^Th and The anisotropy was not
as extreme as in the case of photofission, and favoured the neutron
beam direction; except for the one case when 1.6 MeV neutrons bombarded 
232Th (Henkel and Brolley 1956). Here the anisotropy dropped sharply to 
a value less than unity (see Fig. 1.l). A strong correlation was 
observed between this anisotropy minimum and the resonance peak in 
the neutron fission cross section at 1.6 MeV.
An explanation for the angular anisotropy of fission fragments was 
set out by Aage Bohr (1956) at the Geneva Conference of 1955. Bohr 
postulated the existence of distinct 'fission channels' at the saddle- 
point of fission. These were states of the compound nucleus with well 
defined quantum numbers (JtTK), where J is the total angular momentum,
TC is parity, and K is the projection of J along the z'-axis of 
symmetry of the deformed nucleus (see Fig. 1.2). Each channel produces 
a fragment angular distribution which is a signature of that channel.
When considering low energy fission, Bohr assumed that a large 
proportion of the initial excitation energy of the compound nucleus is 
used up in distorting the nucleus to the saddle-point shape, that is, 
to a doforrruition beyond which fission must occur. Therefore, the 
nucleus at the saddle-point of fission will be thermodynamically 'cold',
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FIG. 1.2a. Angular momentum coupling scheme for a deformed nucleus.
FIG. 1.2b. Schematic representation of the energy levels of a compound 
nucleus and of a transition state nucleus. At excitation 
energies around (the barrier height), the compound levels 
are closely spaced, whereas the fission channels at saddle- 
point deformation have a spacing comparable with that of the 
compound levels near the ground state.
ho that the transition nucleus will have a very low excitation energy 
and the spacing between energy levels will be comparable with that of 
levels near the ground state. At most, only a few channels would be 
accessible for fission and the resultant fragment angular distribution 
will exhibit a large anisotropy which will vary markedly with increasing 
projectile energy.
Within the framework of the Bohr channel theory of fission, Wilets
and Chase (1955) were able to successfully interpret the 1.6 MeV anomaly 
232in the Th(n,f) reaction. They concluded that almost all of the
available channels at the saddle-point deformation belong to a
3—rotational band with = —  . The Bohr model was further extended
and developed by Halpern and Strutinsky ( 1958) and Griffin (1959).
One of the predictions of the Bohr model was that the fragment
anisotropy is dependent on the spins of the fission target and projectile.
Compound nuclei of low angular momentum should show a stronger forward-
peaking in the fragment angular distribution than high spin nuclei.
This dependence of anisotropy on target spin was investigated by
Nesterov, Smirenkin and Bondarenko (l96l) using the (n,f) reaction with 
233 239high-spin U and low-spin Pu. Unfortunately, the results were 
the reverse of Bohr*s prediction. Leachman and Sanmann (1962) then made 
an extensive analysis of the influence of target spin on fission 
fragment anisotropy, and their conclusion favoured the prediction of 
Bohr.
An attempt to resolve this conflict between theory and experiment
was made by Smirenkin et al. (1970). Low energy neutrons were used to
. 233.. 235,. , 239d , . 5+ 1~ aTlH 1+fission U, U and Pu whose spins are 77 > 77 ana £ ’
respectively. They found that for neutron energies less than 0.6 MeV,
235 239the anisotropy from U was appreciably lower than that from Pu,
233 239whereas the ¿misotropy from U was comparable with that from Pu,
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although there was a difference in spin in both cases. It is now known 
that the varying anisotropy is not just a spin effect, but it is also 
due to the different shapes of the fission potential barriers.
1.3 Double-Humped Fission Barrier
An important advance in fission theory was reported in papers by 
Strutinsky (1967, 1968) and Bjornholm and Strutinsky (1969) in which 
they considered the effects of Shell Model structure on the LDM 
potential of nuclei. They showed that Shell Model corrections to the 
LDM fission barriers of many heavy nuclei may lead to the formation of 
a second energy minimum at a deformation which corresponds to the LDM 
saddle region. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.3. From 
the knowledge of the existence of this second minimum, it was possible 
to explain several peculiarities of the fission process such as the 
existence of spontaneously fissioning isomers (Polikanov 1968) and 
subbarrier fission resonances in low energy neutron capture reactions 
(Lynn 1968).
The double-humped nature of the fission barrier for heavy nuclei 
prompts one to ask whether the channels above barrier A or barrier B 
control the fragment angular distributions. Bjornholm and Strutinsky 
postulated that, in near threshold fission, the passage through the 
second minimum is sufficiently long so that the K-values of barrier A 
are not conserved, but are forgotten and reestablished at barrier B. 
Consequently, the channels above barrier B determine the fragment 
anisotropies. The systematic trend of barrier B to change from an 
energy higher to an energy lower than barrier A in going from the 
lighter to the heavier elements results in the washing out of channel 
structure in the energy dependence of fragment anisotropies as seen in 
Fig. 1.4.
As the excitation energy increases to tens of MeV, Ramamurthy,
( 0) M = V AdOHlOSIW
2*0
FIG. Fission fragment angular anisotropy for neutron-induced fission
in several compound nuclei in the actinide region. (From 
Bjomholm and Strut Insky 1969).
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Kapoor and Kataria (1970, 1974) have shown that there is a gradual shift 
in the shape of the transition nucleus from that of barrier B back to 
the LDM saddle shape. In other words, the shell effects which give 
rise to the double-humped character of fission barriers disappear when 
the nucleus becomes 'hot*, that is, at excitation energies far above 
the fission threshold.
1.4 Scope of This Work
Nuclear fission is such a complex process that there is no theory 
at present which can explain all the different ramifications involved 
in the transition from a single nucleus to two nuclei. In the following 
chapter, the three more important models for nuclear fission will be 
discussed in detail. The Liquid Drop Model provides a description for 
the energetics of fission in terms of the average nuclear properties.
The Shell Model associates the most prominent deviations from the 
general trend of nuclear phenomena with the closure of 'nuclear shells'. 
The Collective Model amalgamates the LDM and the SM into a unified 
model.
A study of the fission process can be conveniently divided into 
three major areas of research dealing with phenomena associated with 
the nucleus at the saddle-point, the transition from a saddle to a 
scission configuration, and the decay of postscission nuclei. This 
thesis is mainly concerned with the first stage of the process, that is 
with the conditions prevalent at the saddle-point of fission, for 
excitation energies of a few MeV. Of particular interest are the low- 
lying 'collective' states and the onset of single particle excitation 
states. Information on the parameters which describe the energy 
spectrum of nuclei deformed to the saddle-point is obtained most clearly 
from measurements of the angular distribution of fission fragments. 
Chapter III of this thesis developes the mathematical relationships 
needed for both a statistical and a channel analysis of such
6
distributions. Chapters IV to VII describe the measurement and analysis
233 235of the fragment angular distributions from the fission of U, U 
232and Th induced by monoenergetic neutrons.
Although this work deals primarily with fragment angular 
distributions, it must be remembered that correlations will always 
exist between these distributions and some other aspects of fission.
Therefore, an additional experiment (Chapter VIII) was performed in
—  232which the variation of ^  with neutron energy in the fission of Th
was observed. It was hoped that the results from this experiment
233would verify the picture of the energy spectrum of Th obtained from 
the angular distribution measurements.
7
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CHAPTER II
2. NUCLEAR MODELS
2.1 Introduction
The fission process is completely described by the many-body 
Schrddinger equation which may be written as
H i/' = Ei// 2.1
where the Hamiltonian H is given by
H
A A A
\  ♦ 7 Z  I X
i=l j>i '
2.2
. thwhere T_̂  is the kinetic energy operator associated with the i 
nucleon in the nucleus and is the potential energy function 
describing the interactions of the i ^  and nucleons. An exact 
account of the fission process would require an exact solution to 
eqn. 2.1. However, the mathematical complexities are immense already 
for nuclei with atomic weight A = 3 or 4, and insurmountable with 
present day and near future computer technology for fissionable nuclei 
with A ■—  200. To make matters worse, despite great progress in recent 
years the true nature of nuclear forces, and consequently V„, is 
still uncertain. Various approximations and assumptions have to be 
made. Any such set of mathematical and physical approximations which 
is used to explain and predict interesting data is called a 'model*.
The usefulness or realism of each model is ascertained by the extent 
to which experiment confirms its predictions. However, it is unreason­
able to expect any one model to give an accurate account of all our 
experimental knowledge about nuclei. The first model which was used 
for a comprehensive treatment of the theory of fission was the Liquid 
Drop Model (LDM), an analogue model whose parameters are determined 
empirically.
2.2 The Liquid Drop Model
It was Bohr and Kalckar (1937) who first drew attention to the 
similarity of the dynamics of a nucleus with that of a uniformly 
charged liquid drop. The molecules of the liquid are analogous to 
the nucleons in the nucleus. Each nucleon is assumed to interact very 
strongly with all the other nucleons in the nucleus, so that when an 
incident particle is captured by a target nucleus, it quickly 
distributes its energy to all the constituent nucleons. Therefore, 
the mean free path of a nucleon in a nucleus is short compared with 
nuclear dimensions.
As more accurate experimental data became available, improvements 
have had to be made to the LDM. It is now known that the nucleon 
mean free path in nuclear matter is neither extremely short in relation 
to nuclear dimensions (as assumed by the LDM) nor extremely long (as 
assumed by earlier models of the nucleus) but has an intermediate 
value. However, the general features of the fission process as 
described by the original LDM are still valid. The following is a 
brief summary of the energetics of nuclear fission based on the LDM 
of the nucleus.
2.2.1 Semiempirical Mass Formula and Binding Energy
Except for the very light elements, all nuclei are known to have 
approximately the same density and, closely correlated with this, the 
same binding energy per nucleon (packing fraction). Atomic nuclei, 
therefore, have analogous properties to macroscopic droplets composed 
of some incompressible liquid. For all such drops the density is 
almost independent of the size of drop and the heat of condensation is 
proportional to the mass. This latter quantity is the analogue to 
the binding energy of the nucleus.
The mass M(A,Z) of a neutral atom of atomic weight A and atomic
10
11
number Z is the sum of the masses of its separate constituents less the 
'mass defect' or the equivalent binding energy B which keeps the 
nucleons together in a bound state
M(A,Z) = Zm^ + (A-Z)mn - B 2.3
where m^ and m^ are the masses of the hydrogen atom and neutron, 
respectively. Weizsacker (1935) has shown that B can be subdivided 
into a number of terms, each of which represents some general charact­
eristic of nuclei pictured as droplets of an incompressible fluid with 
total charge Ze spread uniformly throughout the volume
B = a. A 1 V
2/3 _ a. 7 7 3 - a
i-ihlll-jl _ s (a ,z ) 2.4
where the constants a^ and the term 6(A,Z) are found by fitting 
experimental values of M(A,Z). The analysis of Green (1954) gave the 
following values for the a_̂ in energy units: a^ = 15.753 MeV, 
a£ = 17.804 MeV, a3 = 710.3 keV, a^ = 94.774 MeV.
The first and largest component in eqn. 2.4 expresses the 
constancy of the nuclear packing fraction. It is proportional to the 
nuclear volume and so is called the •volume* energy. The second term 
is the 'surface* energy which results from the desaturation of the 
attractive nuclear forces ('.Surface tension') on the surface of the 
nucleus and is proportional to the surface area. The effect of 
coulomb repulsion due to the positive charge on the protons is
2
contained in the third term, where Z(Z-l) has been replaced by Z 
for Z»l. The fourth term accounts for the energy deficit from the 
neutron excess (a/2 - Z) of heavy nuclei. This is purely a quantum- 
mechanical effect , as distinct from the previous three classical terms. 
An extra term $(A,Z) had to be added to eqn. 2.4 to take care of the 
fact that nuclei tend to have even-A and even-Z. However, this
12
'pairing energy' term cannot be explained by the LDM because this 
model assumes that nuclear forces are spin-independent. The best 
experimental fit to the nuclear mass data gives the value of S(A,Z) as
-33.53 A MeV for even-A,even-Z 
S(A,Z) = < 0 for odd-A 2.5
^+33.53 A MeV for even-A,odd-Z
Table 2.1 gives an indication of the relative magnitude of the
• . . 236constituent terms of the binding energy for heavy nuclei like U.
Table 2.1
. 236Magnitude of Terms in Binding Energy of____U
1. Volume energy 3720 MeV
2. Surface energy -680 MeV
3. Coulomb energy -970 MeV
4. Asymmetry energy -270 MeV
5. Pairing energy < 1 MeV
Net binding energy 1800 MeV
Meitner and Frisch (1939) were the first to realise that the 
fission process is essentially the stretching of the nuclear droplet to 
breaking point. On the assumption of a constant nuclear volume, only 
the surface and coulomb energy terms, out of the five terms on the 
right-hand side of eqn. 2.4, are dependent on the specific nuclear 
deformation. Hence, the energetics of nuclear fission depend only on 
the changes with deformation of the relative magnitudes of these two 
terms which have opposing tendencies under deformation: the surface 
tension tending to keep the whole nucleus spherical while the coulomb 
forces tend to distort the nucleus till it ruptures. For a spherical
13
nucleus of radius ( 
energies are given by
roA
1 / 3 ) the surface (E ) and coulomb (E )
Es 4 nr r Ec
3 e 
5
2
0
2.6
where S is the surface tension coefficient. The fissionability 
parameter x is defined as the absolute ratio of the change (with 
deformation) in coulomb energy to the change in surface energy
x A E cA E s
2.7
2.2.2 Fissionability
In order for a nucleus to fission it must necessarily distort 
itself from a spherical shape. It will be convenient then to generalize 
the shape of the nuclear surface in terms of spherical harmonics as
R A0 R0 1 +
00 t
z i ;t-2 m=—£a£m ^m^  ̂  9 ̂  ̂
2.8
where Aq is a normalization constant to ensure constant volume, Rq is 
the radius of the spherical nucleus, and the a^m are deformation para­
meters. is a spherical harmonic and is proportional to
P^(cos(?) e^m^ where the P^1 are the associated Legendre functions 
(Schiff 1955). Bohr and Wheeler (1939) have shown that the surface and 
coulomb energies, for an extended nuclear form with axially symmetric 
deformations (m=0), can be written in terms of the deformation para­
meters as
E' = E + A E  E' = E + A E  2.9s s s c c c
where E and E are given by eqn. 2.6 and s c
A E s E
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PIG. 2.1. Systematics of the spontaneous fission half-life in
even-even nuclei.
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From eqn. 2.7, the fissionability parameter becomes
x
„ , 1 2  10 2 
Ec  ̂ 5 a20 + 49 a30 +
tp / 2 2
Es  ̂ 5 a20
5 2
+ 7 a30 +
2 . 1 1
Hence, for small axial deformations {£ - 2)max
x =
Ec
2E
= Z /A
(Z/A) critical
2.12
where, from eqn. 2.6
,2(Z/A) critical
4 3 10S
—  tc r ■ ■——3 0 „2
- 50 2.13
The nucleus is stable against small deformations from spherical so 
2 2long as Z /A < (Z /a ) . . ... A hypothetical nucleus which hascritical
x £ l  will fission not only spontaneously but also instantaneously. For 
x< 1, the nucleus may still fission spontaneously but with a finite
2half-life. Fig. 2.1 shows the observed strong correlation between Z / A  
and the logarithum of the half-life for spontaneous fission in heavy 
even-even nuclei.
2.2.3 Energy Release in Fission
The amount of energy Q released in the formation of two fragments, 
assumed identical for simplicity, from the fission of a nucleus of mass 
M(A,Z) is given by the Einstein relation
Q = M(A,Z) - 2 M(|,|) 2.14
which, from eqn. 2.4 and with the omission of the small pairing energy, 
readily reduces to
- -0.26 a2 A2/3 + 0.37 a.
AI73
Q 2.15
O O GXD
FIG. 2.2. Schematic representation of the steps involved in a fission
event in reverse.
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This equation can be reduced further by inserting the values of the 
constants a^ and a^ given by Green (1954) and which were listed earlier 
in this chapter. The formula for the energy release in fission may be 
written finally as
Q -4.63 A2/ 3 + 0.26 MeV 2.16
The two fragments (a/2, Z/2) have a neutron-proton ratio which is
characteristic of the heavy parent nucleus and which in general is too
large for stability. An additional amount of energy is liberated after
the two particles have separated in the form of fast neutrons, neutrinos
and beta- and gamma-rays. Table 2.2 gives a typical breakdown for the
236total energy released in the fission of U.
Table 2.2
Total Energy Release in the Fission of 236U
1. Kinetic energy of fission fragments 163 MeV
2. Kinetic energy of 
(2.5 neutrons per 
2 MeV on average)
prompt' neutrons 
fission each having
5 MeV
3. Prompt gamma-rays 7 MeV
4. Beta- and gamma-decay energies 10 MeV
5. Neutrino energy 11 MeV
Total energy per fission 195 MeV
2.2.4 Fission Barrier
Consider the fission process in reverse. Two fission fragments 
(Ap Zx) and (A^, Z^) approach each other from a large separation 
distance r (see Fig. 2.2). It is convenient to plot that part of the 
nuclear potential energy which depends on r, i.e., surface plus coulomb
FIG. 2.3. Surface plus coulomb energy Es+C as a function of the 
separation distance r between fragments.
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energies. This is shown schematically in Fig. 2.3 by the function 
E (r). As r decreases, the work done will equal the mutual coulombOT' C
potential energy Z^Z^e /r. When the two particles come very close to 
each other, nuclear attractive forces become effective between them, 
producing a distinct bulge in each fragment which increases the surface 
area and hence the surface energy increases. As the particles approach 
still further, the nuclear forces dominate causing the two fragments to 
coalesce and form a new, deformed nucleus (A,Z). As this new nucleus 
moves towards sphericity, the rapid decrease in surface energy will 
result in a potential energy which is less than the energy when the two 
fragments were just touching. The difference between the energy at 
zero deformation and the maximum value (which occurs at the Saddle- 
point* deformation) is called the 'barrier height*. For heavy fission­
able nuclei, the barrier heights are about 5 to 6 MeV (Back et al.
1974, 1974a).
2.2.5 Problems With the Liquid Drop Model
Cohen and Swiatecki (1963) made a detailed mathematical analysis 
of the behaviour of several nuclear properties, calculated for symmetric 
equilibrium configurations, as a function of the fissionability 
parameter x. Fig. 2.4 illustrates some of the various saddle-point 
shapes which they considered. The most noticeable feature in these 
shapes is the appearance of a definite 'neck* for x<0.7, the sharp 
transition from stretching to necking-in actually occuring at x=0.67.
The LDM has been shown (Nix and Swiatecki 1965) to be adequate for 
describing the properties of nuclei with x<0.67. However, experimental 
data for nuclei with x>0.67 give a clear indication of the need for 
refinements to the LDM, especially when discussing effects associated 
with nuclei at saddle-point deformation. For example, the experimental 
fission barrier heights for the heavy elements agree poorly with
X = O 0  X=0*3
PIG. 2.4. Saddle-point shapes for various values of
x = __________(charge)2 __________
10 x volume x surface tension
(Prom Cohen and Swiatecki 1963)«
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simple LDM predictions as is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Since the LDM theory was founded on the compound nucleus picture 
of nuclear reactions, it predicted that there can be no correlation 
between the direction of the fission fragments and that of the fission 
inducing projectile, so that the fragment angular distributions will 
always be isotropic. However, in spite of large experimental errors, 
the fragment angular distribution from the photofission of thorium was 
found to be definitely anisotropic (Winhold et al. 1952) and to have 
the form
W( 6 ) = a + b 2.17
where d is the angle of emission of a fragment relative to the incident 
beam direction. The coefficients a and b were found to be dependent 
on the type of isotope bombarded and on the energy of the incident 
photons, while the ratio b/a was a linear function of the fragment mass 
ratio (Winhold 1953). Angular anisotropy was found to result from 
other fission reactions, (Simmons and Henkel I960) and isotropic 
fragment distributions have now become the exception rather than the 
rule.
Other examples of experimental data which the LDM cannot explain 
ares deviations from the smooth curve of nuclear binding energy as a 
function of atomic weight A (Harvey 1951), stable deformed ground 
states and non-zero quadrupole moments (Klinkenberg 1952), existence 
of nuclear isomers (Goldhaber and Hill 1952) and spontaneously 
fissioning (shape) isomers (Polikanov et al. 1962), and the asymmetric 
mass distributions of fission fragments (Flynn and Glendenim 1970). 
These and similar phenomena have been successfully described by other 
nuclear models, notably the shell model and the unified or collective
model.
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2.3 The Shell Model
The independent-particle or shell model describes the nucleus in 
terms of shells, subshells and excited states. In atomic physics the 
high chemical stability of the five inert gases He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe 
is attributed to the closure of electron shells occuring at atomic 
numbers 2, 10, 18, 36, and 54, respectively. Gamow (1934) and 
Elasser (1934) were the first to point out the analogous nuclear 
stability of ’magic nuclei’ which contain 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126, 
or 146 neutrons or protons. These numbers were taken as representing 
’closed-shell* configurations in nuclei. This recognition of shell 
structure in the properties of nuclei proved very useful in explaining 
many experimental phenomena unpredictable from the liquid drop model.
The nuclear shell model is not as quantitative as in the 
corresponding atomic theories. In the case of the self-consistent 
atomic shell model, the form of the potential function V(r) in the 
Schro’dinger wave equation (SWE) is completely determined by the theory, 
and exact solutions to the SWE are possible. This is not the case in 
nuclear physics since the true nature of nuclear forces, and hence the 
exact form of V(r), is not known as yet.
2.3.1 Assumptions of the Shell Model
The following are the two main assumptions which apply to 
calculations based on the shell model description of nuclear phenomena.
Assumption 1 Each nucleon moves independently in a central 
field, described by a short-ranged potential 
well and which represents the interaction of 
that nucleon with all the other nucleons in 
the nucleus.
Whereas the nucleus is treated as the centre of atomic forces, for 
the nucleus itself there is no equivalent nuclear force centre. We
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assume that each nucleon experiences the same central attractive force 
which is due to the average effect of all the other (A—1) nucleons.
The nuclear potential resulting from this force field is a function 
only of the radial distance from the centre of the system. The motion 
of the nucleon is assumed to be undistrubed by the presence of all 
other nucleons; except to the extent that they are collectively 
responsible for the very existence of the central force field. This 
assumption implies weak interaction between individual nucleons so 
that the mean-free-path is several times the nuclear diameter.
Assumption 2 Each nucleon moves in an 'orbit* of well- 
defined energy and angular momentum.
The 'state' or energy level of a single nucleon is characterized 
by quantum numbers (e.g., total angular momemtum j) which arise from 
the solution of the SWE for an individual nucleon bound in a nuclear 
potential well. Since the spin quantum number of nucleons is known to 
have the value -J-, they must obey the Pauli exclusion principle when 
filling up the different levels: no two protons or neutrons can have 
in one nucleus the same orbital and spin quantum numbers. Since 
neutrons and protons are different particles, they have their own set 
of energy levels. The relatively small coulomb force experienced by 
the protons causes their energy level spectrum to be slightly higher 
compared with the neutron level spectrum.
2.3.2 Spin-Orbit Coupling
The aim with the shell model is to find the theoretical order of 
the nucleon energy levels for various forms of the potential V(r) and 
then to fill these levels in order of increasing energy with Z protons 
and N (*=A—Z) neutrons. Early attempts at reproducing the magic numbers 
in this fashion, using simple shapes for the V(r) and Russell-Saunders 
(LS) coupling, were only partially successful. The higher magic
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numbers (50, 82, 126) were not accounted for until Maria Mayer (1949), 
and independently Haxel, Jensen and Suess (1949) introduced the 
opposite extreme of LS coupling, namely spin-orbit or jj coupling. 
Whereas in the LS coupling scheme weak coupling is assumed between the 
orbital and spin (s) angular momentum vectors of the same individual 
nucleon, in jj coupling this is the predominant interaction. £ and s 
combine vectorially to form the nucleon total angular momentum j, 
where j = / i s, The total nuclear angular momentum I is then the 
vector addition of the individual j values.
To match the higher magic numbers 50, 82 and 126, the following 
two assumptions had to be added to the shell model of the nucleus:
(i) For the same ̂ -value, the j = ^  + -J- state (parallel 
orbital and spin vectors) is more tightly bound (lies 
deeper in the potential well) than the j = Z - -J- state.
(ii) The energy separation between the j = € + i and
j = £  - -g- states is approximately proportional to
(z€ + 1)/A2/3.
Fig. 2.6 illustrates the order of energy states in a very deep 
rectangular potential well and the splitting of these states by the 
spin-orbit coupling.
Although the existence of the spin-orbit interaction has been 
verified by nucleon—polarization scattering experiments, the theoretical 
justification for the jj coupling scheme has not been established.
2.3.3 Nuclear Spin, Parity and Pairing Energy
The nucleons of even-Z even-N nuclei in their ground (unexcited) 
states will always couple in identical pairs so as to give zero total 
angular momentum and even parity. The nuclear spin and parity of an 
odd-A nucleus are determined by the orbital and total angular momenta 
of the last unpaired nucleon. Odd-Z odd-N nuclei have both an unpaired
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neutron and an unpaired proton so that the spin and parity of such 
nuclei are not uniquely defined.
Because of the attractive character of nuclear forces, the 
interaction of a second nucleon added to an energy level with the 
nucleon already present produces a negative potential which lowers the 
energy of the level in question. This is the origin of the pairing 
energy fi(Z,A) which was mentioned when discussing the liquid drop 
model. Mayer was able to show that the pairing energy per pair of 
identical nucleons is approximately proportional to (2j+l)/A, and also 
that the pairing of identical nucleons is energetically favoured for 
states with large j over states with smaller j. This latter property 
allows the occasional interchange of the ordering of certain closely 
spaced energy levels.
2.3.4 The Strutinsky Shell Correction
Although the shell model was an outstanding success in describing 
many properties of closed-shell nuclei, it failed in one important 
respect - like the liquid drop model it could not reproduce, even 
qualitatively, the experimental fission barriers. Myers and Swiatecki 
(1966) then tried the obvious approach of starting with the liquid 
drop formula for the nuclear masses and improving it by adding shell 
model and deformation correction terms. However, apart from a rough 
account of the general trends, they were still not able to reproduce 
the fission barriers to better than 1 to 2 MeV which corresponds to 
uncertainties of 30 to 4Cf/> in the calculation of fission cross sections, 
it remained for Strutinsky (1967, 1968) to quantitatively amalgamate 
the liquid drop and shell models for large deformations. The total 
deformation energy E(/? ) of a nucleus may be written as a sum of the 
liquid drop energy specifically the volume, surface, coulomb and
asymmetry terms of eqn. 2.4, with shell model and pairing energy
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correction terms 6u + SP
E i/B) = El d m + ^ ( S U +  SP) 2.18
p,n
where the sum is over protons and neutrons. All the terms in eqn. 2.18 
are functions of the nuclear deformation. The minima of E(^), with 
respect to the deformation , define the equilibrium deformations.
Strutinsky’s main contribution was his method of calculating fill. 
In the usual shell model theory nucleon shells have been attributed to 
the degeneracy of the single particle states which is a consequence of 
the spherical symmetry of the nucleus. Strutinsky proposed that shell 
structure be considered the result of an irregular variation in the 
distribution of single particle states near the Fermi level X from a 
uniform distribution. In a realistic shell model distribution of 
energy levels the level density (number of levels per unit energy 
interval) fluctuates with energy. If the density is at a minimum at 
the Fermi energy, the nucleus is tightly bound and so a shell is 
present.
If we define a *uniform* level distribution function ^g(E)^ as 
the weighted average of the single particle energies over a finite 
energy interval around E, then the shell correction term SU is given
by
su = u - < u > 2.19
where < U >  is the sum of the ■uniform' single particle energies
< U >  = 2 \ E<^g(E)> dE 2.20f   <
. oo
and b is the total sum of the realistic single particle energies
u - 2 £  E..(0 ) n. 2
j
where n . are the occupation numbers which have the values 1 or 0 if
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G
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FIG. 2.7. Double humped fission barrier of the actinides compared with the barrier from the simple LDM.
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eqns. 2.20 and 2.21 because there can be two identical nucleons in 
each filled orbit.
is obtained from the shell model, corresponds to the level distribution 
appropriate to the liquid drop model for the region around the Fermi 
level. In other words, the Strutinsky procedure is actually a 
’renormalization' of the average trend in the sum of shell model single
excellent review article on the application of the Strutinsky prescrip­
tion has been published by Brack et al. (1972).
It should be noted that Strutinsky's definition of nuclear shells 
makes no assumption concerning the nuclear shape. However, the 
distribution of single particle energy levels, and consequently the 
location of shells, is dependent on the nuclear deformation. As a 
nucleus becomes deformed, e.g., during the fission process, the level 
density at the lermi energy fluctuates. This produces fluctuations in 
the shell correction 6U which results in a modulation of the smooth 
deformation energy as calculated by the liquid drop model. In this 
way, the now familiar double-humped fission barriers of the actinides 
are obtained as illustrated in Fig. 2.7. The first minimum occurs for 
a deformation fi> 0 which means that the ground states of heavy nuclei 
correspond to deformed rather than spherical configurations. The 
second minimum, unpredicted by the simple liquid drop model, occurs 
at a deformation which almost corresponds to the single fission barrier 
of the liquid drop model. If this second well is deep enough, the 
fissioning nucleus may become imprisoned there for a relatively long 
time, :l inally escaping by tunnelling through the outer barrier. In 
this way, the existence of spontaneously fissioning isomers (Polikanov
The fundamental principle of this method is that which
particle energies to the smooth trend of the liquid drop model. An
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1938) finds a simple explanation.
The quasi-stationary states in the outer well have been shown to 
be responsible for ’intermediate structure' effects in the resonance 
fission cross-section of a few nuclei (Paya et al. 1968, Migneco and 
Theobald 1968). For excitation energies below the fission threshold, 
any fission event could only occur by tunnelling through the barrier 
and so the fission widths should be very small. However, groups of 
resonances with greatly enhanced widths were observed at approximately 
periodic spacings of about 600 eV. Since the second well is a lew MeV 
shallower than the first well, the spacing of the energy levels will 
be broader by a factor of — 10 . This implies (see section 2.4.2) 
that the fission width of the levels in the second well will be enhanced 
by this factor. Hence, the observed intermediate structure is 
interpreted as reflecting the levels in the second well. The double­
humped fission barrier provides similar explanations for other trouble­
some phenomena such as sub-barrier vibrational resonances (Back et al. 
1972) and anomalies in the angular anisotropy of fission fragments 
(Strutinsky and Pauli 1969).
2.4 The Collective Model
The suggestion of a collective or unified model by Rainwater (1950) 
was quantitatively developed by Bohr and Mottelson (1953) and Hill and 
Wheeler (1953). This model successfully combines certain features of 
both the shell model and the liquid drop model. The nucleons are 
assumed to move independently in a real nuclear potential which, unlike 
the static spherical potential of the shell model, is deformed or able 
to be deformed. The model interprets the low-lying excited states as 
the result of the collective motion of many nucleons, in the form of 
nuclear vibrations and rotations, coupled to the motion of individual 
nucleons. The greatest success of the collective model was in accounting
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for the energy levels of nuclei far removed from the closed shells.
The collective model provided an explanation for the anisotropic 
distribution of fission fragments recorded by Winhold et al. (1952).
In the final stage of the fission process the compound nucleus has to 
pass through one »fission channel* in a spectrum of »transition states* 
located at the saddle-point deformation. The ensuing fragment angular 
distribution will be uniquely determined by the set of well-defined 
quantum numbers which characterize each fission channel. Looking at 
this the other way round, from detailed observations of the energy 
dependence of the angular distribution of fission iragments it is 
possible in theory to identify the levels in the transition state 
spectrum. Further evidence of the effects of the individual channels 
appears in the form of »fine structure» in the fission cross-section, 
in the energy dependence of the quantity (the number of prompt 
neutrons per fission event), and in the mass distribution of fission 
fragments (Hemmendinger 1958).
2.4.1 The Transition State Spectrum and Low-Energy Fission
The transition state spectrum is defined as the series of potential 
energy surfaces E(y0 ) evaluated at the saddle-point of the fission 
process. These surfaces are functions of the general deformation 
parameter and govern the path towards fission. At saddle-point 
deformation, the disrupting coulomb forces of the emergent fragments 
are just balanced by the restoring surface tension. Aage Bohr (1956) 
has suggested that for very heavy elements (which have a stable deformed 
ground state) the low-energy p̂ irt of the transition state spectrum of 
energy levels should resemble the observed low-energy excitations of 
the deformed nuclear ground state. This is because for excitation 
energies only slightly above the fission barrier E^, even though the 
level spacing at equilibrium deformation in the compound nucleus is of
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the order of one eV or less, the nucleus at the saddle-point is in a 
’cold1 state of internal excitation having expended most of its 
excitation energy in potential energy of deformation. The energy 
levels at the saddle-point are then widely spaced out and represent 
only simple types of collective nuclear vibrations and rotations.
2.4.2 Mean Fission Width
At high excitation energies many channels may contribute to the 
overall fragment angular distribution. In such cases it is more correct 
to speak of an average fission probability, or average fission width, 
of a number of closely spaced levels of the same spin and parity in a 
statistical distribution of transition channels.
From statistical mechanics, (Wigner 1938) regarding the fission 
process as a monomolecular reaction passing through a transition state 
at the saddle-point, the mean fission width <r±> of the transition 
state energy levels is given by (Bohr and Wheeler 1939):
< T >  -  h < ° >
where is the average spacing of the levels, and N is the number
of levels energetically available for the fission process
/oE
N /©*(« -Ef) d€ 2.23
where /&*(* -E^) is the level density of the highly deformed nucleus 
at the saddle-point, and E is the excitation energy of the compound 
nucleus.
2.4.3 Specification of Energy Levels
Assuming that the nucleus has axial symmetry at the saddle-point, 
each energy level can be characterized by the quantum numbers J, K and rC .
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J represents the total angular momentum of the compound nucleus, K is 
the projection of J on the nuclear symmetry axis, and rf is the parity 
of the level. Although J and parity TC must be conserved throughout 
the fission process, K need not be conserved. At times K may not even 
be defined, i.e., when the nucleus does not possess symmetry. While 
in the compound state, the nucleus is deformed many times through 
many degrees of freedom. The instantaneous K-value will vary for a
relatively long time. However, once the saddle-point deformation is
■ —21 attained, the nucleus descends very rapidly (~3xl0 sec, Boneh 1974)
from the saddle to the scission-point, so that the K-value of the
nucleus at the saddle remains constant thereafter.
2.4.4 K-Bands in Even-Even Nuclei
According to the collective model of Bohr and Mottelson (1953), 
there are two types of states in nuclei; single particle (or 
intrinsic) excitation states, arising from the excitation of one or 
two nucleons from one energy level in the nuclear potential well to a 
higher level, and low-lying collective states corresponding to some 
collective motion involving many nucleons. The relationship between 
these single particle and collective states is similar to the 
relationship between the electronic and rotational states of molecules 
(Segre 1964).
The ground state. - The lowest intrinsic state of a nucleus is the 
* ground1 state at the fission threshold energy Ê ., which is taken as 
the zero of the energy scale for the transition state spectrum. In an 
even-even compound nucleus, the ground state has J = 0  corresponding 
to a paired nucleon configuration. Associated with this intrinsic 
state is a rotational band of energy levels characterized by the 
quantum numbers K 0 and J ̂  *= 2+ , 4+ , 6+ , .... Only positive parity
0 -  VIBRATION 
(K  = 0 )
X ~  VIBRATION 
( K - 2)
OCTUPOLE 
VIBRATION 
(K = 0 )
FIG. 2.8. Vibrational modes of motion. On the left are cross sections
perpendicular to the z'-axis; the lines are the x ’-axes. On the 
right the lines are the z1—axes and the cross sections are in
the y ’-z’ plane.
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even integer values of J are permitted if the system wavefunction is 
to remain invariant upon inversion of the nuclear surface through the 
centre of the nucleus, i.e., if the nucleus possesses reflection 
symmetry (Nathan and Nilsson 1965). The levels in this ground state 
rotational band correspond to collective rotational motions about an 
axis normal to the major symmetry axis.
Vibrational states - Besides rotational motion, nuclei possess 
vibrational degrees of freedom. Three types of vibrational motion 
have been observed in the spectra of heavy nuclei: octupole,
and y-vibrations, illustrated in Fig. 2.8.
(i) The fi -vibration is a symmetric oscillation about the 
stable deformation along the symmetry axis. It carries no 
angular momentum so that K = 0. This type of vibration 
cannot occur in the transition state spectrum since the 
saddle-point is a position of unstable equilibrium, and so 
there cannot be any oscillation along the symmetry axis 
about the saddle-point. The 0  -vibration, however, is 
responsible for spontaneous fission through the ground, 
state, which is interpreted as a quantum mechanical 
tunnelling through the potential barrier.
(ii) The octupole vibration is similar to the fi -vibration, but 
asymmetric (pear-shaped), and is often referred to as the 
mass asymmetry vibration. It has been observed as a state 
(J7TK) *s (1—0) (Stephens, Asaro and Perlman 1954). Built 
on this state is a rotational band with K = 0, J1* = 1 ,l
3” , 5 , ....  The levels of this mass asymmetry band are
separated from the ground state band levels of positive 
parity by an amount ti(J , where U) is the angular frequency 
of octupole vibration. The larger the asymmetry is, the
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smaller OJ will be. Inversion invariance again restricts 
the J values of this negative parity band to odd integers.
(iii) The -vibration corresponds to an oscillation along all 
three principal axes of the nuclear spheroid, i.e., a surface 
wave moving around the cylindrical symmetry axis. Although 
small departures from axial symmetry are introduced, K 
remains approximately a constant of motion. The one-phonon 
state (J7CK) = (2+2) has a rotational band built on it 
containing all integer values of J> 2. The two-phonon 
state (4+4), and its rotational band, should be found at 
twice the energy of the one-phonon state. A two-phonon 
state (0+0) should also be found at this same energy, 
together with its rotational band. Multi-phonon states and 
their rotational bands may be found at higher energies.
(iv) Another possible collective state is the *bending* 
vibrational state (l l) (Wheeler 1963), which represents a 
wave moving on the nuclear surface at an angle of cos (l//l2) 
to the cylindrical axis of deformation.
Other states - Combinations of the excitations described above 
may form other collective transition states at higher energies. How­
ever, the higher intrinsic excitations begin to become dominant above 
the energy gap of even-even nuclei, and collective states cannot be 
easily distinguished.
2.4.5 Transition States of Odd-Nuclei
Because of the absence of a large pairing gap, we expect low-lying 
single particle excitations in odd-A or odd-odd nuclei well below any 
vibrational level. Almost all of the observed low-lying levels of 
distorted odd-nuclei can be interpreted as intrinsic excitations of a
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single nucleon, and the rotational bands built on them. A detailed 
study of these states has been done by Mottleson and Nilsson (1959).
2.4.6 Energies of Rotational Levels
The energy levels of a rotational band associated with a nuclear 
state (JTTK) in an axially symmetric nucleus are given in general by 
the equation (Preston 1962)
C t K ■ Eo* + B | } ( J+1) + SK,i a
- C Q(J+1) + a (j+ifj 2 2.24
i JC7T . .where Eq is a constant for the particular ICTT—band, 'a' is a decoupling 
constant for the K = £ band of odd -A nuclei, C is a constant, 6 is the 
Kronecker delta function, and
where is the moment of inertia about an axis perpendicular to the
nuclear symmetry axis, and is a function of the nuclear deformation.
The last term in eqn. 2.24 arises from the coupling between the 
intrinsic states and collective rotational levels. This is usually a 
small correction (B/C — 10 ) which is usually neglected. For the very 
heavy nuclei at the stable equilibrium deformations, B ^  7 keV 
(Bohr 1956). With increasing deformation ^  increases so that, at the 
saddle-point, B should be somewhat smaller. The levels in a transition 
state rotational band are thus more closely packed than the levels 
observed at stable deformation.
2.4.7 Summary
The low-lying bands in the transition state spectrum of an even- 
even compound nucleus are expected to be the positive parity K = 0 
ground state band, the negative parity K = 0 'mass asymmetry' band, the
6-5
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STABLE NUCLEUS NUCLEUS AT SADDLE-POINT
FIG.2.9. Comparison of transition state spectrum with spectrum at 
stable configuration for a heavy even-even nucleus.
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positive parity K = 2 7 -vibration band and the negative parity K = 1 
'bending' mode band. A schematic diagram of these bands is shown in 
Fig. 2.9. Except for the /J-vibration band, this spectrum is identical 
to that of the nucleus in the stable configuration. This prediction 
is based on the assumption of Bohr that the fissioning nucleus 
concentrates most of its excitation energy into deformation energy 
leaving the level spectrum looking similar to that of the unexcited 
nucleus.
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CHAPTER III
3. THEORETICAL FISSION FRAGMENT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
3.1 Neutron Induced Fission
It is sometimes necessary, in order to investigate the properties 
of the lowest transition states, to observe the fission of nuclei 
excited by a direct reaction, for example, the (d,pf) reaction 
(Northrop et al. 1959, Britt et al. 1965), the (t,pf) reaction 
(Eccleshall and Yates 1965), and others. But, where it is possible, 
the use of low energy neutrons in the study of the fission reaction 
has the advantages of small angular momentum transfer and the absence 
of coulomb repulsion over the use of the direct reaction. Observations 
on the fission characteristics for even-N targets are possible down 
to the binding energy of the neutron, below the fission threshold. 
However, with odd-N targets, the fission threshold is in the so-called 
'negative-energy region', below the binding energy of the neutron, 
and so inaccessible with the (n,f) reaction.
The determination of the quantized modes of motion of the compound 
nucleus around the fission saddle-point ('channel analysis of fission') 
is possible when only a few channels are open to fission, that is, at 
low excitation energies. Bor moderate to high energies, only a 
statistical approach to the analysis of fission phenomena is practicable. 
In interpreting the results from the fission reaction on even-odd 
targets with low energy neutrons, one has the difficulty that the 
number of open fission channels is too large for a meaningful channel 
analysis and yet too small for the statistical approach. By applying 
both methods to the angular distribution of the fission fragments, one 
hopes to obtain more specific information on the 'channel effects' 
which appear in
FIG.3- L. Cl?ironical combinations of vectors which determine fission
eminent angular distributions. The classical S-sphere results 
ITorn couplings o(‘ projectile and target spins, s and I , 
respectively. Th(' procession o(‘ K around .1 and the distribution 
ol J about, the beam axis <are shown by the (iashod circles.
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(i) the angular anisotropy (ratio of the fragment intensity at 
zero degrees to the intensity at ninety degrees relative to 
the neutron beam direction),
(ii) the total fission cross section,
(iii) the average number of prompt neutrons emitted by the 
fragments per fission event, and
(iv) the average kinetic energy of the fragments.
The presence of 'fine structure' in the neutron energy dependence of 
these quantities is indicative of a discrete transition state spectrum 
of energy levels.
3.2 Channel Analysis
Fig. 3.1 shows the momentum vectors which are employed to describe 
the angular distribution of fragments from particle-induced fission. 
t and s are the projectile's orbital angular momentum (normal to the 
beam direction) and spin, respectively, and I is the ground state spin 
of the target nucleus. The combination of the spins s and I forms the 
'channel spin' S
S = s + I 3.1~'0
The total angular momentum J of the compound nucleus is then obtained 
from the coupling of S and €
j = s + e 3.2
The projections of J on the projectile beam direction (z-axis) and the
nuclear symmetry axis (z'-axis) are denoted by the quantum numbers M 
and K, respectively. A set of quantum numbers ( J7£K), where 7t is the 
parity of the system, defines a 'fission channel' of the compound 
nucleus, to be distinguished from the usual reaction theory particle 
channels of the reaction products (fragments).
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3.3 Assumptions
The mathematical description of the angular distribution of fission 
fragments is based on three assumptions.
(i) The fission reaction may be described as a two stage process:
1) the formation of a weakly deformed compound nucleus, 
and
2 ) the de-excitation of this compound nucleus by the 
creation of two energetic fragments of similar mass
x + X C* C* — ► f„ + f0 + Q 3.31 2
where Q is the energy released by the fission process. 
These two stages are independent in the sense that the decay 
system (f^+f^+Q) has to satisfy only the energy, momentum 
and parity conservation laws 5 but is not influenced by the 
specific entrance channel by which C* was formed.
(ii) The descent from saddle to scission-point deformation occurs 
rapidly enough so that K remains a good quantum number. That 
is, the K-value of the compound nucleus becomes fixed once 
the nucleus has deformed itself beyond the saddle-point or 
the ’point of no return'.
(iii) Fission fragments are emitted along the direction of the 
nuclear deformation axis.
3.4 Reaction Formalism
From the first assumption, the partial cross section for the fission 
reaction, for one level X in the first well of the compound nucleus 
potential, may be written as
CT,(x+X-*’C*; C*-*f) - Fx  (x+X-fC*) G^rtK(^) 3.4
where F^ is the probability of forming the compound state X , and
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is the probability that the state X will decay by fission 
through the transition state (JTTK), with the fragments being emitted 
into a unit solid angle making an angle d with the projectile beam 
direction. Averaging over an energy interval A  which includes many 
levels X around an excitation energy Eq, eqn. 3.4 becomes
< ^ Eo ’ * ) >  - ( FX GfTCK)  3 - 5
It should be noted that the average cross section (eqn. 3.5) does 
not exhibit independence of formation and decay, that is, it is not 
simply the product of two factors: one for the formation mode and one 
for the decay mode. Lane and Thomas (1958) interpret this fact as 
signifying that the compound nucleus does not 'forget* everything 
about the formation mode, but 'remembers' the constants of motion such 
as the total angular momentum J and parity TC . However, for later 
convenience, eqn. 3.5 may be rewritten as
<CTf(E o,&)y - < ^ ) < Gf K) K f 3.6
where corrects for the difference between the mean of the product 
and the product of the means
Rf
°r) 3.7
3.4.1 Compound State Formation
For the general case of an unpolarized, non-zero spin target being 
bombarded with unpolarized /  —wave neutrons, the formation probability 
is given by
3.8
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Where k is the neutron wave number and g is the usual spin weighting
J
factor (Feshbach et al. 1954)
g 2J + 12(21 + 1) 3.9
where Iq is the spin of the target nucleus. The quantity « e)  - 
related to the usual optical model neutron transmission coefficient
T by the relation n 17
TX/ =n ( r xj ) - i ( z xj y 3.10
3.4.2 Angular Distribution From a Transition State 
The set of quantum numbers which identify the fission channels of 
a compound nucleus are (J1TTK). When the compound nucleus decays by 
fission through a particular channel (JTCK), the resulting fission
fragments will have an angular distribution which is a 'signature' of
}
that channel. J and It must be conserved throughout the whole fission 
process. From the second assumption, K is conserved after the fission 
barrier has been crossed. Hence, the angular distribution of fission 
fragments reflects the spectrum of levels at the transition state, or 
saddle-point, of the compound nucleus.
If the fissioning nucleus is assumed to possess symmetry about its 
axis of rotation, its collective rotation would resemble that of a 
symmetric spinning top. Hence, from the third assumption, the angular 
distribution of fission fragments is simply the angular distribution 
of tho symmetry axis of the spinning top. The probability distribution 
in direction of the symmetry axis of a symmetric top is given by 
(Wheeler 1963)
d(probability) ** I^ M K ^  ^ 3.11
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where 3)^ is the unitary rotation matrix which transforms the space-
fixed axes (x,y,z) to body-fixed axes (x'jy'jZ1 *) through the Euler
angles (d , $ ,X ). That is, if ^ J M  is the wave function of a state
with total angular momentum J and z-component J =M, and '\l/' is thez rJK
state with the same J but with J ,»= K, thenr7 * 7
^ “V jk 3.12
and conversely
JK M
The may be broken down into the form (Preston 1962)
£ Jm (0 ,t,X) = !K-M eiM^ eiKX < ¿ ( 0 )
3.13
3.14
where the d-function is defined by
±J (6)-  V  l-l)n f t j+ M )- '(J -M )- '(J + K )!( j -K ) i>  
°MK'° Z_V V ' (J-M-n)i(J+K-n)!n{(M-K+n)J
i >*\ 2J—M+K—2n / . i/j\M—K+2n A  {cosfG) {sin-2 6) 3.15
where the sum is over n = 0,1,2,-----, and ends when one of the
quantities in the denominator becomes zero (0.‘ = l).
Substituting eqn. 3.14 into eqn. 3.11 we find that the probability 
distribution depends only on the angle 6 between the z- and z'-axes
d(probability) <X 3.16
,JKTherefore, if Wc ’"(9) is the probability per unit solid angle for the
emission of fragments making an angle d with the z-axis and passing
through the transition state (Jff K), then
M o
wjK(0)  «  ^ 2
M=-M
3.17
& (deg)
• 3.?. Theorvt 1 on 1 fraejnent angular distributions ]/K(0) for 
neutron-induced fission throur.h pure rotational states 
calculated with eqns. $.17 to ].??. The numbers refer to the 
quantum numbers (J,K). for ,1 < S o , the distributions are
H lc lX
isotropic.
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where
Mo min(j,S ) x 7 max7 3.18
with
S = Target spin (i ) + projectile spin (s) 3.19
JKSome typical numerical values of W ( 6 ) for neutron-induced fission
(s = if) are listed in Table 3.1, and have been plotted as functions of
angle d in Fig. 3.2. Note that for J ^ S  . all distributions aremax'
isotropic for all K-bands. Each curve has been normalized so that
f >
Jo
W ( d ) sin0 d$ = 1 3.20
In appendix A it is shown that d 2 can be reduced to the form
•J
< C < * >  . (c„4 S ) «  (_Z)C
A! BJ (CJ)
X  H2(-A,-B,C+1;Z)
where
A = J-M B = J+K C = M-K Z = -(tan-J-0)2 
and H is the hypergeometric function (Reichel 1966).
3.4.3 Probability For Decay Through a Transition State 
If is the average probability for fission through
transition state (JTCK), then
3.21
3.22
a
< G f V ) )  . <BJffK)> WJK(0) 3.23
is the probability of compound state decay by fission with the
jK
fragments having a probability W (& ) of being emitted at an angle 6 
to the neutron beam direction.
After the absorption of a low energy neutron by a target of spin
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Table 3.1
JK,Decay Probability W (&) for Neutron-Induced Fission
Target Spin Angle (J,K)
Nucleus d 0) (Deg.) li'i) (z >2.) ( I d ) ( b b ( b b (f>£)
0 1.000 1.500 1.998 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 .9773 1.411 1.783 .0226 .0879 .0009
20 .9122 1.175 1.268 .0877 .3125 .0128
30 .8125 .8671 .7425 .1875 .5743 .0586
232Th 0
40 .6901 .5805 .4359 .3099 .7595 .1601
50 .5599 .3852 .3677 .4401 .7921 .3228
60 .4375 .3046 .3959 .5625 .6681 .5274
70 .3377 .3129 .3838 .6623 .4561 .7310
80 .2726 .3540 .3190 .7274 .2641 .8818
90 .2500 .3749 .2810 .7500 .1875 .9375
i f ,  3) U.3) (4,4) (5,4) (5,5)
0 .6428 .7857 .9288 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 .6058 .6895 .7519 .0381 .0988 .0020
20 .5177 .5123 .5189 .1397 .3058 .0274
30 .4308 .4367 .5338 .2737 .4546 .1110
233u 5
2
40 .3910 .4875 .6017 .4053 .4774 .2593
50 .4111 .5440 .5545 .5097 .4463 .4370
60 .4710 .5298 .5192 .5785 .4607 .5940
70 .5378 .4857 .5018 .6164 .5414 .6997
80 .5857 .4676 .3938 .6333 .6332 .7534
90 .6027 .4680 .3120 .6379 .6722 .7689
(5A) ¿6,4) (7,4) (5,5) (6,f) (6,6)
0 .6111 .7222 .8337 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 .5677 .6170 .6503 .0449 .1089 .0026
20 .4712 .4463 .4538 .1612 .3191 .0355
30 .3918 .4113 .5086 .3056 .4376 .1372
~,0u 2o
40 .3778 .4803 .5386 .4350 .4303 .3019
50 .4253 .5071 .4960 .5257 .4125 .4764
60 .4964 .4793 .5371 .5767 .4680 .6079
70 .5555 .4853 .5492 .5998 .5701 .6808
80 .5890 .5411 .4441 .6081 .6532 .7106
90 .5991 .5746 .3727 .6100 .6828 .7177
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nr <»fand parity Iq , a compound nucleus is formed with a particular J level
distribution. The decay of this excited nucleus can occur by the 
emission of either a capture gamma-ray, an elastically or inelastically 
scattered neutron, or a pair of fission fragments. The emission of a 
Cascade* of electromagnetic radiation removes the excitation energy, 
leaving the compound nucleus in its ground state. Neutron emission 
leads to excited states in the residual (original target) nucleus. 
Fission fragments are emitted through saddle-point channels in the 
transition nucleus. Therefore, the probability that a compound state 
will decay by fission through the transition state (J7TK) is simply the 
branching ratio for fission
< B
JTt K
>
where
—  JtiK 
1 Xf
—  Jtt 
I ik
P(K)
p(K) = 2 -  SK)Q
3.24
3.25
accounts for the two projections (-K) for each value of K; except for 
K «= 0. The total width is the sum of all decay channel partial
widths
IK' r JTCK* X  f + 3.26
where the terms in the sum over K* are the fission partial widths of 
all transition states with K'^ J and parity 71 . The terms in the sum 
over n* are the neutron scattering partial widths for the decay of the 
compound state J** of the compound nucleus to the excited state 
of the residual nucleus.
Eqn. 3.24, averaged over many states X  around energy E, now
44
becomes
• p(K) LJTCKf 3.27
. , J7TKwhere L,. is a level width fluctuation correction factor defined by
.  < r , / r )
1 < i ; > / < r >
3.28
Eqn. 3.27 may be rewritten in terms of transmission coefficients 
by means of eqn. 3.10 and the following relation given by Bohr and 
Wheeler (1939)
< r i * K>  •  < T XJ * V > >
where < D JTt(E)) is the average spacing of compound levels around 
excitation energy E.
3.4.4 Compound State Decay By Fission
The average probability ( o f V ) )  for the de-excitation of a 
compound state by means of a fission event through a transition state 
(jftK), with the fission fragments emerging in a unit solid angle at an 
angle e to the z-axis, is found by combining 3.17, 3.23, 3.27, 3.28 
and 3.29 to give
oC
<TfK)
( r 1* )
p(K) LJ7TK
M
dMK^ ̂  ̂
3.30
3.4.5 Overall Fragment Angular Distribution
The overall angular distribution of fission fragments, or the 
'differential fission cross section', resulting from the bombardment of 
a stationary target by a beam of neutrons of energy E^ is obtained by
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substituting eqns. 3.8 and 3.30 into eqn. 3.6 and summing over all 
available states to give (omitting the X*s)
<?<  v * > >  -  I f  »<« £ & £ £ >  - »W -  J (T«> N
K
nf
where
T .U
3.31
py- £  SJ~ J ̂  K 
^ n L f
NJirK
nf
T
J rc
3.32
<t „Q < T fK)
(TJ")
The fission fragment angular distribution calculated by eqn. 3.31
can now be compared with the experimental angular distributions in
order to determine the most probable angular momentum parameters of the
transition states. The procedure may be unambiguous only when one
fission channel is available. As the number of available channels
increases with increasing excitation energy, the validity of the
estimates for the angular momentum parameters from fitting the angular
distributions becomes less reliable. To obtain less ambiguous results
from the analysis at higher energies, it is necessary to fit additional
data such as the total fission cross section and the neutron
energy dependence of the parameter (the average number of prompt
P
neutrons emitted per fission event) and (the average kinetic energy 
of the fragments).
3 . 4 . 6  O l  , V  ancl Ei
__ f p k
it is convenient to rewrite eqn. 3.31 in the compact form
FIG.3.3. Dissipation of compound nucleus excitation energy E into 
fragment kinetic energy E and ’excess’ energy Ey which 
appears as y emitted neutrons.
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-  y ^ r ^ n ) )  wJK( g ) 3.33
J t r K
where <  crf TtK(En >> is the average partial fission cross section for 
the channel (JTCK) for neutron energy E^. The total fission cross 
section < W >  is obtained by an integration of eqn. 3.33 
solid angles
over all
(<rf (En , 0 ) )  d f i 3.34
which, by means of the normalization eqn. 3.20, becomes
3.35
J t r K
This is an average fission cross section for many compound levels 
around an excitation energy corresponding to neutron energy E^. These 
calculations may be compared with experimental values of 
which have been measured to good accuracy in many cases by several 
experimentors.
The 'fine structure' which has been seen in *vj (E ) and E. (E )"pv n' k v n'
data (Walsh and Boldeman 1971, 1976) has been interpreted as evidence 
for the discrete nature of the spectrum of collective energy levels at 
the saddle-point of fission. In Fig. 3.3, the initial excitation 
energy E of the compound nucleus is the sum of the kinetic (E ) andex n'
binding (Br ) energies of the incident neutron. When this compound 
nucleus finally fissions through one of the transition states, the 
energy of collective motion E^ embodied in the transition state changes 
into kinetic energy E^ of the fragments. The ’excess’ energy 
E^ (= Ec) passes into fragment excitation which is manifested
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mainly through neutron emission. Hence, the variation in the strength
of fission channels with increasing neutron energy should be reflected
in the structure of ÍE ) and E. (E ).n y k v n
3.5 Statistical Analysis
When the excitation energy is large enough so that the number of 
effective fission channels makes a channel analysis impracticable, only 
statistical calculations are meaningful. This situation occurs even for 
low energy neutrons when fissile nuclei with 'negative* fission thres­
holds are used as targets, e.g., U, U and Pu. In this case,
j-jrf
the probability B for compound state decay through a transition 
state (jttK.) is assumed to be proportional to the level density of the 
available states at the specified energy of excitation
BJ7tK <X y0(E)
Oi exp
E - e j * krot
T 3.36
Here T is the 'nuclear temperature* which is a measure of the extent to 
which nucleons occupy energy levels above the 'Fermi energy' defined 
by (Eisberg 1961).
E^ (protons) 
E ^  (neutrons)
3.37
3.38
Z and N are the number of protons and neutrons, respectively, in the 
nucleus, and the proportionality constant C is given by
_ (9TC\ 2//3 i*2
\A / 2Mr2
3.39
50 MeV
E is the energy of the level (JtrK) in a transitional state
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rotational band and is given by eqn. 2.24. Writing
o 3.40
eqn. 3.36 reduces to the Gaussian form
B'Jrr K exp 3.41
2where Kq now represents the variance of the Gaussian K-distribution of 
transition states available for the fission process. Since the two 
projection +K and -K are equally probable, the mean of the distribution
become accessible and the average of the squares of K will change 
accordingly. A sharp discontinuity is expected whenever a new K-band 
opens up; and a very large discontinuity should occur at the onset of 
two or more quasi-particle excitations in even-even compound nuclei
quantitative estimates of Kq.
The angular anisotropy A(E ) of fission fragments, for neutron 
energy E^, is the ratio of the fragment intensity at zero degrees to 
the intensity at ninety degrees relative to the neutron beam direction
• 2 2 is zero, and so K is also the mean of K .o
2
The nuclear parameter Kq is expected to vary with energy since, as 
the excitation energy (neutron energy) increases, more channels will
(Huizenga 1968). The following paragraphs show how to obtain
2
A(E )
1(0,E )\ 7 n /
3.42
l(W/2,En )
In the classically allowed region of motion for large values of total 
angular momentum J, the square of the absolute value of eqn. 3.15 may 
be approximated by (Wheeler 1963)
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~  l/lC ‘ - M2 - K2 + 2MKcos^j 2
3.43
Using this approximation, Leachman and Sanmann (1962) and Griffin (1962) 
deduced the semiempirical relation
A(En ) ~  a £ 2 + bp + 1 , 3.44
where
0  = l/2K^
a = 2b/9-[b - IQ(Io+1)] 3.45
and the quantity *b* is, in the quasiclassical approach, the equivalent 
of half the mean square of the classical orbital angular momentum of 
the incident neutron (Nesterov et al. 1968)
b = * < < r t f + u >
= i [2.1 v/En (MeV)' + 1 j 2 3.46
It is to be noted that the coefficient 'a' in eqn. 3.44 produces the 
decrease in anisotropy due to target spin I as predicted by Bohr (1956) 
(see section 1.2).
The value of the anisotropy used in eqn. 3.44 is obtained by 
fitting a three term Legendre polynomial expansion to the experimental 
angular distribution by the method of least squares
l(0) = aQ + a^P^cos^) + a^P^cosfl ). 3.47
Only even powers of cos0 are included since the distribution is 
symmetric about 7^/2 in the laboratory frame. The fragment anisotropy 
is then
a + a o
ao
2
2
+ a4 
+ #a4
A 3.48
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CHAPTER IV
4. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
4.1 Experimental Programme
This work investigated the transition state spectrum of energy 
levels of fissionable nuclei. The most direct method of doing this is 
to measure the angular distribution of the fission fragments. From the 
measured distributions it is possible to make qualitative and maybe 
quantitative estimates of the parameters which describe the energy 
spectrum at the saddle-point of deformed nuclei. Of special interest 
are the low-lying collective states and the onset of single particle 
excitation states. This information is needed for an understanding of 
the final stages of the fission process.
The angular distributions of the fragments from the neutron- 
induced fission of the three target nuclei and ^^Th were
measured for several neutron energies between 0 and 2 MeV. The 
distributions were recorded by counting the fission fragments with six 
gold-silicon surface barrier detectors fixed at angles between 0° and 
90° with respect to the neutron beam direction. An attempt at using 
a plastic track detector (Makrofol film) to record the fragment 
distributions was unsuccessful since the advantage of a very precise 
angular resolution was offset by poor track counting efficiency.
The presence of a discrete transition state spectrum of energy 
levels affects not only the behaviour of the fragment anisotropy, but 
also other fission parameters including fission cross section and v  • 
Therefore, the fission cross sections of the three investigated nuclei 
were calculated on the basis of the R-matrix formalism, with an implicit 
condition of unitarity of the S-matrix, and compared with published 
evaluated experimental data. In addition, a measurement also was made
F-iG. 4.1. Schematic diagram showing the relative locations of neutron
source, fission target and detectors.
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of the variation of with the incident neutron energy for the 
^^Th(n,f) reaction.
4.2 Experimental Apparatus
The general layout of the experimental apparatus used to measure
fission fragment angular distributions is shown schematically in
Fig. 4.1. Monoenergetic beams of neutrons of 0 - 1 MeV energy were
7 7produced from the Li(p,n) Be reaction and neutronswith energies above 
3 31 MeV from the H(p,n) He reaction. The lithium and tritium targets 
were mounted at the ends of two beam tubes of the 3 MeV Van de Graaff 
accelerator of the Australian Atomic Energy Commission Research 
Establishment at Lucas Heights. The lithium targets used in this 
experiment were prepared by the accelerator technicians using the 
vacuum evaporation method. The tritium targets were obtained from the 
Radiochemical Centre at Amersham.
4.2.1 Neutron Sources
The interpretation of experimental data is facilitated by having 
the neutron source as monoenergetic as possible. Hence, one require­
ment of such a source is that the accelerated incident particle does 
not give rise to excited states in the residual nucleus. This 
condition restricts the source reaction to the bombardment of the 
lightest nuclei with the nuclei of the hydrogen isotopes.
7 7The Li(p»n) Be Reaction
A convenient and prolific source of low-energy neutrons is 
provided by the proton bombardment of lithium. This endoergic reaction 
imiy be written as
7Li + 1H — *-7Be + L  + Q 4.1
with a reaction energy Q = —1.6441 — 0.0002 MeV (Mattauch et al. 1965).
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The neutron beams from this reaction are monochromatic for neutron 
energies between 122 and 650 keV in the forward direction of the 
laboratory frame. At the reaction threshold E ^ (at a proton energy 
of Ep = 1.881 MeV) neutrons are emitted only in the forward direction 
with a unique energy of 29.9 keV, corresponding to the velocity of the 
centre-of-mass of the system. A resonance in the neighbourhood of this 
threshold causes the neutron yield to rise very rapidly with proton 
energy. If the bombarding energy increases slightly above threshold, 
the neutrons will be emitted in a forward cone of increasing half-angle, 
with an intensity peaked at the edge of the cone. Two energy groups of 
neutrons are emitted at each angle within the cone, corresponding to the 
two directions in the centre-of-mass system in which neutrons are 
emitted. The cone angle widens as the proton energy increases up to 
Ep = 1.924 MeV, at which point the neutrons are produced in all 
directions with a unique energy at each angle, the forward neutrons 
having an energy E^ = 122 keV.
The dependence of the energy and angular distribution of the 
neutrons on the proton energy is given as sets of tables and graphs 
(Gibbons and Newson 1960, Marion I960), derived from the kinematic 
equations of the two-body reaction problem (Hanson et al. 1949, Fowler 
and Brolley 1956). Some of the more useful relations between En , E^
¿ind neutron intensity N and direction $ relative to the proton direction 
ure:
E = a E n p (cos| - Z)2 4.2
dN
d f
2 TC b
“ Z sin £ (cos £ - z)2
4.3
dEn 2aE___E
Z sing (cos g - z)2
4.4
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dN
dE
where
a =
n
m m
-JLP.
Mt . +m Li p
dI\l/d$E 
” d E j d f
TCb
a E 4.5
n m m Ek2 n p_______ p
M M (E -E ) Li Be p th
Z = (b - s m :l ) 4.6
The two-valued character of the neutron energy for 1.881 <E < 1.924 MeVP
is evident from eqn. 4.2. However, for E > 1.924 MeV, we find thatP ’
b > 1 and the (¿) signs change to ( + ) only. From eqn. 4.5, the number 
of neutrons per energy interval is seen to increase as the proton 
energy decreases to threshold from above. This increase, due to the 
forward concentration of the emitted neutrons because of centre-of-mass 
motion, is partially cancelled by an accompanying drop in the Li(p,n) 
cross section very near threshold.
The monochromatic nature of the emitted neutrons from the
7 7Li(p,n) Be reaction above E = 1.924 MeV ceases again at E = 2.378 MeV,P P
beyond which a second group of neutrons is emitted corresponding to the
7
formation of a Be nucleus in its first excited state, 430 keV above
the ground state. Fortunately, the intensity of this low-energy group
is less than 10^ of the main group for proton energies up to 5 MeV
(Batchelor 1955).
3 3The H(p,n) He Reaction
Another commonly used source of neutrons of energies less 
than 2 MeV is the reaction
3h + Hi 3He + Hi - 0.764 MeV
The smaller Q value of -763.8 - 0.1 keV (Mattauch et al. 1965) means 
that the threshold energy for this endothermic reaction occurs at a
lower proton energy than for lithium, that is at E = 1.019 MeV. TheP
neutron yields are about the same as with a lithium target of comparable 
thickness to protons. The reaction kinematics are described by eqns.
4.7
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4.2 to 4.6 with and being replaced by and M^e , respectively.
From these equations it is easy to calculate that threshold neutrons
are emitted at zero degrees with an energy of 64.0 keV. The region of
double-valued energy extends from E = 1.019 MeV to 1.148 MeV at which
P 3
= 288 keV. Since no excited states of He are reached for proton 
energies up to 5 MeV, once the cone of neutrons opens up to include all 
laboratory directions (at E^ = 1.148 MeV), the neutrons are essentially 
monoenergetic. The spread in energy of the neutrons will be caused 
mainly by finite geometry effects and degradation of the energy of the 
proton while traversing the target material before reacting.
Besides being a neutron source, the T(p,n) reaction also 
has a large yield of 20 MeV gamma-radiation from the proton capture 
by tritium. Although the surface-barrier detectors are sensitive to 
gamma-rays, the electrical pulses produced are so small that they are 
easily discriminated against. Tritium also has the disadvantage of 
being a emitter with a half-life of 12.3 years, producing bremss­
trahlung with a continuous spectrum of maximum energy 18 keV. Also 
tritium is a biological hazard in its own right since it exchanges 
with the hydrogen atoms in biological cells and often causes cells to 
rupture. Therefore, the tritium target had to be handled with great 
care and all outlets of pumps attached to the tritium source beam 
tube were taken to outside atmosphere.
Target Cooling
The power P delivered to an accelerator target by a 
monoenergetic beam of particles of energy E and charge q is
P = n E = 1 Eq
4.8
where n is the number of incident particles per unit time, and I is
FIG.4.2. Proton target ’wobbler’.
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the beam current. Hence, a 1 microampere beam of 1 MeV protons 
delivers 1 watt of power to the target. This is converted mainly into 
heat energy which must be dissipated through the target backing.
The rate at which heat is transferred through a plane of 
area A, across which there is a temperature gradient dT/dx, is given 
by the fundamental law of heat conduction (Zemansky 1968)
* dTH = -KA~~ 4.9dx
where K is the thermal conductivity constant. At equilibrium, the 
beam power equals the rate of heat dissipation so that the temperature 
gradient through the target is
dT
dx
I E 
q K A 4.10
For a typical case of a 30 microampere beam of 2 MeV protons impringing
2uniformly over a 30 mm area on a target assembly of 0.15 mm total 
thickness, the calculated equilibrium temperature difference between the 
front and back sides of the target is 15°C. However, 60 joules of heat 
must be removed from the back side of the target for this equilibrium 
to be established. This was accomplished in the present work by 
mounting the target on the end of a beam tube with a small copper gasket 
so that it formed part of the vacuum boundary, and cooling the outside 
of the target housing with a fast-flowing jet of water vapour spray.
Because of the health hazard when using tritium as the 
proton target, an extra precaution was taken to prevent outgassing inside 
the accelerator beam tube. The tritium-titanium-copper disc was fixed 
in a 'wobbler' (see Fig. 4.2) attached to the end of the beam tube.
This wobbler moved the tritium target in an approximately circular 
path perpendicular to the proton beam, at an angular speed of about 
120 rpm. This allowed the local heating of the beam spot to be spread
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over a much larger area. The water spray was again used with the 
wobbler.
4.2.2 Fission Chamber
A photograph of the inside of the fission chamber is shown in.
Fig. 4.3. The removeable chamber wall and top (not shown in the 
photograph) were constructed from 3 mm thick aluminium so as to 
minimise neutron scattering. The base of the chamber was made from 
10 mm aluminium to which six BNC feed-through connectors were attached. 
The chamber was mounted on an adjustable aluminium platform which was 
bolted to a stand made of mild steel. Since the mean range of fission 
fragments in air at 15°C, 760 mm Hg is only 2 to 3 cm (Katcoff et al. 
1948), the fission chamber had to be kept at a vacuum better than 1 Pa 
so that the fragments will lose negligible energy before reaching the 
detectors. This was easily achieved by using merely a roughing vacuum 
pump fitted with a liquid nitrogen cold trap.
Inside the fission chamber were placed six gold-silicon surface 
barrier fragment detectors mounted on aluminium stands, and one of the 
fission targets (see Fig. 4.3). A 0.8 mm thick aluminium collimator 
was placed between the fission target and the fission fragment 
detectors so as to reduce the effective size of the fission target to a 
disc of 1.27 cm diameter. However, this collimation of the emergent 
fragments introduced serious errors into the observed angular distrib­
utions, errors which were too large to be accurately corrected for. A 
more detailed discussion on the effects of the collimator on the 
observed fragment anisotropy is given in appendix B. The collimator 
was eventually removed and the fission targets were made to the desired 
size. All data which had been obtained with the collimator in place
have been discarded in this thesis.
Y *
Fig. 4.3 Experimental arrangement showing inside 
of the fission chamber
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The fragment detectors were arranged in a quarter-circle of 
radius 8.2 cm centred on the fission target. They were set in a 
compact zig-zag pattern so as to bring the detectors and target as 
close together as possible to optimize the count rates.
4.2.3 Fission Targets
The isotopic composition of the uranium deposits used in the 
experiments are listed in Table 4.1. The thorium deposits consisted 
essentially of 10C$ ^32Th.
Table 4.1
Isotopic Composition of Uranium Deposits in Atom $
23 2U 233u 234u 235u 236u 238u
233u 10.8ppm 87.70 0.83 0.09 0.03 11.21
235u - - 1.21 92.93 0.23 5.63
The uranium samples were prepared by electrospraying uranium, 
dissolved in ethanol, onto thin nickel discs. The diameter of the 
deposit was approximately 1.3 cm and the surface densities were 
0.66 mg/cm2 for 233U, and 0.33 and 0.50 mg/cm2 for 23\j. The thorium 
targets were electroplated as thin films of thorium onto nicket discs 
employing the electrodeposition technique of Petit et al. (1967).
The target assembly was placed in the fission chamber at 45° to 
the 0° and 90° detectors and to the neutron source. This arrangement 
meant that fragments which emerge at 0° and 90° to the neutron beam 
must traverse the same thickness of fissile material. However, because 
of this inclination a small (~1.5^) correction must be made for the 
non-uniform neutron flux distribution across the fission target. The 
evaluation of this correction is discussed in considerable detail in
section 4.3.4 and appendix C.
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4.2.4 Fragment Detectors
The angular distributions of fission fragments were measured by 
counting the fragments with six solid state surface barrier detectors 
which were purchased from ORTEC, Oak Ridge. Solid state detectors are 
analogous to the gas filled ionization chamber detectors, but are 
smaller and more compact, have easier control over sensitive depth, 
area and geometry, require only low power, and have relatively short 
charge carrier collection times. However, the signal is typically very 
small (2 mV/MeV lost by nuclear fragment), and radiation damage to the 
detector is more troublesome.
The formation of electrical pulses in a semiconductor detector 
(Miller et al. 1962, Deamaley and Whitehead 1961) occurs in a shallow 
volume (depletion layer) at the p-n junction of the semiconductor 
diode. This layer is depleted of charge carriers, with the result that 
the impurity atoms (donors or acceptors) remain ionized. On entering 
the depletion layer, a charged particle creates electron-hole pairs 
while losing energy at a rate of 3.5 eV per electron-hole pair. The 
strong dipole field of the ionized impurity atoms quickly separates 
these charge carriers which are collected at the boundaries of the 
layer, producing a small pulse which can be amplified and recorded.
The depletion layer may be extended so as to exceed the range of the 
particle by applying a reversed-biased voltage. For efficient charge 
collection, the detector must be operated with a high internal 
collecting field, i.e., at 'saturation', when the pulse height becomes 
independent of bias voltage. This is because exposure to a high flux 
of neutrons, gamma rays, or charged particles, produces recombination 
centres in the dense plasma along the incident particle track in the
silicon.
PIG. 4. . Block diagram of electronics used to record fission fragment angular distributions.
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To utilise the whole of the sensitive volume of the semiconductor, 
the p-n junction must be placed close to the surface. The conventional 
silicon surface barrier detector has an extremely thin p-type layer on 
the sensitive surface of a high purity, n-type silicon wafer. The 
p-type layer is actually the surface barrier which forms readily on 
clean silicon when the surface oxidizes. Electrical contacts to this 
diode are provided by a thin film of evaporated gold over the p-type 
surface, and through a non-rectifying aluminium contact to the n-type 
silicon on the back surface. The front gold ’dead' layer should be 
very thin because of the extremely high initial rate of energy loss of 
fission fragments.
The detectors used in this experiment were made from wafers of n-
type silicon of 240 to 640 flcm resistivity, with an entrance window of
40.1^¿g/cm Au. The effective area for each detector was limited to 
24 cm by means of an aluminium collimator with rounded-off edges. The 
detectors were located at a mean distance between source and detector of 
8.3 cm. The detected fragments were emitted at one of the following 
average angles 0  to the neutron beam direction, 5.3°, 25.6°, 37.2° 
54.7°, 73.0°, 90.0°, respectively.
4.2.5 Electronics
A block diagram of the electronic apparatus used in the experiment 
is shown in Fig. 4.4. The components were standard and identical for 
all six counting channels. Only the preamplifiers and bias power 
supplies were left in the target area; the rest were located in the 
counting laboratory where checks on the proper functioning of all lines 
could be made with ease and safety. The fission signals irom each 
detector were amplified by charge—sensitive preamplifiers and sent 
through long cables to linear amplifers which shaped the fission pulses.
LOW MASS, HIGH ENERGY 
FRAGMENTS
FIG. 4.5. Typical fragment spectrum from a thin fission source.
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The amplified pulses were applied to integral discriminators which 
generated 5 volt square wave output pulses only when the input pulses 
exceeded the threshold setting ( — • i volt). The discriminator output 
pulses were counted with a bank of six digital scalers. For setting 
diseriminutor levels and for calibration measurements, a precision 
pulse generator was connected to the preamplifiers, and a 512-channel 
analyser was used to obtain alpha and fission pulse height spectra.
Fig. 4.5 shows a typical spectrum of fission fragments emitted from a 
thin source and recorded by one of the solid state detectors.
4.3 Experimental Procedure
4.3.1 Energy Resolution
The amount of energy that the proton beam loses while traversing 
the neutron-producing material at the end of the accelerator beam tube 
essentially determines the energy resolution of the neutron beam. The 
magnitude of this degradation in proton energy is a function of the 
thickness of the target material in the path of the proton beam. An 
estimate of the thickness of the neutron source, in terms of the proton 
energy loss, can be obtained by recording the variation of the neutron 
yield (that is, the number of neutrons emitted per unit charge) at 0° 
as the proton energy is increased slowly above threshold. Fig. 4.6
3
shows two typical yield curves obtained by using a BF long counter to 
detect the neutrons and an ELCOR integrator to integrate the proton 
current. With a thin target the yield increases rapidly, then falls 
less rapidly and then increases again slowly. The target thickness is 
defined to be the difference between the proton energy corresponding 
to the first maximum and the proton energy at threshold (Hanson et al. 
1949).
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4.3.2 Setting Up Electronics
The alpha particle emission from the uranium targets provided a
convenient source for the calibration of the counting electronics prior
• . 233 235to a run. With the six fragment detectors and either the U or U
target fixed in place, the fission chamber was evacuated till the
pressure dropped below 10 Pa. Bias voltage was not applied to the
detectors till this vacuum was reached, because surface damage could
occur to the detectors from the bombardment of large air molecules when
the vacuum was in the critical range between 10 and 50 Pa.
The electrical signals produced in the detector by the alpha
particles were fed to a preamplifier whose output pulses were observed
with a fast oscilloscope (500 ns/cm time-base). The bias voltage to
the detector was then increased till the pulse height and rise-time
ceased to vary with a further increase in bias. At this point the
detector was operating at 'saturation'. The amplifier controls for
the gain and integration and differentiation time constants were adjusted
to give output pulses about 2 /ms wide and 3 V high for a 5 MeV input
alpha pulse. The amplified pulses were then fed to a 512-channel
analyser, and an alpha particle pulse height spectrum was recorded.
This spectrum was viewed on a wide video display screen attached to an
233on-line PDP-7 computer. An alpha spectrum from the U target is 
shown in Fig. 4.7.
To calibrate this spectrum and to set the discriminator threshold, 
a precision pulse generator was connected to the detector via the 
preamplifier. The pulser output controls were varied and normalized so 
that its output pulse height and rise-time coincided with those of the 
pulses producing one of the peaks in the alpha particle spectrum. It 
was not practical to use the main ^ Th alpha peak because it
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increased at a much faster rate than the maximum pulser rate, meaning
that fine tuning of the pulser was impossible. The peak chosen from
233the alpha spectrum of the U target was the distinct 8.785 MeV alpha 
219 208 235from the T o  — ► Pb decay. For the U target, the small (l.21 %)
234U impurity produced the calibration peak with the 4.773 MeV alpha
234 230from the U — ► Th decay, which has a very much shorter half-life
235 231than the U — ► Th alpha decay (Heath 1974).
10Because of the very long half-life (l.41 x 10 years) for the 
232alpha decay of Th, the setting up of the electronics for measurements
235with this target was performed by using the U target. The highest
232energy alpha from Th is 3.994 MeV while that from the alpha decay of
235 233the U target is 7.688 MeV and for the U target it is 8.785 MeV.
Therefore, the discriminator settings for the thorium runs were more
than adequate to cut out alpha pulses.
The normalized pulser output was then increased so that the pulser
peak came at least 1 MeV higher than the highest energy alpha in the
spectra of all the detectors. Since the average fission pulse height
is about twenty times the size of an alpha pulse, the amplifier gain
was adjusted so that the pulser pulses were reduced to about 1 volt.
These pulses were then fed to a discriminator whose threshold was set
just above the pulser peak.
4.3.3 Data Acquisition
Background Run
With the fission fragment detecting system set up as just described, 
background counts were recorded with no proton beam on target. The 
counting system was usually left on for 24 hours at the start and at 
the end of a data acquisition session, and for a few hours at random 
during the session. The main potential source of background was the
Go
small lOOkW experimental reactor MOATA, which was about 25 m from the 
fission chamber, but well shielded by a thick wall of concrete. Back­
ground was only one or two counts in one or two scalers at most and so 
totally negligible compared with the total foreground count of about 
10,000 fission fragments per scaler.
Thermal Neutron Run
The counting efficiency of each detector, relative to the 90° 
detector, was determined by recording the fission fragment angular 
distribution from fissions induced by a 'bath' of thermal neutrons. 
Because thermal neutrons have zero orbital angular momentum (s-wave), 
this distribution should be isotropic for an unpolarized target. The 
thermal neutron bath was produced by moderating fast neutrons with a 
thick (6.5 cm) polyethylene block surrounding the fission chamber (Cox 
et al. 1968). Polyethylene is rich in hydrogen and carbon and so is an 
excellent moderator. To optimize the thermal count rate, the proton 
beam energy was set at the maximum in the (p,n) cross section, which 
corresponded to 2.3 MeV for lithium and 2.8 MeV for tritium. These 
detector calibration runs were performed before and after each 
experimental run.
Fast Neutron Run
Fission fragment angular distribution data using fast (non-thermal) 
neutrons were collected in a series of many runs each of three to four 
days duration separated by periods of one or two weeks. As a partial 
check on possible systematic error, the total data on some energy 
points were divided among several runs. Typical run parameters are 
given in Table 4.2
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Typical Run Parameters
Table 4»2
proton current 
lithium thickness 
tritium thickness 
thermal fission count rate 
fast fission count rate
15-30 ^¿ampere 
10-60 keV 
100 keV
60 frag/hr/ |4A/keV of Li
Pj t t  f t  M It
4.3.4 Error Analysis
It was necessary to correct the data for the following
(a) isotope impurity
(b) fission with neutrons from the ^Li(p,n)^Be* reaction
(c) relative efficiency of the detectors
(d) non-uniform neutron distribution across the fission target
/
(e) lab-to-CM solid angle reduction
Isotope Impurity
The number of fragments from the fission of impurity isotopes was 
estimated from the percentage composition p^ and cross section 0T of 
the isotopes. That is, if is the total number of fragments counted 
by a detector, then the number of fragments created by the fission of 
the main isotope I is
Nf
Pi ^ i
^ P i ^ i1
232Since the impurities in the Th target were less than 1 ppm, this 
correction was necessary only for the uranium targets. The values of 
p. are given in Table 4.1 and the cross sections were obtained from 
the accurate work of Lamphere (1956, 1962).
FIG. 4.8. Relative intensities of the low and high energy neutron groups from the 7Li(p,n)
reaction. (From Batchelor 1955)«
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Second Group Neutrons
7 7As discussed earlier, the (p,n) reaction on Li may leave the Be
nucleus in an excited state, so that the emergent neutron will have a
. . 7lower energy than if the Be nucleus were created in its ground state. 
The intensity R of this second group of neutrons relative to the primary 
(higher energy) neutrons is approximately linearly dependent on the 
proton energy. By fitting a straight line to the data of Batchelor 
(1955), reproduced in Fig. 4.8, the empirical relation is
R = 0.144 ( E - 2.378 )P
4.11
where the proton energy is measured in MeV. Therefore, the factor by
which the total fragment count is multiplied, to correct for fissions
7 7induced by neutrons from the Li(p,n) Be* reaction, is 1 - R.
Detector Relative Efficiency
The counting efficiency of each detector line is a function of the
bias voltage applied, the solid angle subtended at the fission target
and the setting of the discriminator level. This efficiency was
determined experimentally, as described in section 4.3.3, by utilizing
233 235the large fission cross sections of U and U for thermal neutrons. 
Since thermal neutrons should produce an isotropic distribution of 
fragments, the relative efficiency factor >}( 6 ) of the detector at 
angle e is then
r)(0) 9)W T s J 4.12
where Y is the fragment yield from fissions induced by thermal neutrons.
232 .Since the thermal fission cross section for Th is very small, this
232efficiency calibration was performed by interchanging the Th target
235with an identical target of D. Efficiency calibrations for both the
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uranium and thorium data were performed before and after each fast 
neutron run.
Non-uniform Neutron Flux
Since the distances between neutron source, fission target and 
detectors were small and the fission target was inclined at 45° to the 
proton beam direction (see Fig. 4.3), the 'inverse-square law' for 
neutron intensity across the fission target had a large effect on the 
observed fission fragment angular distribution. The highest fission 
rate occurs on the area of the fission target closest to the neutron 
source, and since this area is closer to the 90° detector than to the 
0° detector, the observed fragment distribution will be biased towards 
high emission angles. To complicate the situation even more, the neutron 
distribution from the (p,n) reaction is strongly anisotropic in the 
laboratory frame for proton energies near threshold (Ritchie 1976).
If N(0) is the actual measured fragment intensity at angle 
after all corrections have been applied except that for the non-uniform 
neutron flux, then the true fission fragment angular distribution, 
relative to the intensity at ninety degrees, is
where £ is the correction factor for the non-uniform neutron flux.
*£ is defined to be
= T^90^>/,F^90U) 4-
where T(0) and F(0) are the expected fragment intensities at angle 0 
for a thermal neutron distribution which is uniform and non-uniform, 
respectively, across the fission target. Equations for T and F are 
developed fully in appendix C. Table 4.3 lists the values of ^
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calculated from the experimental geometry and used in the data reduction. 
The finite sizes of the neutron source, fission target and detectors 
were all included in the calculation of ^ . Also included was the 
angular distribution of the neutrons from the Li(p,n) reaction, but 
only for neutron energies less than 200 keV, since above this energy the 
neutron distribution is nearly isotropic for a small angular range.
Table 4.3
Correction Factor ̂  for Non-uniform Neutron Flux
5.3° 25.6° 37.2° 54.7° 73.0° 90.0°
^Li(p,n) at 110°
E = 50 keV n
1.026 1.020 1.016 1.010 1.006 1.000
^Li(p,n) at 110°
E = 100 keV n
1.024 1.019 1.015 1.009 1.006 1.000
^Li(p,n) at 110°
E = 150 keV n
1.022 1.017 1.014 1.009 1.005 1.000
^Li(p,n) at 0°
E = 200 keV n
1.021 1.016 1.013 1.008 1.005 1.000
T(p,n) at 0°
E =1 . 2  MeV n
1.014 1.011 1.009 1.006 1.003 1.000
F I G . 9. A neutron-induced fission reaction as observed in (a) the 
laboratory coordinate system, (b) the centre-of-mass 
coordinate system.
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Solid Angle Reduction
The solid angle subtended by the detector at the fission source in 
the laboratory frame was transformed to the corresponding solid angle in 
the centre-of-mass frame by means of the Jacobian j(0). This is the 
ratio of the solid angle dfl about 6 in the laboratory system to theLi
corresponding solid angle dfl^ about CJ in the centre-of-mass system and
V
is given by
J(0) =
dfl
d a
s m 6 d0
sincj dCJ
d(cos 6 
d( cos CJ
4.15
Consider the nuclear reaction shown schematically in Fig. 4.9, 
where m and T are the mass and kinetic energy of the neutron and M is 
the mass of the stationary target. The following relativistic expression 
for 3(0 ) may be written (Blumberg and Schlessinger 1956)
J( 6 ) = u
vlx(X+2)j- * - W(X+l)cos 6 
X(X+2)
where
X = UWcosCJ + m y  +M m+M-Q
and
me
+ 1
C O S  U) =
|u2-(U2-W2)tan2^j' - |(U2+l)(W2+l)J- tan2g
U ̂ l+(W2+l)tan2|̂ }
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19
with
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u2
2m^M(-y -1) + qJ- + Q( 2M-Q)
a on
(m + M - Q)2
t; • ¿U
. r 2 .„2 „V = W - 1 4.21
2
2 / 2 , \ m ( y  -  1)
\r
m2+2mMT +M2
4.22
4.3.5 Data Analysis
The immediate aim in the analysis of angular distribution 
measurements is to make a fit (say a Legendre polynomial) to experimental 
values of intensity I versus angle 6 between the incident and outgoing 
particles in the centre-of-mass frame of reference
1( 0 )
m
i=0
a. P.(cos 6 )l ' 4.23
The polynomial series will contain only even powers of cos 6 when either
(i) the investigated reaction occurs via a single compound 
state (e.g., near a strong resonance level); or
(ii) symmetry excludes odd powers.
The maximum order m of the polynomial is limited to twice the maximum 
orbital angular momentum of the incident projectiles (Yang 1948).
Method of Least Squares Fitting
To obtain a * least squares' fit to a set of data points, we need to 
find the coefficients a^ (and their errors) which satisfy the following 
equation
as
da. 0 (i = 0,1,2, .... m)
4.24
where the quantity S is defined by
1 e
0 ) Q (  & )  -  s  ai  pi ( c° s 0 r]s 4.25
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The outer summation is taken over all experimental values of angle 6  , 
and the weight for each data point is taken as the reciprocal
squared of the error A l ( 0) on that point
1 1
u ( 0 )  = — --------^ y t ^tt
{a i(0)}2 u e )
If we write
x = £ > ( , )  i(e ) p.(cos^)j j
and
C. . 
ij
/  tU  ( Q ) P.(cos0) P.(cos^)
e 1 J
4.26
4.27
4.28
as the elements of the vector matrix X and a square matrix C, eqn. 4.24 
becomes in matrix notation
X = C a 4.29
where a is the vector with components a^. Hence, pre-multiplying by the 
inverse of C yields the coefficients
a
-1C. X. ij J
J
4.30
o
The purely statistical errors CT (a^) in these coefficients can be shown 
(Rose 1953) to be given by the diagonal elements of the inverse of the 
matrix C.
Finite Angular Resolution
Because the fragment detector subtends a finite solid angle at the 
fission source, which is taken as the origin of the reference frame of 
the system, the measured angular distribution will be l( 0 ) averaged 
over all possible angles of emission of fragments which may be 
recorded by the detector
NE
UT
RO
N
FIG.4.10. Geometry for the calculation of the finite 
angular resolution correction.
Jl(0 ) d£l
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< K » ) > 4.31
Here dil is a solid angle element for the fragment detected at an angle OL 
to the symmetry axis of the detector (see Fig. 4.10). By means of 
eqn. 4.23 the numerator of eqn. 4.31 takes the form of the series
r . \ r"" a /»2tc pfi
^   ̂  ̂j J ai ^i(cos i>) since doc d<f> 4.32
“1where (= tan (r/h)) is the half-angle subtended on the front face of 
the detector. By a rotation of axes, so that the z-axis becomes the 
symmetry axis of the detector, P^(cosY') becomes what is known as a 
1general zonal harmonic' or a 'Laplace coefficient' (MacRobert 1967), 
which is in fact a surface spherical harmonic in two variables Q and 
the azimuth <f> .
By the addition theorem for the zonal harmonics, P^(cos^) may be 
expanded to the form
P^(cos i*) = Pi(cosoi) Pi(cos^)
+ 2 cos3^ T^(cosoi) T^(cos 0 )
1=T
where the T's are Ferrers' functions (MacRobert 1967)
■Ax) « (-l)m (l-x2)m/2 P(x)
n dx
4.33
4.34
Since all but the first term of eqn. 4.33 has a cosine dependence on the 
azimuth <f> , on integration over the contributions from these terms 
cancel out, so that
L . = 2i
rfi
7r a. P.(cos 6) P. (cosc* ) sinocdoc
1 1  4) 1
= 2ft a. P. (cos 0 ) q.l i  i
4.35
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Therefore
< K 0  )>  -  XX ( ^ ) px (cos * } 4 -36
that is, the measured angular distribution may be compared with a smeared
theoretical distribution where the coefficients a. have been attenuated1
by a factor given by
Q = = (1-cos (?)
q0
-1 P. (cosod) sin oc dotlv
4.37
0
Hence, the attenuation factors for the first three terms of a fitted 
even-degree Legendre polynomial, which correct for the finite angular 
resolution of the detectors, are
Qo = l
= 0.5 cos & (cos<? + l)
Q = 0.25 Q2 (7 cos20 - 3)
^0
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CHAPTER V
5. FRAGMENT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS FROM THE 233U(n,f) REACTION 
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter an effort will be made to determine the fission 
channels in the transition state spectrum of the compound nucleus U. 
This is accomplished by combining theory and experiment in a manner 
which correlates the experimental results as closely with the theory as 
possible. In addition to reproducing the fission fragment angular 
distributions, quantitative estimates are also made of the partial 
fission cross sections of the contributing channels, the sum of which 
yields the total fission cross section. The computational procedure 
consisted of systematically varying the number and energy of a set of 
probable fission channels so that the theoretical cross sections and 
angular distributions fitted the experimental data. The fits to the 
cross section were obtained by first estimating the partial fission 
cross sections for each 'open' channel from eqn. 3.33, and then summing 
these over all relevant (Jt c k) values to obtain the total fission cross 
section. Theoretical angular distributions were obtained by first 
multiplying the partial cross section by the appropriate angular 
distribution function (eqn. 3.17) for that channel, and then performing 
the summat i on.
b.2 Experimental Results
Table 5.1 lists the fission fragment angular distributions resulting 
233from the U(n,f) reaction, which were measured for fifteen values of 
the neutron energy between 50 keV and 1.85 MeV. The corrected counts 
were derived from the primary data by the application of the five 
corrections discussed in section 4.3.4. The average neutron energy 
spread was estimated from the thickness of the lithium and tritium
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Table 5.1
Six-Point Fragment Angular Distributions from 233 / r, \
EnÎ A E
(keV)
Angle
(Deg.)
Observed
Counts
Corrected
Counts
Per Cent 
Uncertainty
50-14 5.3 11332 10999 0.99
25.6 9693 11004 1.06
37.2 10607 11217 1.02
54.7 10820 10732 1.01
73.0 9041 10804 1.10
90.0 10609 10600 1.02
100±16 5.3 13017 12576 0.95
25.6 10897 12228 1.03
37.2 11939 12621 0.98
54.7 12428 12103 0.97
73.0 10126 11948 1.06
90.0 11752 11742 0.99
200-10 5.3 12873 12865 1.00
25.6 11546 13373 1.05
37.2 11856 12585 1.04
54.7 12408 12564 1.02
73.0 10113 12224 1.11
90.0 11997 11987 1.03
300-10 5.3 13258 13320 0.99
25.6 11141 12846 1.07
37.2 12147 12552 1.03
54.7 12684 12666 1.01
73.0 9963 12096 1.12
90.0 12105 12091 1.03
400-10 5.3 18772 18900 0.88
25.6 15719 18317 0.94
37.2 17322 17936 0.91
54.7 17692 17461 0.89
73.0 14089 16781 0.98
90.0 16857 16829 0.91
(Con'd.)
7 a
T a b l c  5 .1  ( C o n ' d . )
K -  A l ln A n g l e O b s e r v e d C o r r e c t e d P e r  C e n t( k e V ) ( D e g . ) C o u n t s C o u n t s U n c e r t a i n t y
5 0 0 -1 0 5 .3 13268 13252 1 .0 02 5 .6 11351 13139 1 .0 73 7 .2 12574 13034 1 .0 35 4 .7 12416 12411 1 .0 37 3 .0 10011 12114 1 .1 39 0 .0 11887 11853 1 .0 56 0 0 -1 0 5 .3 13622 13708 0 .9 82 5 .6 11629 13451 1 .0 63 7 .2 12541 12927 1 .0 15 4 .7 12750 12676 1 .0 07 3 .0 10086 12150 1 .1 19 0 .0 11918 11870 1 .0 37 0 0 -1 0 5 .3 13782 13755 0 .9 82 5 .6 11761 13493 1 .0 53 7 .2 12576 12858 1 .0 25 4 .7 12813 12639 1 .0 17 3 .0 10284 12292 1 .1 19 0 .0 12393 12249 1 .0 28 0 0 - 1 0 5 .3 14167 13795 0 .9 92 5 .6 12082 13680 1 .0 73 7 .2 13376 13387 1 .0 25 4 .7 13381 12857 1 .0 17 3 .0 10735 12454 1 .1 29 0 .0 12703 12350 1 .0 36 0 0 -1 0 5 .3 13490 12897 1 .0 52 5 .6 11796 12928 1 .1 23 7 .2 1 2648 12346 1 .0 95 4 .7 12831 12136 1 .0 77 3 .0 10151 11692 1 .1 99 0 .0 12085 11566 1 .1 0
(Con'a .)
so
Table 5.1'(Con' d. )
E - AEn
(keV)
Angle
(Deg.)
Observed
Counts
Corrected
Counts
Per Cent 
Uncertainty
1000±10 5.3 12562 11745 1.07
25.6 10588 11512 1.16
37.2 11464 11019 1.12
54.7 11448 10566 1.11
73.0 9246 10307 1.22
90.0 11037 10313 1.12
1250±50 5.3 13419 13245 0.96
25.6 11343 12952 1.03
37.2 12705 12497 0.98
54.7 12590 12107 0.98
73.0 10003 11712 1.08
90.0 11561 11456 1.01
1450^50 5.3 16906 17608 0.93
25.6 14426 16818 0.99
37.2 16549 16076 0.93
54.7 16213 15474 0.94
73.0 12776 14976 1.03
90.0 14944 14691 0.97
1650-50 5.3 12910 12562 1.03
25.6 10803 12080 1.12
37.2 12377 11814 1.05
54.7 12161 11390 1.05
73.0 9565 10971 1.17
90.0 11033 10681 1.09
1850-50 5.3 12545 12604 1.04
25.6 10856 12399 1.10
37.2 12508 11771 1.04
54.7 12039 11180 1.05
73.0 9523 10853 1.16
90.0 11145 10717 1.07
(06) 1/(6) I
LABORATORY' ANGLE (degj
FIG.5.la. Legendre polynomial fits to the fission fragment angular
distributions from the \̂j(n,f) reaction for eight neutron 
energies between 50 and 700 keV.
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targets as seen by the proton beam. The method of calculating this 
energy resolution was described in section 4.3.1. The statistical 
uncertainty, expressed as a percentage of the corrected counts, 
incorporates the counting statistics of both the experimental and 
calibration (thermal) runs.
The angular distributions of Table 5.1 have been plotted in Fig. 5.1. 
In order to be able to make comparisons among the distributions, the 
data have been plotted as distributions of the ratio l(0)/l(9O°). An 
estimate of the angular anisotropy (l(0°)/l(90°)) was obtained by 
fitting the data with Legendre polynomial expansions. These fits are 
the curves drawn on the plots of Fig. 5.1. The normalized coefficients 
of the fitted polynomials, corrected for finite angular resolution 
(Rose 1953), are presented in Table 5.2 together with the corresponding 
anisotropy. Fig. 5.2 shows the neutron energy dependence of the fission 
fragment angular anisotropy deduced from the present investigations 
along with the data of other experimentors. The data of Smirenkin et al. 
(1970) were available only in the form of plots of their results.
As a whole, the results are in satisfactory mutual agreement. The 
notable features of Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 are that
(i) all the distributions have their maxima at zero degrees;
(ii) the initial increase in anisotropy is very rapid;
(iii) above E^^O.5 MeV the anisotropy flattens out significantly;
(iv) the reported dip (Nesterov et al. 1967) in the energy 
dependence of anisotropy at — 0.75 MeV is not observed 
with statistical significance in the present study;
(v) above En~ 1 . 0  MeV the anisotropy increases again slowly.
5.3 Channel Analysis
The method of the channel analysis of fission is quite straight-
(06) 1/(6) I
0 10 2030405060708090 0 10 203040 5060708D90
LABORATORY' ANGLE (deg)
FIG.5-lb. Legendre polynomial fits to the fission fragment angular
distributions from the ^%(n,f) reaction for seven neutron 
energies between 800 and 1850 keV.
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Table 5.2
Legendre Coefficients and Fragment Anisotropy for 233U
En(keV) A2 == a2/ao > il a4/a ' 0
50 - 14 .0306 + .0083 -.0141 + .0097 1.038 + 0.014
100 - 16 .0454 + .0079 -.0133 + .0095 1.061 + 0.014
200 ± 10 .0589 + .0083 -.0161 + .0099 1.081 + 0.015
300 i 10 .0554 + .0083 .0068 + .0100 1.090 + 0.015
400 i 10 .0760 + .0073 .0075 + .0089 1.123 + 0.013
500 - 10 .0808 + .0084 -.0138 + .0101 1.118 + 0.015
600 Î 10 .0937 + .0082 -.0030 + .0099 1.146 + 0.015
700 ± 10 .0730 + .0083 .0169 + .0099 1.124 + 0.015
800 ± 10 .0805 + .0083 -.0057 + .0099 1.122 + 0.015
900 i 10 .0777 + .0088 -.0040 + .0106 1.119 + 0.016
1000 - 10 .0870 + .0091 .0187 + .0109 1.148 + 0.016
1250 ± 50 .0939 + .0081 .0024 + .0097 1.149 + 0.015
1450 - 50 .1099 + .0077 .0218 + .0094 1.187 + 0.014
1650 - 50 .1015 + .0086 .0012 + .0105 1.161 + 0.016
1850 ± 50 .1102 + .0086 .0132 + .0104 1.183 + 0.016
1(0) = aQ + a2P2(cos0) + a4P4(cos0) 
m 1 + A2P2( cos0 )  + A4P4( cos0)
1-26
1*24
1-22
1*20
W 8
1*16
1*14
1 (0) 1*12 
MO  
1-08 
1*06 
1*04 
1*02 
1*00
1 ( f )
6
X
6  ♦
- 6
v
♦ NESTEROV e t al (1967)
X  SIMMONS & HENKEL (1960H
•  SMIRENKIN e t a l l  1970)
$  PRESENT RESULTS
0*981
0 *0  0*2 0 * 4  0 *6  0 *8  1*0 1*2 1*4 1*6 1*8 2 *0
En (MeV)
FIG.5.2. Neutron energy dependence of fission fragment angular 
anisotropy from the ^ % ( n 3f) reaction.
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forward when one is considering the bombardment of the lighter (Z<92) 
even—Zj even—N actinides with neutrons of energy around the fission 
threshold. In these nuclei, the outer barrier of the double humped 
deformation potential is the higher (Back et al. 1974), and so this 
barrier provides the effective threshold. Since the Bohr (1956) 
hypothesis of a 'cold1 transition nucleus predicts that only a very few 
channels are available for the fission process just above threshold, the 
individual contributions of these channels to the total fission cross 
section and the overall fragment angular distribution may be unfolded 
readily from the data. The opening up of new channels with increasing 
neutron energy will be reflected in sharp changes in the anisotropy.
In the case of the odd-A and the heavier even-Z, even-N actinides,
a channel analysis of fission involves many channels and the calculation
of the neutron transmission factors <Tf>  was uncertain. Consequently,
all analysis to date of the neutron-induced fission of these nuclei
have been on a statistical basis. However, the statistical approach is
not always correct when neutrons of the lowest energy are used. In this
thesis, a channel analysis of the low-energy neutron-induced fission of
233the fissile even-Z, odd-N target U has been possible because of the 
development (Bertram et al. 1975) of an accurate method of determining
Eqn. 3.31 contains many parameters most of which may be assigned 
values from previous measurements by other experimentors. Table 5.3 
contains details of the parameters which were assigned constant or near 
constant values for all attempted fits to the experimental data.
the quantities for a fission barrier possessing a double hump.
Table 5.4 lists the neutron scattering levels in 233b which were used
in these calculations and which were taken from Nuclear Data Sheets 
(Ellis 1971). Only the experimentally verified levels have been included.
Table 5.3
Input Parameters for Calculations of____U
Fission Cross Section and Fragment Angular Distribution
Parameter Symbol Value Reference
Neutron binding energy Bn 6.84 MeV Wapstra &
3ove (1971)
Effective potential radius R 9.0 fm
Effective strength functions for s ,  S 1.1, 1.8,1.1, Mughabghab & Garber
s— , p— , d-, f-wave neutrons S° S^ 1.8 (x 10-4) (1973)
Average level spacing <D> 0.68 eV ii II
Average gamma-ray width <rr> 0.03 eV Back et al (1971)
Average inertia constant 5 keV 1! II
Level density parameter a 24.5 MeV 1 II II
Spin cut-off parameter a 5.0 II II
Pairing energy gap A 1.2 MeV II II
Extremal energies of e a > e it 6.2, 2.0,
I II
fission barrier e b 5.9 MeV
Curvature parameters at 1.0, 1.0 II II
extremal points of barrier h u B 0.7 MeV
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Table 5.4
Neutron Scattering Levels in U and K-Bands
• . . 234in thè Transition State Spectrum of____U
Inelastic Scattering Levels Transition State Spectrum
E'(MeV) In Ej^MeV) Kn
0.0 5/2+ 0.0 0+
0.040 7/2+ 0.34 2+
0.092 9/2+ 0.53 o"
0.157 ll/2+ 0.65 1 "
0.234 13/2+ 0.68 0+
0.312 3/2+ 0.68 4+
0.341 5/2+ 0.87 2“
0.399 l/2+ 0.99 1 “
0.416 3/2+ 0.99 3" 1
1.30 0+
1.37 1+
1.65 0+
1.65 2+
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Also listed in Table 5.4 are the thirteen transition state K-bands 
which were considered in the present calculations. These bands were the
0 ground state band, the three well-established vibrational—rotational
bands 0 , 1  and 2 , and nine bands resulting from the combination of 
these, viz 0 + 0  ► 0 , 0  + 1  — 1+ , etc.. The energies of the
bandheads (i.e., the (JTEK) levels) were taken relative to the ground 
state. The positions of the first 0 , 1  and 2+ bandheads were taken 
from the (d,pf) work of Back et al. (l97l).
5.3.1 Calculation of Transmission Factors
The < * i >  quantities contained in eqn. 3.31 were calculated as 
functions of energy E for each value of total angular momentum J and 
parity TC . Dipole (El) gamma-ray emission was assumed for the 
calculation of the gamma-ray transmission factor < T ? >  which is 
given by eqn. 3.29
( t £ k  (e )) = 271
< r f ”  <*>>
5.1
< 0 ^  (E))
where < n j "  w )  < 0"  w >  are the average partial width and
average level spacing for gamma-ray decay of a compound state with total 
angular momentum J, parity TC , and excitation energy E. Huizenga et al.
(1969) give the following relation for dipole gamma-ray emission.
(E)^ <X X(E,a) 5.2
where
X(E,a) « x4 - 10x3 + 45x2 - 105x + 105 5.3
and
x » 2a1/2 (E - A  )1/Z 5.4
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The level density parameter a is given by 
2 _n  gQ
a = — 6—  5.5
where g^ is the average number of single particle states per MeV. The 
energy-correction constant A  arises from pairing and shell model 
corrections. It defines the energy of a fictitious ground state relative 
to the actual ground state.
Huizenga defines the angular momentum dependence of the level density
by
/>(J,E) oc 2J + 1--------- P exp
(E - A  )2
X (j+l/2)2/2 (TZ 5.6
where (7 is a spin cutoff parameter. Since the level density is 
inversely proportional to the level spacing, eqn. 5.1 may be rewritten 
in a more convenient form as
2 ft X(E,a) />(J,E)X(B ,a) )N n 7 ' ' v 0 7 n'
- < T -
J7C
Tr
E,a) />(J,E)
B ,a) /*(J ,B ) n 7 7 7 v 0 n 7
5.7
where B^ is the neutron binding energy. Numerical values of 
\ (B can be obtained from resonance neutron experiments
(Lynn 1974).
for the neutron scattering channels is given by (Bertram
et al. 1975).
<t />  - 2 TT v(  st  j r 5.8
Here are the neutron strength functions and are ’penetration*
factors which, for s-, p-, d-, and f-wave neutron channels, have the
8
FIG.5.3* A double-humped fission barrier represented by portions of
three smoothly joined parabolas. The positions of the first 
maximum E^, the intermediate minimum and the second 
maximum Eg are denoted by the deformation parameters 
and X?B , respectively.
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forms (Blatt and Weisskopf 1952)
s-wave
p-wave
d-wave
f-wave
/ = 0 
t= 1
€ « 2
e = a
-0 1
2
JL.
v.
4
y
2 49 + 3y + y
v,
6
_________ y___________
2 4 6225 + 45y + 6y + y
5.9
where y = kR and R is the effective potential radius.
The /_jir K\values of the fission strengths \ ^ f  /  were derived from
< T Jf n K )  - 1 + (l - T^)1/2 5.10
where is the transmission factor for the penetration through a one­
dimensional, double-humped fission barrier. The shape of the barrier 
was represented by three smoothly joined parabolic sections (see Fig. 5.3) 
which were characterized by six parameters, namely the three energies E^, 
Ejj and Eg and the three angular frequencies and tjg. Dudek
(1973) has shown that if PA and Pg are the penetrabilities of the single 
potential humps A and B, respectively, then Tf is given by
1\ = tK (i - K V P A + P A B
5.11
where t„ and rv are transmission and reflection coefficients, and are K K
simply related to the amplitude of the fission wavefunction inside and 
outside of the nuclear potential. These amplitudes were obtained by a 
numerical integration of the Schrfidinger equation using Numerov*s 
method (Numerov 1933).' A brief account of this powerful method for the
S9
numerical integration of differential equations is given in Appendix D.
The penetrability through a single fission barrier with the 
shape of an inverted parabola is given by (Hill and Wheeler 1953)
P.
1 1 + exp
Jtc K 
i - E )/tiw . '
-1
5.12
where is the height of hump i in the barrier for the (JttK) fission
channel. The excitation energy E is the sum of the incident neutron 
kinetic energy and the binding energy of the last neutron in the 
compound nucleus. U)^ is the penetrability' frequency which, when 
multiplied by Planck's constant h, gives a characteristic energy which 
defines the curvature of the barrier. A small value of heu corresponds
to a thick barrier for which the penetration is very small.
IK5.3.2 Calculation of the Probability W (0 )
JKSince the probability distribution W (0), defined by eqns. 3.17 to 
3.20, does not depend on the energy parameters contained in eqn. 3.31, 
but only on the angle 6 , and the quantum numbers J and K, needless to 
say it would be a waste of time to compute it each time it is needed. 
However, if the quantum numbers are allowed to cover a decent range, it 
does not take many angles before memory is used up storing the W's. 
Therefore, it was decided to calculate the W's beforehand, using a 
separate computer programme, and then to read them in as input data when 
needed. W's were calculated for the experimental angles and also for 
the angles 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 degrees. The 
calculations at these latter angles were performed for convenience when 
plotting the full theoretical distribution curves.
5.3.3 Computational Procedure
The calculations of the theoretical distributions were performed in 
the following manner. A set of K-values were chosen to represent the
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transition state spectrum of the fissioning nucleus, and energies were 
assigned to the base, or bandhead, levels of these bands. The computer 
programme calculates the energies of the rotational levels in each band 
using eqn. 2.24, and then proceeds to calculate, by means of the 
equations developed in chapter III, the fission cross section and 
fragment angular distributions. A comparison is then made with the 
experimental fission cross section and fragment angular distribution 
data. For the former, the evaluations of Hart (1967) and of Sowerby et 
al. (l974j were used. Their data have been plotted in Fig. 5.4.
The goodness-of-fit to the fission cross section was judged
visually, while for the angular distributions it was determined by
2evaluating the quantity X  defined by
6 , 2
i=T
where 1̂ , and I are the experimental and calculated fragment intensities, 
and 6 1’ is the uncertainty in I„. The sum is taken over the sixCj li
experimental values of angle & . Then another set of bandhead energies 
are chosen and the calculations repeated till a set of band energies is 
found which gives simultaneously a good fit to the cross section and a 
small value for .
5.4 Computational Results
The main computer calculations were conducted in three stages. The 
first set of calculations were an attempt at theoretically reproducing the 
low energy part of the fission cross section and fragment anisotropies 
(Bertram et al. 1975). They were performed for neutrons with maximum 
orbital angular momentum £ = 2, and with the nine lowest transition
state K-bands (except for the K = 4 band) of Table 5.4. As can be seen
\ TXE( 0^) ic( 0±)
— T O T 7 1 5.13
(611
LABORATORY’ ANGLE (degj
FIG.5.5a. Calculated curves for the fission fragment angular distributions 
from the 2 33U(n,f) reaction for eight neutron energies between 50
and 700 keV. (----- /m=2, 9 K-bands;------- /m=3, 9 K-bands
------^m=3, 1 3 K-bands).
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from Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, an excellent fit was obtained for the cross 
section up to 700 keV and, surprisingly, for all the fragment angular 
distributions.
For neutron energies of the order of 1 MeV, f-wave neutrons cannot
be ignored and so the second set of calculations increased / to 3,max 9
but left all the other parameters unchanged. This resulted in a slight
increase in the cross section above 300 keV, however the fragment
anisotropies increased too rapidly with energy. This was not altogether
unexpected since f-wave neutrons open up the = 5  and 6 levels
which produce the strongest anisotropy (see Fig. 3.2). To improve the
fits to the angular distributions and possibly the cross section above
700 keV, the bandhead energies of the highest bands were altered slightly
and four more K-bands were introduced. The final set of transition
234 .state K—bands for U, which adequately describe all of the fifteen 
fragment angular distributions of the present investigation, is that 
listed in Table 5.4 and shown schematically in Fig. 5.7.
5.5 Discussion
233,The ground state spin and parity of the target nucleus U is
IQ = 5/2 . Therefore, the capture of s-wave neutrons will form the
w  4. -f
levels with total angular momentum and parity J = 2 and 3 in the
compound nucleus; p-wave neutrons will excite the = 1 , 2 , 3  and
4 levels. At low energies, the behaviour of the fission fragment
angular distributions is controlled by the energy level structure above
the outer fission barrier (Ramamurthy et al. 1969). The height of this
234second saddle-point in U, as observed in the (d,pf) reaction (Back
et al. 1974), is 5.95 - 0.25 MeV. The neutron separation energy in
is 6.841 - 0.004 MeV (Wapstra and Gove 1971). Hence, the 
233bombardment of U by thermal neutrons will excite compound levels in
0 10 20 304050 607080 90 0 10 20 30405060 708090
LABORATORY ANGLE (deg.)
PIG.5-5b. Calculated curves for the fission fragment angular distributions 
from the ^%(n,f) reaction for seven neutron energies between 
800 and 1850 keV. (For key to plots, see FIG.5.5a).
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. . 234the transition nucleus U up to 6.84 - 5.95 = 0.89 MeV above the ground
transition state. Referring to the energy level spectrum in Fig. 5.7,
233we see that the neutron-induced fission of U for neutrons of near 
thermal energy, i.e., essentially s- and p-wave neutrons, can occur 
through ten fission channels
s-wave channels (JTCK): (2 + 0), (2 + 2), (3 + 2), (2 + 0) 
p-wave channels (jttK); (l - 0), (3 - 0), (l - l), (2 - l),
( 3 - 1 ) ,  (4 - 1)
The maximum channel spin S is given by eqn. 3.19ITIQJC
S = target spin (l„) + neutron spin (l/2) 5.13
IIlcLX. U
For an unpolarized target and projectile system, all levels with
J £ S can produce only an isotropic distribution of the fission max
fragments, regardless of which K-bands the levels are in. Furthermore,
all distributions from levels with J > S must be anisotropic for allmax
K-bands; however, the anisotropy will be less than unity only for bands 
with K > S  . For the ^^U(n,f) reaction, S = 5/2 + l/2 = 3. Of 
the ten fission channels listed above for s- and p-wave fission, only 
the (4 - l) will produce strong forward peaking in the fission fragment 
angular distribution. This channel is available for p-wave neutrons.
But as the energy of the incident neutron increases from 0 to 200 keV, 
over which energy range the p-wave compound nucleus formation partial 
cross section increases rapidly, nine more p-wave channels become 
accessible for the fission process, namely the J = 1, 2, 3 and 4, levels 
in Hit' = 2 , 1 and 3 ’combination1 bands. Three of these channels
(the J = 4 levels) produce large forward anisotropies. The experimental 
results (see Fig. 5.2) showed a rapid initial increase in forward peaking 
of the fragment angular distributions with increasing neutron energy.
This is interpreted as evidence for the opening up of these four
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anisotropic p-wave channels. All the remaining channels produce 
isotropic fission and the resultant angular distribution is the weighted 
average of all open channels, the 'weights' being the partial fission 
cross section for each channel.
When the neutron energy exceeds 500 keV, the K7*’ = 0 and 1 bands 
become available for s-wave neutrons. The increased contribution to 
isotropic fission which results will arrest the rapid rise in anisotropy. 
From the experimental results it appears that this 'dampening' was 
large enough to halt the rise in anisotropy; but not sufficient to 
produce any statistically significant drop. The dips in anisotropy 
reported by Nesterov et al. (1967) at — ■ 0.75 MeV were regarded
initially by them as evidence for an increase of ~ 1 MeV in the energy 
gap of even-even nuclei at the saddle-point. The monotonic increase 
of anisotropy with excitation energy seen in the present results is 
consistent (as will be explained later in section 5.6) with the 
calculations of Strutinsky (1968) that the pairing energy gap increases 
only slightly (~0.2 MeV) with deformation.
For neutron energies greater than 0.5 MeV, d-wave neutrons are 
important. The slow rise in anisotropy observed above 1 MeV probably
is due to the opening up of the anisotropic channels for d-wave fission. 
However, because so many channels are open for fission at such relatively 
high excitation energies, it becomes very difficult to make intuitive 
predictions about the behaviour of the fragment angular distributions.
As we have just observed, the channel analysis approach to the 
interpretation of the U data resulted in good agreement between 
theory and experiment. The calculations reproduced satisfactorily
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the observed fission fragment angular distributions and the fission cross 
section. However, as mentioned earlier, the statistical analysis approach 
becomes more valid as the excitation energy increases. Therefore, in the 
following section we shall see what information can be concluded from a 
statistical viewpoint.
5.6 Statistical Analysis
In the statistical approach to the description of fission fragment 
angular distributions, the distribution of the energy levels in a 
compound nucleus at saddle-point deformation, characterized by the 
quantum number K and which are available for the fission process, is 
usually assumed to have the Gaussian form
The variance, K^, of this distribution has been shown (Leachman and 
Sanmann 1962) to be related to the energy, E^, of the incident neutron 
and to the ensuing angular anisotropy, A (= l(0°)/l(90°)), of the fission 
fragments by the semiempirical approximation
F(K) ~  exp(-K2/2K2)
2
5.14
a(K2)2 - bK2 - c 0 5.15
where
a = A-l b = i(2.l/Ë~ + l)2° n J 5.16
and Iq is the spin of the target nucleus. The coefficient b is a 
neutron orbital angular momentum term since, classically
oc 5.17
and the average value of the square of £  is (Nesterov et al. 1967a)
7 T T T T ] 5.18
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FIG. 5-8. Dependence of fission fragment angular anisotropy on the
2
parameter KQ for a target of spin 5/2 and for the three 
neutron energies 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 MeV.
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, p
Fig. 5.8 shows the plots of Aq against Kq , calculated from eqns. 5.15
and 5.16 for three values of the neutron energy, 0, 500 and 1000 keV and
for I = 5/2. From these curves it follows that for A > A> 1, where u max 7
^max -̂arSesi value of A for a given energy and target spin, there
are two possible solutions
K0
±
2a
/ b \ 2 c
+ 7 5.19
For A<1, one of the solutions is negative and so has no physical
significance. For A > A  , the two roots of eqn. 5.15 are complex andmax
again meaningless.
The energy dependence of Kq for the compound nucleus was
obtained by inserting into eqn. 5.19 the anisotropy data of Table 5.2. 
In all cases, only the solution with the positive sign for the square 
root was considered. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.9. The errors 
in Kq were calculated by adding the experimental uncertainties in A and
En in quadrature
A K 0
bK 2 \ 2 0
Y Â (a a  r  +
( K \ z
V * E n /
( A E  )v n' 5.20
.2The present results indicate a steplike structure for Kq . Up to 
2600 keV, Kq remains constant at about 5, increases to 8 between 600 and 
850 keV and remains approximately constant thereafter. At stable 
equilibrium deformation, even-even actinide nuclei have an energy gap 
2 A  ~  1.4 MeV between the ground state and the first excited single­
particle state. A rise in Kq means an enrichment of available fission 
channels either from bands of collective levels with higher values of 
quantum number K, or from the appearance of individual particle channels 
located above the pairing energy gap. For energies greater than ^ 2 A ,
20
15
0
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FIG. 5-9. Energy dependence of K for the compound nucleus
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the average number of excited 1 quasiparticles * increases enormously, and
2
so the slope in Kq (E^) increases very gently.
233The capture of a thermal neutron by a U target nucleus creates
234 .the even—even compound nucleus U excited by 1.47 MeV above the ground 
state (Northrop et al. 1959). Therefore, the jump observed in K^E^) at 
0.7 MeV corresponds to an excitation energy of 2.2 MeV above the 
fission threshold. If this jump is interpreted as heralding the onset 
of two-quasiparticle excitations, marking the top of the energy gap, then 
this would indicate that the energy gap at saddle-point deformation is 
50$> wider than at equilibrium deformation. Similar conclusions of an 
enhanced pairing gap were reported by Griffin (1963), Britt et al. (1965), 
Huizenga et al. (1968) and others in their calculations on other even- 
even transition nuclei. To explain this effect, Stepien and Szymanski 
(1968) assumed that the pairing force strength varied proportionally 
with the area of the nuclear surface. On the path to fission, the 
surface area increases while the volume remains approximately constant. 
Thus, the pairing effect will be greater at the saddle-point than at the 
equilibrium configuration.
With the discovery (Strutinsky 1967) of the double-humped character 
of the fission barrier, this explanation may no longer be valid. In fact, 
the very concept of a strong dependence on deformation for the magnitude 
of the pairing gap has been refuted. For low to moderate excitation 
energies the angular distribution of fission fragments is determined by 
the energy level spectrum above the second saddle-point of the barrier, 
irrespective of the relative heights of the two peaks (Ramamurthy et al. 
1969). The latest estimate (Back et al. 1974a) of the height of this 
second peak is 5.95 - 0.25 MeV. The onset of two-quasiparticle 
excitations was observed to occur in the present results at approximately
En ̂  °*7 MeV* Hence, the pairing gap 2 A gat the second saddle-point is
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2 As B + E n  n= 6 . 8 4 + 0 . 7 - 5 . 9= 1 .5 9  MeV 5 .2 1
w h ic h  i s  o n l y  —' 0 . 2  MeV h i g h e r  t h a n  t h e  g a p  a t  e q u i l i b r i u m  d e f o r m a t i o n ,  m  a g r e e m e n t  w i t h  t h e  c o n c l u s i o n  o f  S t r u t i n s k y  ( 1 9 6 8 ) .
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CHAPTER VI
oqp;
6. FRAGMENT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS FROM THE U(n,f) REACTION
6.1 Introduction
Measurements of either the angular anisotropy or the full angular 
distribution of fission fragments from the U(n,f) reaction have been 
made by several experimental groups (Simmons and Henkel 1960, Nesterov 
et al. 1967, Nadkami and Kapoor 1970, etc.). Also, experiments with 
slow (eV) neutron-induced fission of aligned U nuclei have been 
performed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Dabbs et al. 1965, 1969) 
and at Harwell (Pattenden 1969). The nuclear alignment is achieved 
through the interaction of the quadrupole moment of the nucleus with the 
gradient of the crystalline electric field in the compound UO^R^NOg)^ 
when the crystal is cooled to very low temperatures (T~0.6OK) in a 
continuous flow refrigerator, or a ^He-^He dilution system (T~0.1 K).
The most detailed set of measurements in the present research work
was the recording of the fission fragment angular distributions from the 
235b(n,f) reaction. The initial measurements tested the proper function­
ing of the whole experimental system since the results were able to be 
compared with the copious data available on this isotope of uranium.
The later measurements examined the possible existence of fine structure 
effects. Some 1200 hours of accelerator time, spread over a period of 
three years, were taken to accumulate the total data for this reaction.
The analysis of this data has attempted to establish the spectrum 
of fission channels for the transition nucleus 236U. Much ambiguity has
been removed from the nuclear parameters which characterise this spectrum 
by constraining them to reproduce both the fragment angular distributions 
and the total fission cross section for the same set of parameters.
I (
G)
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LABORATORY ANGLE (deg)
FIG. 6.la. Legendre polynomial fits to the fission fragment angular
distributions from the ^̂ U(n,f) reaction for eight neutron 
energies between 50 and 56 8 keV.
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6.2 Experimental Results
Table 6.1 gives a summary of the results from the measurements of 
ibe fragment angular distributions obtained in the present work on the 
neutron—induced fission of IJ. The first column of this table lists 
the neutron energy and energy resolution ^E. The next column gives 
the average laboratory angles at which the fragments were detected. The 
fourth column defines the final fragment angular distributions after the 
corrections, which were discussed in detail in section 4.3.4, were 
applied to the observed fragment counts of column three. The statistical 
uncertainty associated with the data are presented in the final column 
expressed as a percentage of the corrected counts. All of these fragment 
angular distributions have been plotted in Fig. 6.1, each distribution 
being normalized to the fragment count at the 90° detector.
The fragment distributions at the various neutron energies, with 
three exceptions, are all rather similar, falling smoothly and 
monotonically from zero to ninety degrees, the fragment intensity at 0° 
being up to 16% higher than the intensity at 90°. The three exceptions 
are the distributions measured at 50, 100 and 150 keV with a nominal 
energy resolution of 15 keV. The 50 keV distribution has its maximum at 
90°; the 100 keV distribution has its maximum at 45°; and the 150 keV 
distribution is isotropic within the limits of experimental errors.
The continuous lines drawn through the experimental data in Fig. 6.1
wore) obtained from expansions in terms of the Legendre polynomials Pq ,
P and P which are symmetric about 90^2 4
l{0) = aQP0(cos#) + a2P2(cos£) + a4P4(cos0) 6.1
In the least squares calculation of these curves it was assumed that the
angular momentum transferred to nuclei by neutrons of energy up to 2 MeV
corresponds to /  = 3 or 4. This implied (Yang 1948) that polynomialsnidjc
(6)1
0 10 203040506070 8090 0 10 2030 40506070 8090
LABORATORY ANGLE (deg.)
FIG.6.lb. Legendre polynomial fits to the fission fragment angular
distributions from the U(n,f) reaction for eight neutron 
energies between 700 and 1850 keV.
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• • 23bSix-Point Fragment Angular Distributions for____U
Table 6.1
E -  AEn Angle Observed Corrected Per Cent
(keV) (Deg-) Counts Counts Uncertainty
50±15 5.3 10749 10602 1.02
25.6 9007 10522 1.10
37.2 9927 10695 1.06
54.7 10576 11019 1.03
73.0 8888 10812 1.11
90.0 10957 10955 1.00
100-15 5.3 11072 10965 1.05
25.6 9378 10942 1.13
37.2 10399 11297 1.08
54.7 10761 11201 1.06
73.0 9000 11009 1.15
90.0 11040 11037 1.05
150-15 5.3 13443 13234 0.99
25.6 11226 13042 1.08
37.2 12246 13208 1.04
54.7 12732 13161 1.02
73.0 10980 13356 1.09
90.0 13122 13095 1.01
200-20 5.3 13656 13510 0.96
25.6 11555 13560 1.04
37.2 12379 13492 1.01
54.7 12844 13309 0.98
73.0 11003 13366 1.05
90.0 13223 13218 0.97
300-15 5.3 12477 12388 1.01
25.6 10348 12071 1.09
37.2 11324 12300 1.06
54.7 11480 11924 1.05
73.0 9519 11769 1.14
90.0 11935 11919 1.02
(Con'd.J
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E - AEn Angle Observed Corrected Per Cent
(keV) (Deg.) Counts Counts Uncertainty
400±15 5.3 19720 19412 0.80
25.6 16558 19255 0.87
37.2 17519 18922 0.84
54.7 18296 18916 0.82
73.0 14704 18952 0.91
90.0 18762 18714 0.81
500-17 5.3 25941 25497 0.73
25.6 21827 25304 0.79
37.2 23152 24860 0.77
54.7 23151 23820 0.76
73.0 19287 23517 0.83
90.0 23588 23462 0.75
568-20 5.3 12855 12594 1.02
25.6 10955 12732 1.09
37. 2 11482 12413 1.07
54.7 11735 12052 1.05
73.0 9779 11813 1.14
90.0 11854 11767 1.05
700±20 5.3 13524 12981 0.99
25.6 11497 13101 1.07
37.2 11984 12610 1.05
54.7 12138 12231 1.04
73.0 10086 11888 1.13
90.0 12188 11978 1.03
800^20 5.3 16363 15639 0.95
25.6 13486 15211 1.04
37.2 14545 15297 1.00
54.7 14659 14669 1.00
73.0 11831 13941 1.09
90.0 14251 13750 1.00
900-^20 5.3 14282 13339 1.01
25.6 11878 13098 1.10
37.2 12524 12801 1.07
(Con’d.)
Table 6.1 (Con’d.)
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E - A En
(keV)
Angle
(Deg.)
Observed
Counts
Corrected
Counts
Per Cent 
Uncertainty
900±20 54.7 12430 12168 1.07
73.0 10276 11803 1.16
90.0 12395 11778 1.06
1042-20 5.3 13530 12456 1.01
25.6 11010 11973 1.11
37.2 11610 11686 1.09
54.7 11477 11100 1.08
73.0 9527 10793 1.18
90.0 11380 10585 1.09
1250-50 5.3 13652 12870 1.03
25.6 10980 12242 1.13
37.2 11618 12194 1.10
54.7 11542 11686 1.10
73.0 9411 11249 1.19
90.0 11241 11071 1.10
1450^50 5.3 11194 10474 1.22
25.6 9143 10344 1.32
37.2 9480 9869 1.30
54.7 9362 9465 1.30
73.0 7731 9231 1.40
90.0 9292 9092 1.29
1650-50 5.3 13787 12713 0.98
25.6 10820 11852 1.10
37.2 11855 12030 1.05
54.7 11753 11557 1.05
73.0 9241 10717 1.17
90.0 11100 10733 1.07
1850^50 5.3 11333 10257 1.07
25.6 9406 10164 1.17
37.2 9271 9300 1.17
54.7 9724 9401 1.15
73.0 7852 8961 1.26
90.0 9244 8888 1.16
I  ( 0 )
1(f)
1*22 
1-20 
I '18 
1-16 
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FIG. 6.2. Neutron energy dependence of fission fragment angular 
anisotropy from the 235U(n,f) reaction.
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of degree 2 ^  = 6 or 8 could be included in the fits: but this
i I igLX. '
number of polynomials was not justified by the actual accuracy of the 
measurements.
The angular anisotropy of the fission fragments, deduced from the 
values of the fitted curves at zero and ninety degrees, are presented in 
Table 6.2, together with the normalized Legendre polynomial coefficients 
and where
A2 = a2//a0 A4 = a4/a0 6,2
These coefficients have been corrected for the finite angular resolution
of the detectors by following the prescription of Rose (1953). All
previously published measurements of the fragment anisotropy from the 
235.., _ > . ,U(n,f) reaction in the energy range 0 to 2 MeV are listed in Table 
6.3. The data of Nadkarni and Kapoor (1970) and of Smirenkin et al.
(1970) were taken from graphs which did not show energy resolutions.
Fig. 6.2 displays all the data on the fragment anisotropy as a function 
of the incident neutron energy. The drawing of error bars was restricted 
to the results from the present work for the sake of clarity. The 
energy error bars are the actual energy spread of the accelerator 
targets.
The present results are consistent with the overall trend of all 
the previous data. The main features of the present work are
(i) the anisotropy is greater than or equal to unity everywhere, 
except at En = 50 keV and possibly at En = 100 keV;
(ii) above E ^  900 keV the anisotropy flattens significantly;
(iii) the present data does not reproduce the large fluctuations 
in anisotropy between 0.8 and 1.2 MeV which were observed by 
Lamphere (1962) and Nadkarni and Kapoor (1970).
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Table 6»2
Legendre Coefficients and Fragment Anisotropy for 235U
En (keV) A2 A4 l(o)/l(f)
50 + 15 -.0024 + .0083 -.0058 + .0099 0.963 + 0.014
100 + 15 .0036 + .0085 -.0204 + .0102 0.993 + 0.014
150 + 15 -.0019 + .0082 .0013 + .0098 0.998 + 0.014
200 + 20 .0156 + .0079 -.0027 + .0095 1.022 + 0.013
300 + 15 .0266 + .0084 .0039 + .0101 1.043 + 0.014
400 + 15 .0176 + .0067 .0075 + .0079 1.031 + 0.011
500 + 17 .0601 + .0061 .0040 + .0074 1.095 + 0.011
568 + 20 .0552 + .0085 -.0070 + .0102 1.081 + 0.015
700 + 20 .0648 + .0084 .0004 + .0100 1.101 + 0.015
800 + 20 .0911 + .0080 -.0193 + .0097 1.132 + 0.015
900 + 20 .0881 + .0086 .0038 .0104 1.141 + 0.015
1042 + 20 .1034 + .0087 .0104 + .0106 1.170 + 0.016
1250 + 50 .0937 + .0088 .0031 + .0107 1.149 + 0.016
1450 + 50 .0953 + .0104 .0090 + .0126 1.156 + 0.019
1650 + 50 .1094 + .0085 -.0053 + .0104 1.170 + 0.016
1850 + 50 .0899 + .0093 .0186 + .0112 1.152 + 0.017
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Previous Fragment Anisotropies from____U(n,f)
for Neutron Energies up to 2.0 MeV
Table 6.3
E ± A En n +
(MeV) A A A
Blumberg (1962)
0. 70 + 0.10 1.16 + 0.02
1. 50 + 0.10 1.13 + 0.02
Lamphere (1962)
0. 424 + 0.080 1.04 + 0.02
0. 506 + 0.075 1.06 + 0.02
0. 617 + 0.070 1.10 + 0.03
0. 655 + 0.065 1.08 + 0.03
0. 698 + 0.065 1.09 + 0.03
0. 742 + 0.068 1.09 + 0.02
0. 805 + 0.060 1.13 + 0.03
0. 845 + 0.062 1.08 + 0.02
0. 845 + 0.031 1.15 + 0.03
0. 881 + 0.031 1.15 + 0.03
0. 940 + 0.029 1.09 + 0.02
0. 980 + 0.031 1.15 + 0.03
1.020 + 0.059 1.12 + 0.02
1.052 + 0.030 1.15 + 0.03
1.089 + 0.050 1.12 + 0.03
1. 212 + 0.057 1.11 + 0.02
1.552 + 0.055 1.15 + 0.03
1.932 + 0.049 1.15 + 0.03
E - A En
(MeV) A - A A
Nadkami & Kapoor (1970)
0.070 0.990 + 0.080
0.150 1.025 + 0.025
0.200 1.052 + 0.025
0.275 1.070 + 0.025
0.345 1.053 + 0.025
0.400 1.068 + 0.030
0.460 1.062 + 0.025
0.525 1.058 + 0.024
0.585 1.073 + 0.020
0.630 1.075 + 0.025
0.685 1.076 + 0.020
0.735 1.088 + 0.025
0.755 1.113 + 0.010
0.795 1.156 + 0.026
0.800 1.134 + 0.030
0.900 1.071 + 0.025
0.960 1.124 + 0.027
1.010 1.086 + 0.033
1.060 1.112 + 0.027
1.110 1.108 + 0.025
2.140 1.172 + 0.030
3.160 1.165 + 0.025
Table 6.3 (con*d.)
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E - A E +
(MeV) A A A
Nesterov et al. (1967)
0. 08 + 0.030.05 0. 940
+ 0.009
0. 17 + 0.05 1.000 + 0.012
0. 30 + 0.05 1.037 + 0.009
0. 50 + 0.04 1.059 + 0.011
0, 75 + 0.03 1. 114 + 0.010
0, 99 + 0.04 1. 114 + 0.012
1 25 + 0.03 1. 111 + 0.014
1. 51 + 0.04 1. 134 + 0.018
1,,76 + 0.05 1. 187 + 0.012
Simmons & Henkel (i960)
0. 52 + 0.12 1.03 + 0.02
1.00 + 0.09 1. 11 + 0.02
1. 50 + 0.08 1. 13 + 0.02
2. 00 + 0.07 1. 21 + 0.02
Smirenkin et al . (1970)
0, 05 0. 958 + 0.017
0. 08 0. 988 + 0.025
0. 10 0. 968 + 0.026
0. 12 0. 986 + 0.015
E i A En
(MeV)
A -  A A
Smirenkin (Con’d.)
0.15 0.984 + 0.020
0.18 1.013 + 0.017
0.22 1.015 + 0.014
0.26 1.025 + 0.014
0.30 1.002 + 0.014
0.34 1.031 + 0.027
0.38 1.018 + 0.015
0.42 1.036 + 0.025
0.46 . 1.031 + 0.024
0.50 1.089 + 0.035
0.54 1.074 + 0.022
0.58 1.094 + 0.028
0.62 1.102 + 0.022
0.66 1.094 + 0.011
0.70 1.104 + 0.029
0.75 1.079 + 0.012
PIG.6.
for neutrons with Levels marked with an asterisk are
available only for £ =3 neutrons.
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6.3 Computational Results
Based on the method of channel analysis described in chapter III, an
attempt has been made in this thesis to simultaneously reproduce the
features oi the fission cross section and fragment angular distributions 
235from the U(n,f) reaction. In the theoretical expressions for the 
fission cross section (eqn. 3.35) and fragment angular distribution 
(eqn. 3.33) many parameters are involved$ so many indeed that any attempt 
to vary all of them in order to arrive at the best set which describe 
the data is unlikely to be practical, much less successful. Therefore, 
in this thesis, all those parameters which have been reasonably deter­
mined by other experiments have been considered fixed. A list of these 
•fixed* parameters is given in Table 6.4. The parameters which were 
allowed to vary were the number, type and energy of the K-bands in the 
transition state spectrum of fission channels.
Initially, in order to get a *feel' for the fitting procedure, the
235number of neutron inelastic scattering levels in the U nucleus was
limited to the first sixteen accessible levels when only s-, p- and
d-wave neutrons are considered. These levels were obtained from the
compilation of nuclear level schemes for U by Artna-Cohen (l97l)
which have been reproduced schematically in Fig. 6.3. The levels marked
with an asterisk (*) are not accessible by neutrons having orbital
angular momentum ^ < 3 .  In the final set of calculations, f-wave
neutrons were also considered since these make a significant contribution
to the cross section at the higher energies, and the number of inelastic
scattering levels included was increased to all the experimentally
observed levels up to 2.0 MeV which are open to neutrons with £  =3.max
As a starting point, the calculations were performed for the 
transition state spectrum suggested by Lynn (1968) for an even-Z, even-N
Table 6.4
"Fixed1 Parameters for Fitting ^ (®*n ) ̂  and ^0^ ( ;  6 )}
Parameter Symbol Value Reference
Neutron binding energy Bn 6.54 MeV Wapstra & Gove (l97l)
Effective potential radius R 9.0 fm
Effective strength functions for s , s 0.92,1.8,0.92, Mughabghab &
s-, p-, d-, f-wave neutrons S2, S3
loH00•T—1 Garber (1973)
Average level spacing <D> 0.63 eV n ft
Average gamma-ray width <ry> 0.03 eV Back et al. (1971)
Average inertia constant 5 keV II ii ti
Level density parameter a 24.5 MeV“1 It it n
Spin cut-off parameter (T 5.0 It it it
Equilibrium pairing gap A 1.2 MeV II ii n
Extremal energies of e a ’eit,e b 6.1,2.3,
II ti it
fission barrier 5.8 MeV
"Curvature* parameters at ^  ̂  A 5 ^  ̂  TT > 1.0,1.0,
It ii ii
extremal points of barrier 0.7 MeV
(06)1/ (0) I
LABORATORY ANGLE (deg.)
FIG.6.4a. Comparison of experimental and theoretical fission fragment 
angular distributions from the 235U(n,f) reaction for eight 
neutron energies between 50 and 568 keV.
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compound nucleus. However, the result was a bad misfit of both the 
angular distributions and the cross section. Next, the positions of the 
first four rotational bands were fixed according to the results of the 
work of Back et al. (l97l). The energies of the higher bands were then 
adjusted to give the best 'compromise' fits to the experimental data.
The results oi this procedure are shown by the continuous lines in 
l:ig. G.4 and the dashed curves in Fig. 6.5. The cross section evaluation 
of Sowerby et al. (1975) was taken for the experimental data in Fig. 6.5. 
The positions of the K-bands associated with these fits are presented 
in Table 6.5.
6.4 Discussion
From Fig. 6.4 it appears that the angular distribution data from the
235U(n,f) reaction at low neutron energies are not reproduced by the
theory. In fact, the sideways peaking seen at 50 and 100 keV is
theoretically impossible for an unpolarized system when only bands with
K £ S are considered to be operative. S is the maximum channel max max
spin ( = target spin + neutron spin). Only s- and p-wave neutrons are
effectively involved at these energies; the centrifugal barriers render
the contributions from higher ^-waves negligible. Since the ground
235 7— .state spin and parity of U is -  , S is 4 and the total angular
¿C IT1£LX
momentum and parity states which are able to be excited in this reaction
"7T 4" + "H +are J71 = 2 , 3“ , 4“ and 5 . Without further knowledge one would 
immediately conclude that the sideways peaking is due to the fission 
elmnncl (jfTK) = (5 + 5) being slightly open at these low neutron energies. 
However, if a K = 5 band were to be introduced, it could only result 
from combinations of lower K-bands, and so it would lie high in the level 
spectrum. Consequently, such a band would have negligible partial 
fission cross sections at low energies.
cT~"
8
0 0 2030405060 7380 90 0 0 20 33405060708090
LABORATORY ANGLE (deg.)
FIG.6.*Jb. Comparison of experimental and theoretical fission fragment 
angular distributions from the U(n,f) reaction for eigb: 
neutron energies between 700 and 1850 keV.
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Table 6.5
Barrier Spectrum of 236U
K Energy Above 
"Ground" (MeV)
0+ 0.00
2+ 0.32
0 0.40
1 0.45
2 0.85
i+ 1.00
0+ 1.20
4+ 1.20
1 1.50
3 1.50
TARGET i
FIG.6.6. Geometry for neutron polarization experiments. Target 1 produces the polarized
neutrons via a nuclear reaction. Target 2 is used to detect the sense of the 
polarization. The k fs are momentum vectors.
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The calculations indicated that the (JrrK) = (5+2) level is by far 
the dominant fission channel for all the low energy data. This channel 
is excited by p—wave neutrons and produces a strongly forward peaked 
fragment angular distribution. Therefore, since the p-wave component of 
the neutron beam peaks at around 100 keV, the low energy anomaly may be 
due to an overestimation of the relative strength of this channel.
An alternative explanation is possible. The three anomalous 
measurements utilized neutrons which were emitted at back angles to the 
incident proton beams from the Van de Graaff accelerator. This was 
unavoidable because the forward neutrons from the Li(p,n) Be for 
proton energies near threshold are not monoenergetic, as explained in 
section 4.2.1. It is known (Wolfenstein 1949, Simmon and Weiton 1953) 
that the strong spin-orbit coupling in nuclear reactions causes neutrons, 
which are emitted at side angles and with orbital angular momentum -C > 0, 
to be partially polarized in a plane normal to the plane defined by the 
directions of the incident and outgoing particles (see Fig. 6.6). The 
polarization may be written as
P = Pn 6.3
where n is a unit vector normal to the reaction plane,and the degree of 
polarization is given by
P = N+ - N~ 
N+ + N
6.4
where N+ and N~ are the intensities of neutrons with spin parallel and
antiparallel to n, respectively. P is a function of the bombarding
energy and the reaction angle 0̂ , For ^  = 0 , P is always zero.
Several measurements have been made of the polarization of the
7 7outgoing neutrons from nuclear reactions, in particular the Li(p,n) Be
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reaction. Between threshold (E = 1.881 MeV) and 4 MeV the polarization 
^  = ^  fluctuates rapidly at first and then levels out at about 
30i0% ^ e  maximum of 60% polarization measured at 2.2 MeV seems to be 
correlated with the well-known resonance in the total cross section at 
2.25 MeV.
Very few measurements of the angular dependence of the polarization 
have been made. The first such measurement by Austin et al. (l96l) at
2.6 MeV proton energy showed an increase in polarization between 30° and 
85 from 13.6% to 20.4% followed by a sharp drop to 3.6% at 105° and 
1.6% at 115 . Unfortunately, no data is available in regard to the degree 
of polarization of neutrons emitted at back angles for proton energies 
between 2.0 and 2.2 MeV which correspond to neutron energies of about 50 
to 150 keV at 110°. Therefore, although it is suggested that the observed 
sideways peaking of the fission fragments at these low energies could 
possibly have resulted from the nonuniform weighting of nuclear spin 
projections, as yet no quantitative estimates can be made of the expected 
anisotropy when such partially polarized neutrons are used to induce 
fission in an unpolarized target.
In Fig. 6.5, the calculated cross section at low energies was
slightly higher than the experimental data of Sowerby et al. (1975).
However, if the mass asymmetry K = 0 band is left out of the calculations,
this results in the continuous curves shown in Fig. 6.5 for the two values
of the maximum neutron orbital angular momentum . It can be seenmax
that the calculated curves give excellent agreement with the fission 
cross section datfi up to En~  800 keV. On the other hand, the exclusion 
of the K n = 0  band from the fragment angular distribution calculations 
resulted in only a negligible increase in the yield around ninety
degrees.
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The apparent closure of the mass asymmetry band has been observed
before. From the measurement of the fragment angular distributions from
fissions induced by nonpolarized, slow neutrons in low-temperature 
235oriented U nuclei, Dabbs et al. (1965, 1969) and Pattenden (1969) 
found that the = 0 band remained unaccountably closed at low neutron 
energies. Instead of being the most important band by virtue of its 
parity and energy location in the transition state spectrum, its 
contribution to the overall fragment distribution was surprisingly weak.
Summary
The fragment angular distributions at low energies cannot be 
explained by the present model. However, neutron polarization effects 
could have a dominant role in the observed shapes, and such effects are 
not included in the model. The theoretical fits to the distributions 
improve with increasing neutron energy. By En = 700 keV, they are 
comparable with the Legendre polynomial fits in Fig. 6.4. A channel . 
analysis of fission is expected to adequately describe low energy 
measurements and deteriorate with increasing energy. This has been 
observed in the case of fission cross section measurements; but the 
reverse appears to be true with the fragment angular distribution
measurements.
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CHAPTER VII
7 * FRAGMENT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS FROM THE 232Th(n,f) REACTION
7.1 Introduction
The ideas developed in the earlier chapters on the channel analysis 
fission are most clearly demonstrated when studying the neutron- 
induced fission of even—even target nuclei. Because the neutron carries 
no charge, compound nuclei can be formed with excitation energies down to 
the neutron binding energy of around 5 to 6 MeV. The fission threshold 
of several even—even target nuclei are 6 MeV or more. Hence, fission 
characteristics of the intermediate odd—mass nuclei can be observed 
down to the fission barrier and even in the subbarrier region. This 
information is obtained from measurements of the fragment angular 
distributions and cross section for the fission of even-even targets 
induced by beams of monoenergetic neutrons. Only a small number of 
channels are open to fission for excitation energies near the fission 
threshold and the opening up of new channels with increasing excitation 
energy will be reflected in sharp changes in the fragment angular 
distributions.
The first observation of the threshold (n,f) reaction in even-even
target nuclei was the experiment of Henkel and Brolley (1956). They
recorded the ratios of fission fragment yields at zero and ninety degrees
232 238when a beam of fast neutrons bombarded foils of Th and U. Large
variations in the fragment anisotropy were found for neutron energies
232around threshold. For ~Th at 1.6 MeV, a strong correlation was seen 
between a peak in the fission cross section and a deep minimum in the 
anisotropy ( 0^,(0°/90°) - 0.12 - 0.04. The subsequent channel analysis 
of the fragment angular distribution by Wilets and Chase (1956) for this 
particular case indicated an appreciable predominance of channels with
(06) 1/(0) I
FIG.7.la. Legendre polynomial fits to the fission fragment angular
distributions from the ^̂ Th(n,f) reaction for five neutron 
energies between 1.35 and 1.65 MeV.
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K = —  . This was confirmed by the later analysis of Hittmair (i960) 
who included levels from a K = -g- band.
7.2 Experimental Results
In this present study, fission fragment angular distributions from
the ^32Th(n,f) reaction have been measured for ten values of the incident
neutron energy between 1.35 and 1.95 MeV. The experimental results are
compiled in columns one to three oi Table 7.1. Ihe neutron source was 
3 3the H(p,n) He reaction, and the tritium impregnated titanium backing 
of the target was 100 keV thick to the incident protons. The corrections 
detailed in section 4.3.4 were applied to the raw data and produced the 
final results of columns four and five.
p
The thickness of the thorium deposit was limited to ~  0.9 mg/crn 
so as to reduce fragment scattering within the target. Because of the 
low fission cross section ( Or ^ 120mb), the fragment count rates with
the thorium target were much slower than with the uranium targets. 
Consequently, the statistical accuracy of the counts (— 2 to 3%) at 
each angle is poor compared with that for uranium ( — 1%). However, the 
observed magnitude of the variation in fragment intensity with angle 
and energy makes the statistics of the present results adequate.
The experimental results in Table 7.1 are displayed in Fig. 7.1 as 
distributions of the ratio I (*)A( 90°). The strong sideways peaking 
of the fragments between 1.35 and 1.80 MeV can be produced only by 
K > bands (see Fig. 3.2). However, the presence of a K = -J- band is 
felt in all these cases since the fragment intensity at zero degrees 
was always greater than zero. If only K> -J- bands were open, there 
would have been very few counts in the 5.3° detector. The increasing 
importance of the K * band is seen at low energies by the increasing 
yield at forward angles as the incident neutron energy decreases towards
1-5
0*5
1 *75 MeV.
■»-— i— i. i ■ <.■
LABORATORY ANGLE (deg)
PIG.7.lb. Legendre polynomial fits to the fission fragment angular
distributions from the ^̂ Th(n,f) reaction for five neutron 
energies between 1.75 ans 1.95 MeV.
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Table 7.1
p o p
Six-Point Fragment Angular Distributions for____Th
En± A E
(MeV)
Angle
(Deg.)
Observed
Counts
Corrected
Counts
Per Cent 
Uncertainty
35^0.05 5.3 1827 1740 2.4
25.6 1786 2020 2.4
CÔ 2 TO 2200 2317 2.2
54.7 2255 2298 2.2
73.0 1409 1864 2.7
90.0 1976 1976 2.3
42-0.05 5.3 1301 1251 2.8
25.6 1399 1589 2.7
37. 2 1685 1795 2.5
54.7 1733 1774 2.4
73.0 1477 1789 2.6
90.0 1570 1570 2.5
55-0.05 5.3 1152 1124 3.1
25.6 2150 2451 2.3
37.2 2760 2969 2.1
54.7 3111 3210 2.0
73.0 2556 3127 2.1
90.0 2826 2826 2.0
60^0.05 5.3 1615 1567 2.6
25.6 3302 3802 1.8
37. 2 4576 4831 1.6
54.7 4945 5096 1.5
73.0 3639 4561 1.8
90.0 4432 4432 1.6
65-0.05 5.3 1109 1067 3.1
25.6 1640 1873 2.5
37.2 2331 2466 2.1
54.7 2718 2777 1.9
73.0 2220 2671 2.1
90.0 2254 2254 2.1
(Con *d.)
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Table 7.1 (Con'd.)
En± AE 
(MeV)
Angle
(Deg.)
Observed
Counts
Corrected
Counts
Per Cent 
Uncertainty
.75^0.05 5.3 1068 1041 3.2
25.6 1058 1206 3.2
37.2 1194 1284 3.0
54.7 1279 1319 2.9
73.0 949 1161 3.4
90.0 1040 1040 3.2
.80±0.05 5.3 1832 1777 2.4
25.6 1581 1814 2.6
37.2 1794 1893 2.4
54.7 1783 1832 2.5
73.0 1276 1604 2.9
90.0 1562 1562 2.6
.85±0.05 5.3 2981 2840 1.9
25.6 2532 2877 2.1
37.2) 2725 2888 2.0
54.7 2639 2700 2.0
73.0 2231 2687 2.2
90.0 2704 2704 2.0
.90±0.05 5.3 2452 2347 2.1
25.6 1965 2224 2.3
37.2 2207 2326 2.2
54.7 2084 2125 2.3
73.0 1611 1959 2.6
90.0 1919 1919 2.3
.95^0.05 5.3 2361 2261 2.1
25.6 1819 2066 2.4
37.2 1865 1971 2.4
54.7 1825 1858 2.4
73.0 940 1370 3.3
90.0 1609 1609 2.5
(06 ) 1/ (0 ) 1
FIG. 7
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2. Comparison of the neutron energy dependence of the fragment angular anisotropy and the
fission cross section for the reaction.
(qw)
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threshold. The marked increase in the yield at '̂■*-55° between 1.55 and 
1.60 MeV is a clear indication of the opening up of a K > |- band at 
^  I*® MeV. The most likely candidates responsible for this increase 
are the J = 3/2, 5/2 and 7/2 members of the K = 3/2 band. The subsequent 
increase at low angles for E > 1.6 MeV means that a second K = %- band 
(probably of opposite parity to the first K = -g- band) assumes the 
dominant role at the higher energies. The smooth distributions at 
1.85 MeV probably mean that either the K = -g- band(s) is the only 
significant band, or more likely that the number of open fission channels 
has become large enough for the angular distributions to be considered 
from a statistical viewpoint.
The curves shown in the plots of Fig. 7.1 are least squares fitted, 
even degree Legendre polynomials of order four
l( 6 ) = 1 + A^P^cos 6 ) + A4P4(cos 6 ) 7.1
The coefficients of these fits and the anisotropy ratios l(0°)/l(90°) 
are presented in Table 7.2. Fig. 7.2 compares the variation of the 
angular anisotropy (from both the present and previous data), as a 
function of the neutron energy, to the behaviour of the fission cross 
section p£ over the same energy range. The curve for the cross section 
represents the general trends in the results from the high energy 
resolution work of Blons et al. (1975). Clear cut channel effects are 
evident as irregularities in the energy dependence of the angular 
anisotropy and of C£ . The following section presents the results of 
a detailed channel analysis of the present experimental data on the 
fragment angular distributions and of the data of Blons et al., 
from which quantitative information on these channel effects was
obtained.
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Table 7.2
Lengendre Coefficients and Fragment Anisotropy for 232Th
En(MeV ) A2 A4 I(CP)/I(90°)
1 .35 -  0 .0 5  
1 .42 - 0 .0 5  
1 .55 Î 0 .0 5  
1 .6 0 - 0 .0 5  
1 .65 i 0 .0 5  
1 .75 -  0 .0 5  
1 .8 0 - 0 .0 5  
1 .85 ± 0 .0 5  
1 .9 0 ± 0 .0 5  
1 .95 - 0 .0 5
.041 + .018
- .0 4 4 + .019
- .2 0 6 + .015
- .1 9 1 + .012
- .1 9 1 + .016
.075 + .024
.125 + .020
.051 + .016
.147
+ .018
.277 + .020
- .2 1 2 + .022
- .2 1 2 + .023
- .3 9 3 + .017
- .4 4 9 + .014
- .3 7 2 + .018
- .2 1 1 + .029
- .1 0 9 + .024
- .0 1 0 + .019
- .0 4 0 + .022
- .0 0 2 + .025
0 .9 22 - 0 .033  
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FIG. 7*3a. Comparison between experiment and theory for the fission
fragment angular distributions from the 232Th(n5f) reaction 
for 1.35 to 1.60 MeV neutrons.
----- 2-hump fission barrier model
-----3-hump fission barrier model with Kn = l/2+ as the
ground state of the transition state spectrum
----- 3-hump fission barrier model with K* = 3/2+ as the
ground state of the transition state spectrum
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T •3 Computational Results and Discussion
232The dominant feature of the Th fission cross section is the
presence of a broad resonance at E =1.6 MeV. This maximum in then
cross section is correlated strongly with a deep minimum in the fragment
anisotropy. As explained above, the lowest sequence of K-bands appears
to be of the type l/2, 3/2, l/2, 3/2. These four bands of each parity
were used in the present analyses of the fragment angular distributions
232and fission cross section of Th. The energy spacings between band- 
heads were varied by 10 to 50 keV over an energy interval of 1 MeV.
After several thousands of calculations, taking many hours of CPU 
time on the Univac 1106 computer of the University of Wollongong, it was 
possible to fit reasonably well both the fission cross section and 
fragment angular distributions separately; but not simultaneously. A 
good fit to the cross section always resulted in at least three or four 
very bad fits to the ten experimental fragment angular distributions.
The dash-dash curves in Fig. 7.3 are the best fits to the angular 
distributions which resulted when the restriction of a simultaneous fit 
to the fission cross section was removed. The calculated cross section 
for this case is shown by the dash-dash curve in Fig. 7.4 The 
agreement between theory and experiment is reasonable only in the energy 
range 1.20<En(MeV)<l.55. The calculations produced a large resonance 
at E -~1.0 MeV (not shown in the drawing) which is not observed 
experimentally. The best fit to the cross section taken separately 
over the range 1.20<En <2.00 is shown by the continuous curve in 
Fig. 7.4. However, this also produces a large resonance at E^^l.l MeV. 
The angular distributions which resulted from this cross section were 
extremely bad misfits and are not shown. The main parameters used to 
generate the 'separate1 fits just described are compiled in Table 7.3.
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FIG. 7.3b. Comparison between experiment and theory for the fission
232frapjnent angular distributions from the ~ Th(n,f) reaction 
for 1.65 to 1.85 MeV neutrons. (For key to plotted curves 
see Fig. 7.3a.).
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FIG, 7.3c. Comparison between experiment and theory for the fission
232fragment angular distributions from the Th(n,f) reaction 
for 1.90 and 1.95 MeV neutrons. (For key to plotted curves 
see Fig. 7.3a).
FIG. 7.4. Comparison of the fission cross section of Blons et al. (1975) with calculated cross
sections which produced the best fits either to the angular distributions (dash-dash curve) 
or to the cross section (continuous curve) for a double hump fission barrier.
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Parameters for Best ’Separate1 Fits to the Fragment Angular Distri­
butions W ($ ) and Fission Cross Section 0$ for a Two Hump Potential 
Barrier
Table 7.3
Parameter Symbol
Best two-hump barrier for
w((9)
ea 5.60 6.025
Fission barrier 
heights e h 2.81 2.90
eb 6.16 6.40
0.79 0.80
Fission barrier 
'curvatures' -fcW n 0.50 0.50
0.55 0.56
Inertia constant t,2 0.0045 0.0020
Decoupling constant 
for K = -g- bands a 1.0 1.0
3/2+ , 0.00 l/2+ , 0.00
Transition state 
K-bands K* ’ ^
l/2+ , 0.27 
3/2", 0.50 
1/2“ , 0.80
3/2", 0.145 
l/2+ , 0.48
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A possible resolution of this discrepancy between the two sets of
data (fragment angular distributions and fission cross section) was
suggested by some recent theoretical considerations of Möller and Nix
(1974). They calculated that the fission barrier of the actinides with
relatively small neutron numbers (N^146) probably has three minima.
When the excited nucleus follows a path leading to asymmetric fission,
a third minimum is found to develop on the outer hump of the usual
(Strutinsky 1967) double-humped barrier for heavy nuclei. In view of
the failure of the two hump barrier model calculations to produce a
232single transition state spectrum for Th which explains both the 
experimental fission cross section and fragment angular distributions, 
a new attempt was made to reconcile both sets of data by using a three 
hump barrier model. A satisfactory result was only obtained when the 
peaks in the cross section were assumed to be due to subbarrier 
resonances, that is, resonances from pure vibrational levels in the 
third asymmetric minimum.
232Since the ground state spin of Th has not been assigned a
definite value, the analysis of the present results was based on the
assumption that the 'intrinsic' or ground state band in the transition
nucleus ^^Th has either K7* = l/2+ or 3/2+. The calculations indicated
that the parity of this band must be positive. For energies of 1 to
2 MeV, neutron waves of orbital angular momentum /  = 0 to 3 are effective
in the excitation of levels with Jn = l/2± , 2>/2±, b/2± and 7/2 in the 
')0 0Th compound nucleus. Hence a negative parity band will have a larger 
partial fission cross section than a positive parity band of the same 
type, and consequently the fragment angular anisotropy will be more 
extreme. The strong sideways peaking of the fragments at E ^  1.6 MeV 
was never reproduced by the calculations when a Kn = l/2 was tried as 
the ground state band.
FIG. 7.5. Best fits to the fission cross section data of Blons et al. (1975) on the assumption of a 
triple hump barrier model, when the ground state has either Kx = l/2+ (dash-dash curve) 
or K* = 3/2+ (continuous curve).
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The best fits to the Th cross section data, on the assumption of 
a three hump deformation potential, are shown in Fig. 7.5. The barrier 
parameters and the transition state spectra are given in Table 7.4. There 
is not much difference between the two cases considered here, at least for 
the fission cross section. However, the case where the ground state band 
is 3/2 produces better fits to the low energy fragment angular distribu­
tions as is evident from a comparison of the dash-dot (l/2+) and the 
continuous (3/2 ) curves in Fig. 7.3. These may also be compared with the 
curves for the two hump barrier model. Although the two sets of curves 
for the angular distributions are comparable, only the three hump barrier 
model gave a simultaneous fit to the fission cross section. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the data from both the angular distribution and the
232cross section measurements with Th agree with the theory only when the 
fission barrier is assumed to have three rather than two maxima and minima.
Conclusion
The experimental data for the fragment angular distribution and
232fission cross section for the Th(n,f) reaction can be explained 
satisfactorily by the assumption that the fission barrier is triple 
humped. It appears that the ground state band has K = 3/2+; however, 
the K = l/2+ band is very close to it, and these two bands produce the 
plateau in the cross section around 1.4 MeV. The main peak at 1.6 MeV 
could not be produced by a single band. It consists of contributions 
from two K = 3/2” bands plus a 5/2~ band. The angular distributions 
at 1.55, 1.60 and 1.65 MeV are particularly sensitive to the location 
of the 5/2 band. The resonance at 1.72 MeV is produced by a K = 1/2 
band plus a K = 5/2+ band. The plateau of 1.9 MeV is due to a
232
K = 1/2 band.
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Parameters for Best 'Simultaneous* Fits to the Fragment Angular 
Distributions and Fission Cross Section for a Three Hump Potential 
Barrier when the Ground State is either l/2+ or 3/2+
Table 7.4
Parameter Symbol
Ground State
j . .f1/2 3/2
Fission barrier ea 4.00 4.00
heights A
EII 2.00 2.00
e b
6.22 6.20
EIII 5.70 5.68
EC 7.03 7.00
Fission barrier Tio) 1.00 1.00
'curvatures'
* “11 1.30 1.30
*“b 1.40 1.40
h“m 1.00 1.00
* “c
1.40 1.40
Inertia constant 0.0020 0.0020
Decoupling constant 
for K = 1/2 bands
a 1.0 1.0
Transition state 7TK , Ek l/2+ , 0.00 3/2+ , 0.00
K-bands
5/2”, 0.05 l/2+ , 0.07
3/2+ , 0.13 5/2”, 0.13
3/2~, 0.20 3/2”, 0.22
3/2”, 0.21 3/2", 0.23
5/2“, 0.22 5/2”, 0.23
l/2+ , 0.34 5/2+, 0.36
5/2+ , 0.34 l/2+ , 0.37
1/2”, 0.52 1/2”, 0.55
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CHAPTER VIII
8 . THE ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF V  FOR 232Th--------------------------- p ----------
8 .1 Introduction
Although the analysis of the angular distribution of fission fragments
provides the most detailed information on the transition states of the
fissioning nucleus, correlations will also exist between the spectrum of
the transition states and some other aspects of the fission process.
One of the most important quantities, both in reactor calculations and for
nuclear fission theory, is the 'multiplicity' parameter , which is
P
defined as the average number of prompt neutrons emitted by the fission 
fragments per fission event. The word 'prompt' is used to differentiate
between the neutrons emitted from the original fission fragments in the
■ -14 / \time scale of about 10 sec (Fraser 1952), from the 'delayed' neutrons
which are emitted by the fission 'products' at much later times, i.e.,
about 1 sec after fission.
Considerable experimental research has been done on the energy
dependence of 7^  Tor the neutron induced fission of 233U and 23^U
(Boldeman and Walsh 1970, 1971 and references therein). By comparison,
232measurements with Th are old and poor in quantity and quality. Large
changes in the slope of TT^E^) have been found to occur at neutron
energies around 1.6 MeV (Mañero and Konshin 1972). This seemed to
correlate strongly with wide fluctuations in fission cross section and
fission fragment angular distributions. In particular, at 1.60 MeV a
peak occurs in the cross section, the fragment anisotropy shows a deep
minimum and the slope of 17 (En ) changes from negative to positive.
Boldeman et al. (1976) have achieved success in the quantitative analysis
of their measurements with the uranium isotopes. Could a similar analysis
232of good quality data on Th produce equal success? The subject of this
HEAVY 
CONCRETE
FLOOR
FIG. 8.1. Experimental arrangement for measurements.
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chapter is then the accurate measurement of (E ) from the ^^Th(n,f)
reaction. It was hoped that the results would consolidate the conclusions 
obtained from the channel analysis of the neutron fission cross section
and fragment angular distributions described in the preceding chapter of 
this thesis.
In the present work, measurements of were performed for incident
P
neutron energies from 1.35 to 2.10 MeV and also at 16 MeV. The greatest 
attention was given to the threshold energy region where better accuracy 
in the measurements was required so as to extract more information 
on the specific channel effects observed there.
8.2 Experimental Procedure
The measurements of the energy dependence of 'Xf for the neutron-
P
. . . 232induced fission of Th were accomplished by using the large liquid 
scintillator technique (Boldeman and Dalton 1967). The experimental 
arrangement is shown in Fig. 8.1. Fission neutrons are detected by a 
liquid scintillator contained in a large (76 cm diameter) spherical tank. 
The scintillator used in this experiment consisted of 240 litres of 
NE232, a trimethylbenzene-based scintillator which is loaded with 0.5% by 
weight gadolinium. Neutrons which enter the detector are first moderated 
by the scintillator and then captured by the gadolinium which has a large 
capture cross section for thermal neutrons. In the capture process, gamma 
rays are emitted and the resulting scintillations are recorded by a bank 
of twelve EMI-9618A photomultiplier tubes mounted symmetrically on the 
outside of the tank.
To reduce the background radiation, the scintillator tank was 
surrounded by 1 metre thick concrete slabs. In front of the tank, blocks 
of cast iron and borated polythene collimated the incident neutrons into 
a cone of 0O27f half-angle. This collimation ensured that the incident
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FIG. 8.2. Block diagram of the electronics for V  measurements. MEE represents the multiple
event encoder.
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neutrons which did not react with the fission target passed undetected
through the axial tube of the tank to a beam stop several metres from 
the tank.
232 . .
The Th fission counter consisted of four high speed ionization 
chambers, connected in parallel to 450 volts, in a cylindrical housing 
which was located at the centre of the spherical tank through a 7 .6 cm 
diameter axial tube. The fissile material was electroplated onto three 
nickel discs (0.13 mm thick) over a circular area of 45 mm diameter to 
an average thickness of 1.5 mg/cm . Two of these discs were plated on 
one side only and the third (central) disc was plated on both sides. 
Methane gas, purified by the method of Cunninghame and Kitt (1964), 
flowed slowly through the four chambers. The passage of a heavy charged 
particle (fission fragment) through the fission counter produced many 
ionizations of the methane gas which resulted in a temporary current 
between the parallel plates of the chamber. This was amplified with a 
fast current amplifier to produce a fission pulse which in turn was used 
to gate the output of the photomultipliers of the scintillator tank. The 
counting of scintillator pulses in coincidence with fission pulses gives 
excellent discrimination against background radiation in the scintillator 
tank.
The efficiency of the liquid scintillator for the detection of
neutrons was determined from the observation of the mean neutron count
232rate per fission when the Th fission counter was replaced by a
252similar counter containing spontaneously fissioning Cf. The recommended 
_ 252value of V  (spont.) for Cf has been set at 3.724 t 0.008 by the 
P
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
Fig. 8.2 is a block diagram which shows the logic of the electronics 
used in this experiment. The twelve photomultiplier tubes were grouped 
into three coincident banks of four. A coincidence between the signals
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from the fission counter and the scintillator (which also detects 
fission gamma rays) means that a genuine fission event has occurred and 
the tank is then gated for a period of 40 ̂ tsec in which time 99 per cent 
of the associated fission neutrons have either been captured within the 
scintillator or escaped from the system. A 100 p sec waiting period 
follows, after which a second AO fxsec gating period records the back­
ground. The information from these two gating periods is placed in 
temporary storage for the entire counting cycle of 180yusec duration, 
after which it is transferred to a multiple event encoder (MEE); 
provided a second fission event has not occurred since the start of the 
cycle, in which case the information in the temporary store is erased 
without transfer to the MEE. The MEE had 16 channels to record the 
number of occasions in which 0 to 15 pulses were detected in the first 
(foreground) counting period, and another 8 channels for when 0 to 7 
background pulses were detected in the second counting period of the 
cycle. These 24 channels proved more than adequate since the maximum 
multiplicities recorded in the experiment were 10 for the foreground and 
6 for the background.
Electromagnetically analysed proton and deuteron beams from the
3 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator of the Australian Atomic Energy
3 3 3 4Commission were utilized for the H(p,n) He and H(d,n) He reactions as
sources of almost monoenergetic neutrons. Measurements of in the 
232Th(n,f) reaction were carried out for incident neutron energies of 
1.35, 1.50, 1.625, 1.70, 1.80, 1.913, 2.10 and 16 MeV. The data for 
each energy point were accumulated in a series of runs interspersed 
with californium calibration runs. The background subtracted neutron 
counts were corrected for the neutron counting efficiency of the 
scintillator as determined by the californium runs; the 'dead time', 
or recovery time of the photomultiplier tubes on the scintillator tank;
E n (M e V )
FIG. 8.3. Energy dependence of 'l? for
HP
232,Th from present data.
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false gates initiated by noise or alpha pile—up in the fission counter 
and background neutrons in the tank5 the effect on the neutron detection 
efficiency produced by the fission fragment anisotropy^ and for the
Q Q Q n c  n
difference between the fission neutron spectrum of Th and Cf.
The last correction was necessary because the neutron detection
efficiency is dependent on the neutron energy. This correction was based 
on
( 1 ) Terrell’s (1962) semi-empirical relation 
E = 0.74 + 0.653(V + l) 1 / 2 8. 1
where V  is the observed mean neutron count and E is the mean 
laboratory energy of the fission neutrons which are assumed to 
have a Maxwellian distribution, and 
(2 ) a Monte Carlo calculation which resulted in producing the 
approximate formula
y = 2.476 ( Ecf - E ) 1.3< E< 2.5 MeV 8.2
where y is the percentage increase in V  due to fission spectra 
differences.
8 .3 Experimental Results
A summary of the final results is given in Table 8.1 and the data 
have been plotted as a function of the neutron energy in Fig. 8.3. The 
reported errors for each point include contributions from statistical 
accuracy and errors in the corrections applied to the raw data. The 
energy errors are due to the energy losses of the charged particle beams 
in the tritium target. These results are based on the assumption that
for 252Cf has the absolute value ^  = 3.724. 
p P
The present data show some indication of structure in the energy 
dependence of ^p* ^ dip or at least a change in slope, is observed in
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Table 8.1
Final Vp Results for____Th(n,f) Relative to
-Up = 3.724 for Spontaneous Fission of 252Cf
Incident Neutron 
Energy (MeV)
Total
Fissions Vp
1.350 ± 0.080 1161 2.118 ± 0.058
1.500 ± 0.050 4019 2.137 ± 0.031
1.625 ± 0.050 7400 2.172 ± 0.026
1.700 ± 0.050 6374 2.109 ± 0.026
1.800 ± 0.050 6450 2.103 ± 0.027
1.913 ± 0.050 5238 2.161 ± 0.030
2.100 ± 0.050 4139 2.197 ± 0.034
16.00 ± 0.1 1032 3.979 - 0.077
^(E^) between 1.6 and 1.8 MeV. A possible explanation for this dip may 
be obtained from the channel theory of fission by Bohr (1956) and from 
the equation for the average total energy release in fission (Boldeman 
and Walsh 1970)
ET = EK + + EV 8.3
is the average total kinetic energy of the two fragments, and and 
Ey are the average total fragment excitations carried off by gamma-rays 
and neutrons, respectively. E^ is a relatively small energy and is 
approximately independent of neutron bombarding energy in the energy range
of interest here. E^ 
channel(s). Hence Ey
is given by the energy of the predominant fission 
is the difference between the amount of available
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compound nucleus excitation energy (= kinetic energy + binding energy of
the incident neutron) and the energy level of the main fission channel.
It is usually assumed that 7/ is proportional to Ep v
a E. 8.4
where
a = T  \-l(© + b )x n n' 8.5
and the approximate constants e^ and b are the average kinetic and 
binding energies of the emitted neutrons in the fragment system, 
respectively. The constant of proportionality, a, is typically 0.16 MeV-1, 
meaning that each evaporated neutron removes about 6 MeV of excitation 
energy from the fission fragment.
From eqns. 8.3 and 8.4 it is apparent that E^ and 7^ are anticorrelated:
an increase in E^ will be reflected in a decrease in In the previous
chapter of this thesis it was concluded that around E^ = 1.6 MeV, three
or four K-bands open up for fission. The observed dip in Vp(^n ) may
due to a shift in the predominant fission channels from the lower K = l/2
and 3/2 bands to the higher energy group of K = 3/2 and 5/2 bands. This
means that E^ will show a sharp rise near the 1.6 MeV resonance in the
cross section. Unfortunately, the quantity and quality of data available
_  233on the energy dependence of E^ for the compound nucleus Th are poor.
Hence, the explanation just given for the observed dip in 7? awaits
confirmation by more and accurate experimental investigations of E^(En ).
1 _ 232Table 8.2 lists all the previously published data on 7/ for Th,
ir
25 2 235renormalized to either 7/ Cf (spont.) = 3.724 or 7 / U (thermal) =
P F
3.418. The latter reference is the evaluated thermal value from Fillmore 
(1968). These data are plotted in Fig. 8.4 together with the present 
results. Fig. 8.5 is an amplification of the low energy data in Fig. 8.4.
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Table 8.2
Previous Data on Energy Dependence of V  for 232Th
E (MeV) V‘'exp. Standard yr- renorm Reference and Symbol
14.1 3.55 - 0.28 9 Johnstone(56)
3.5 2.35 - 0.07 = 2.47 2.30 +  Kuzminov et al.(58)
1.4 2.58 - 0.20 Z38U =2.63 2.48 ■ Smith et al. (59)
2.3 2.26 Ì 0.10 ^3bU =2.47 2.21 0  Kuzminov (59)
3.75 2.43 ± 0.09 2.38
15.7 4.25 Î 0.13 4.16
14.2 4.64 - 0.20 235U = 2.47 4.54 ▼ Leroy (60)
1.6 2.160 - 0.042 = 2.43 2.149 A Meadows &
Whalen (61)
14.3 3.68 ± 0.25 V Vasil'ev et al.(62)
1.42 ± 0.02 2.205 - 0.060 25iiCf= 3.775 2.175 O Conde &
Holmberg (65)
1.61 Ì 0.01 2.084 - 0.037 2.056
1.80 - 0.01 2.119 - 0.055 2.090
2.23 Ì 0.01 2.180 - 0.049 2.151
2.64 - 0.01 2.273 - 0.052 2.242
3.6 - 0.3 2.41 - 0.10 2.38
7.45 ± 0.05 3.028 - 0.060 2.987
14.8 Ì 0.2 4.065 - 0.060 4.010
14.9 - 0.03 4.32 - 0.13 4.262
1.39 - 0.16 2.319 - 0.076 ii52Cf=: 3.782 2.283 A Mather et al. (65)
1.98 - 0.15 2.211 - 0.034 2.177
3.00 ± 0.12 2.286 - 0.095 2.251
4.02 - 0.10 2.400 - 0.067 2.363
1.48 ± 0.03 2.179 - 0.096 235U = 2.414 2.175 □  Prokhorova &
Smirenkin (68)
1.56 - 0.05 2.096 - 0.073 2.093
1.64 - 0.07 2.132 Î 0.072 2.128
2.05 Ì 0.06 2.142 - 0.069 2.138
2.46 - 0.06 2.221 - 0.052 2.217
2.86 - 0.05 2.213 Ì 0.054 2.209
3.27 - 0.04 2.416 - 0.074 2.412
1.65 2.118 (evaluation) 2.118 • Vorobeva et al. (70)
—  222FIG. 8.5. Comparison of the calculated energy dependence of y  ̂for Th with the lower energy
region of the experimental data.
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Manero and Konshin (1972) applied a weighted least squares orthogonal
polynomial fitting analysis to this data, except for the present results
of course, and deduced a two-curve dependence of y  on neutron energy
P
(relative to the californium standard given above)
f 2.074 - 7.002 E + 7.979 for E < 1.6 MeV—  , . J n n n
W  “ < 8.6
I 0.150 E + 1.836 for E >1.6 MeVV n n
The higher energy part of the present results agree satisfactorily with 
the previous data; but the present three lowest points indicate a near 
constant V D with decreasing E , whereas the previous data show anr; ^
increase in vn- However, if the individual data sets are looked at
Jr
separately, it will be seen that they all have at most only one data 
point below the energy where the sign of the slope of Vp(En ) is 
presumed to change. Hence, they all indicate only a break in the slope, 
as distinct from a change in the sign of the slope.
8.4 Computations
In this section, a quantitative description is given of the 
theoretical dependence of Vp on neutron energy E^. Let us differentiate 
eqn. 8.3 with resect to the variable E
dET dEK dE^ dEy
dËT “ dË- + dÜT + dlTn n n n
where the bars (indicating average values) have been omitted for clarity 
till the end of the derivation of the equation for <V p(En ). As mentioned 
earlier, E ^  is approximately constant so that
dE^ dET dEK
âÊ ~ = dÊ” " dÊ~n n n
8.8
From eqn. 8.4
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a
d V___E
dEV
d V
« ___E
dEn
dE 
* dE
n
V
Therefore, combining eqns. 8.8 and 8.9 we have
8.9
d V p J dET dER
dE " a idE~ " dE"
n i n n
8.10
^cm total kinetic energy of the neutron and target nucleus
system in the centre—of—mass reference frame, then from the conservation 
of energy principle
Ecm + U  + l) c2 = Et + (L + H) c2 8.11
where A, L and H are the atomic weights of the target nucleus, and the 
light and heavy decay products, respectively. Ecm is given by
Ecm
A
A + 1 En 8.12
With the assumption that (L + H) is independent of neutron energy
dEcm
dEn dEn
8.13
The average transition state collective energy for fission by 
neutron bombardment at energy En is given by (Bertram et al. 1975)
Ec 8.14
where cr̂  is the average partial cross section for fission through the 
transition state level (JifK), and E j ^  is the energy of this level
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above the ground transition level. Eqns. 3.31 and 3.33 define how 
JrtK . , * .is evaluated for numerical computations. If we assume (Blyumkina 
et al. 1964) that there is weak coupling between the transition state 
collective energy and the nuclear degrees of freedom at scission, then 
Ec will appear, in the scission configuration, as the total fragment 
kinetic energy E^. The dependence of E^ on neutron energy will be 
reflected in the variation oi E^ with changes in E^. Eqn. 8.10 may now 
be written as
d V£
dEn
an
dEcm
dEn
dEc
dEn
8.15
We now approximate the derivatives by ratios of small increments to 
obtain
T» (E ) - V  (E ) =p n' p' o' a{(Ecm EC> E (E - E )cm c E 8.16n o
where Eq is some reference energy. Combining the two terms evaluated at 
E into a constant b, we obtain finally (reintroducing the bars to 
indicate averages)
T / ( E ) = a ( E - E ) + b  8.17p n cm c
The constants a and b are obtained from a normalization of eqn. 8.17 to
a region where Vp is linear in En , that is, in a region where all the
extra input energy is going directly into fragment excitation so that 
dE__c
dE = 0.n
weighted 
region g
For the present case, this is the region E^> 1.65 MeV. A 
least squares fit to the data (including the present) in this 
ives
V  (E ) = 0.1423 E + 1.9002 8.18Kpv rr n
Jt̂ KFrom these equations and the evaluations of <7̂  for the nuclear
parameters detailed in chapter VII of this thesis, theoretical curves of
V  (E ) have been computed and compared with the experimental data in p n
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Kì£. 8.f>. It can be seen from these curves that neither the two- nor
the three-hump fission barrier model predicts an upturn in the V  (E )K p n 7
dependence when is decreased below 1.6 MeV? in agreement with the 
experimental results of the present study. The calculations also show 
that the three—hump model produced a definite change in the average slope 
around 1.6 MeV, whereas the two—hump model did not show any significant 
variation. This agrees with the conclusion drawn from the calculations 
of the previous chapter of this thesis, namely that the fission barrier 
for the Th(n,f) reaction is triple-humped.
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CHAPTER IX
9* GENERAL summary and c o nc l u d i ng remarks
The basic hypothesis which was investigated in this thesis was that 
the fission process occurs through a spectrum of distinct ’channels' 
located at the saddle-point of fission and that the fragment angular 
distribution and fission cross section are functions of the distributions 
of the angular momentum quantum numbers J and K which characterise these 
fission channels. The corollary to this is that the quantum analysis 
of the fragment angular distribution and fission cross section and their 
dependence on the incident neutron energy should determine the transition 
state spectrum of the fissioning nucleus. The main equations needed for 
such analyses were developed in detail in chapter III of this thesis.
From the measurement of the fragment angular distributions and 
subsequent analysis of these and the fission cross section, the following 
conclusions may be drawn for the three investigated nuclei:
1. 233u
(i) The agreement between experiment and theory is very good.
(ii) A unique transition state spectrum was obtained which can 
account for all the fifteen fragment angular distributions of 
the present investigation with this isotope, and the fission 
cross section up to 700 keV neutron energy.
(iii) The statistical analysis reveals that the pairing energy 
gap increases only slightly with deformation.
2. 235U
(i) There is a significant lack of agreement between experiment 
and theory at low neutron energies.
(ii) This discrepancy may be due to an overestimation in the 
calculations of the relative strengths of the dominant fission 
channel (jrtK) = (5+2) for all the low energy data.
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(iii) Alternatively, the low energy data may be subject to a 
systematic error arising from the possible partial 
polarization of the incident neutrons.
(iv) The anomalous closure of the mass asymmetry K7̂  = 0 band at 
low neutron energies was observed in the quantitative fit 
to the fission cross section.
on?
3. Th
(i) A unique tritnsi tion state spectrum is obtained only if the 
fission barrier is triple humped instead of the usual double 
humped barrier.
(ii) The ground state band of the transition spectrum has either 
K7̂ = l/2+ or more probably 3/2+ .
(iii) The cross section peak at 1.6 MeV contains resonances from a
—  —  +K = 5/2 and two 3/2 bands; the 1.72 MeV peak has a K = 1/2
plus a 5/2+ band; and the plateau at 1.9 MeV has K = 1/2 .
235Further work with U at the lowest energies is clearly called for 
in order to clarify the observed anomalous results. The problem is to 
find a strong enough source of neutrons of energies less than 100 keV 
and an energy resolution of 10 keV or less. Perhaps this may be done by 
using the time of flight technique. A further experiment would be the 
examination of any correlation between fragment anisotropy and mass 
asymmetry with a view to providing an explanation for the closure of the 
K = 0 band.
Since the assumption of a triple humped fission barrier led to a
232 . ■ •successful interpretation of the Th results, it is of interest to see 
whether a triple humped barrier is also found for other isotopes which
, , , , 23CU , 231d uexhibit, e Lear—cut subb¿^rrier resonances such as lh and Fa. however, 
some form of shielding would have to be devised to protect the surface 
barrier detectors from mp.id deterioration because of the relatively
147
high activity of these isotopes.
— 232The Vp experiment with Th produced the following conclusions:
(i) Both the present experimental results and calculations do
not give any indication of an upturn in the energy dependence
of below 1.6 MeV.
P
(ii) Calculations with a triple hump barrier model show a definite 
break in the slope of V_(E ) in the region around 1.6 MeV;
IT
whereas a double hump barrier model does not lead to any 
significant change in slope.
In conclusion, the results of this work lend credence to the
hypothesis of distinct channels for the fission process. Individual
levels, or at least bands of levels are clearly recognized at energies
near threshold. The confirmation of the triple humped character of the
232fission barrier for Th is perhaps the most significant result of
this thesis.
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APPENDIX A
EQUATION FOR THE d-FUNCTION
The rotational matrix J)J^( 0 > & ), which transforms space-fixed
axes (x,y,z) to body-fixed axes (x’jy'jZ1) through the Euler angles 
( 6  , ), is normally written as
. K-M iU<£i e ~ i K Xe dM K ^  ^ A1
where J_ is the total angular momentum vector of the system, M is the 
projection of J_ along the z-axis (M = Jz), ^ i-s the Projection of _J 
along the z'-axis (K = J^,) and the d-function is given by
JL
X (cos-J-0 )2J-M+K-2n (sin^- Q )M-K+2n A2
where the summation index n = 0,1,2,3, .... ends when one of the 
quantities in the denominator becomes zero.
Square both sides of eqn. A2 and remove quantities independent of 
n outside the summation
dJMK
2
( d ) ( J+M) l ( J-M).« ( J+K).' (J-K) ‘ (cosi-0 )4J (tan2^ #  )M K
Let
2iA = J-M B = J+K C = M-K Z = -tan ^6 A4
If in is the value that the index n reaches when one of the quantities in 
the denominator of the summation (S) of eqn. A3 becomes zero, then
s
Let
a
then
S
Write
then
S
Z
(A-n)!(B-n) ! n i(C+n)!
A!BiC! + (A-1)!(B-1)!(C+1)! + (a-2)!(B-2)!2!(C+2)!+
+
.m
+ (A-m)I(B-m)Jmi(C+m)J
A!BIC! 1 +
AB
C+l Z +
B-l
C+2 Z2 +
A ( A-!)....( A-m+1 ) B ( B— !)....( B—in+1 ) m 
+ mi (C+l)(C+2)....(C+m) Z
= -A b = -B c = C+l A6
1 ab , a(a+l)b(b+l) ,2
" AiBJCi 1 + c Z + 2! c(c+l) L + .....
a(a+l)....(a+m-1)b(b+l)....(b+m-1) ^m 
mi c(c+1)....(c+m-1) kl
a = n a(a+l)....(a+n-1)
b = n b(b+1)....(b+n-1)
e, = n c(c+l)....(c+n-1) A8
^ i...
m . r— . a b \  ' n n ^n
~ A.'BICi n » c ^
H(.a.2.b-i£;.z)
AÎBiCI A9
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whore* 11 is called the hypergeometric function. Hence
( 2 J - A ) i ( 2 J - B ) ! 
A ! B ! (C !)2
(cosi^)4J (-Z)C
x H2(-A,-B,C+1;Z) A10
where A,B,C and Z are defined by eqn. A4.
( b )
FIG. Bla. Original experimental arrangement (not to scale).
Enlarged cross sectional view of* the Fission target 
mounting (not to scale).
FIG. Bib.
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FISSION TARGET COLLIMATOR EFFECTS
Fig. B.la shows the relative positions of the neutron source, 
fission target and the detectors for the original experimental arrangement.
fission fragment collimator (made of aluminium 1 mm thick) was used 
to reduce the effective size of the fission target from 28 mm to 13 mm 
for better angular resolution. Because of the 45° inclination of the 
fission target to the proton beam direction, the neutron flux over the 
fission target disc was not of uniform intensity. The neutron intensity 
and correspondingly the fission rate (on the assumption of a uniform 
layer of fissile material) was highest over the fission target area 
closest to the neutron source. This part of the target was closer to 
the 90 detector than to the 0 detector and, if it were not for the 
fragment collimator, the angular distribution measurements would have 
been weighted towards the larger angles. However, the fragment collimator 
had the effect of exposing different areas of the fission target to 
each detector (see Fig. B.lb). Therefore, the collimator in effect 
reversed the weighting in the measurements since it exposed the area of 
maximum yield to the 0° detector but shielded it from the 90° detector.
The extent of the areas in the 'shadow zone' is a function of the 
separation distance h between the collimator and the target face.
Therefore, the systematic error introduced by the collimator is strongly 
dependent on h. Because of the small distances involved in the neutron 
source - fission target - detector system, the calculation of the 
correction factor for the collimator effects required the distance h to 
be known to better than 0.001". However, even the relocation of the
fission target in the fission target - collimator mounting was uncertain 
to at least 0.005". Hence it was impossible to make a meaningful 
correction for this systematic error in the fragment angular distributions
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recorded with the collimator in place. Therefore, it was decided to 
discard all the angular distribution data measured with this original 
experimental system, and to make new measurements with new fission 
targets electroplated with fissile material over a smaller area, thus 
eliminating the need of a collimator.
FIG. Cl. Geometry of experimental set-up for calculation of expected fragment count rates. (Not to scale).
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APPENDIX C
EQUATION FOR THE EXPECTED FRAGMENT INTENSITIES
This appendix discusses the method used to correct the measured 
fragment angular distributions for the non-uniform neutron flux across 
the fission target. Briefly, estimations were made of the expected 
fragment intensity at each detector, relative to the intensity at the
in which the polyethylene block ensured a uniform flux of neutrons 
having random directions. Case (b) simulated the conditions for the 
fast neutron runs, except that the neutrons were taken as having thermal 
energy. The difference in the fragment angular distributions between
flux. If T(0) and F(0) are the fragment intensities in the detector
is the correction factor which converts the measured intensity to what 
it would have been if the neutron flux were constant over the fission 
target. We now show how to derive equations for T(i?) and F(^).
In Fig. C.l, the origin (proton source) and the centres of the 
neutron source (X^,Y^,Z^) and fission target (X^Y^jZ^) iie in the 
same (horizontal) reaction plane. The centre of the detector (X^Y^jZ^) 
is raised a distance h vertically above this plane. 0  is the angle 
between the lines joining (X^jY^jZ^) and (X^jY^jZ^) to (X jY^Z^). We 
consider the following line of events. A proton is emitted from the 
origin with 'threshold' energy and strikes an area dSn on the neutron
90 detector, when the distribution of thermal neutrons (or fission 
events) across the face of the fission target was (a) uniform and (b) 
non-uniform. Case (a) was a simulation of the experimental thermal runs
cases (a) and (b) reflected the effect of the non-uniform neutron
at angle d for cases (a) and (b), respectively, then the ratio
Cl
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source. This causes a thermal neutron to be emitted into a solid angle 
about an angle ot to the normal. This neutron strikes an area dS^ 
on the fission target with an incident a n g l e A  fission fragment is 
emitted into a solid angle d£2̂  and enters through an area dS^ on the 
detector surface at an angle y  to the normal. The total number of 
fission fragments reaching the detector at angle 0 by similar flight 
paths is proportional to a triple integral over the total areas of the 
neutron source, fission target and detector
F(*)
P
J  0
| |  as H  da. | |  an.dS n ail i d£l j C2
s , s „ sd f n
dP/dS is the proton density (number of protons per unit area) which is 
assumed to be constant over the whole neutron source. dN/dfl is the 
neutron angular distribution function which defines the number of 
neutrons emitted into a unit solid angle about an angle cL to the normal 
of the neutron source and is given by
dN = 1 dN
dll 21T sinot dot C3
Since the distance Dn between the sources of protons and neutrons is 
very much larger than the radius of the neutron source, then dN/dil is 
given by eqn. 4.3 with § replaced byoi. dG/cLCLis the fission 
fragment angular distribution function which, for thermal neutrons, is 
isotropic.
When numerical values of dN/di2 are plotted as a function of angleoc 
one finds that for a small range of oC eqn. C3 may be approximated by
l
the linear function
dN _
dSl 555 P - OC C4
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where the parameter p is dependent on the proton energy. Eqn. C2 can 
now be written as
f> (9 P dS„cos^ dS cosy
“  ' ' C5F ( 0 )
/5
dSn (p-«) - L - ±
J
SA s„ sd f n
The angles and y  are defined by
cos OC = cos(r\j,,n̂ ) cosjQ = cos(^jn^) cos y = cos(r^,n^)
C6
From Fig. C.l the following set of equations can be written
X1 = 0 X2 = -D^sm (J X3 = X2 + D^sin(?-w)
Y. = 0 Y0 = 0 Yn = h1 2 3
Z1
Qali Z2 = + D^cosiJ Z3 11 N
l
K> + Ddcos(?-w) C7
If we change from Cartesian co-ordinates (x,y,z) to Cylindrical 
co-ordinates (yO>^>z), then
dsn = A d^ldA  dsf - Pz^z^z  dsd = ̂ ¿ 3 ^ 3
X1 = >°1 C0S^L x2 = X2 + /°2c o s^2cos^""^
yl = >°lsinA  y 2 “ /°2s i n ^2
z2 = Z2 + /̂ 2°° s ̂  s in (V -tf)
C8
xn =
Yo =
z. = Z. 1 1 =
X3 + pcos^coaQf-u)
Y3 + ^ 3sin ^3 
Z3 " / * 3  c o s ^ s in  < ? -« )
C9
and so
2 2 2 , 2 2 , n 2 
rn - * 1 + yl + Z1 ’ P\ + Dn
rf 2 = (x2 - X l ) 2 + (y2 - y i ) 2 + (z2 - Z l ) 2
= p 12 + p  ̂ + Df2 - 2Dfyt>2cos^2sinV'
c o s ^ c o s ^ - V ')  -  D ^ s in ijj^ J c o s ^
- ^fiPzs±nh [  sin î
= ^ P v P z '^ T t) “ 2̂)c°s ¿1 - C^ l ’/<?2^2)sin l̂
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rd = (x3 - x 2 )2 + (y3 - y2 ) 2 + ^
= P z + /°32 + h2 + Dd2 + 2h/>3sin£3
- Ddsin(?-K') + /OgCoŝ cosCf-'ll')}'"] cos<̂ 2
- [i/»2(h + />3sin^3)] sin^
= ^ P z ,Pz , t 2) -  e ( />2 »/j3 )^3 ) cos^2 -  F(/02 ,/i>3 ,^3 )s in ^
The equations of the normals are
= (0 ,0 , 1)
£f = ( sin (w-V') ,0,-cos((J-y/))
= (sin(§-w),0,cos(|j-<j))
(x 2 " x1 )sin(w-V) - (z£ - z1 )cos(^-V)
and so
cos(£f»2 f) =
-f -f
cos(£d>£d) =
= -  jjs in (y -y< )]• p ico s^  + .
= - [a/O^cos^ + b~j .r” 1
(x 3 “ x2)sin(J-w) + (z3 - z2)cos(|-y)
- 1
cos(£f>£n) -
= - [{sin(jf--V')}- p zcos^2 - dJ  .rd 1
= - [c/^cos^ - d] .r̂ 1
(z 2 " zl) - 1
r\> n —f —n
[ { s i n ( ^ - ^ ) |  p^co s^2 + cos^jTJ.r^ 1
^fz C0S^2 + *Q • _ 1
Therefore, substituting into eqn. C5 we have finally
/»Rd
F ( i ) ~
-27WI .2« aR 02fTn
“X) *0 ®0 ' 0  " 0  ’ 0
1 / * 1  dA dPl^2dP2dh dP3
CIO
Cll
C12
C13
C14
C15
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where
X ,  -
(a^c o s ^  + b) (f — oc)
(A - Bcos^ - Csin^)^/^
X c ^ c o s ^  - d
(D - Ecos^ - Fsin^
and
OC = cos- 1
a ^ c o s ^ + e
(A - Bcos^ - Csin^)^/^
The defining equation for T(0) is similar to eqn. C2 
there is no integration over the neutron source and dN/dfl
i.e.
T(*)
dS^ cos^ dS^ cosy
sa sf
As in the case for F(0), eqn. C19 finally reduces to
o ̂dP^/°^f
T(0 )
1
X2
0 0 0 0
where ̂ C^is given by eqn. Cl7.
C16
C17
C18
except that
is constant,(
C19
C20
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APPENDIX D
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION 
We wish to solve the ordinary second-order linear differential 
equation
y*' - f(x)y - g(x) = 0  D1
where the functionsf(x) and g(x) are known. An approximate step-by-step 
evaluation of a solution from given initial conditions may be obtained by 
a numerical integration of eqn. Dl. This may be accomplished by using 
the method of finite differences for a twofold integration from y'' to y 
without an intermediate calculation of y'.
Let Xq be some starting point for a table of values of the independ­
ent variable x. Let y be the function y evaluated at x = xn ° n
yn = y(*n) d2
where
x = x^ + n Sx D3n 0
with 8 x being the difference between two adjacent values of x
6x “ Xn+ 1 " *n D4
Let By i be the 'first' (central) difference between two adjacentn+-g-
values of y
By. = y.n+1 - yn D5
end 8 yn the 'second' difference between two adjacent values of y, which
is the difference between two adjacent 'first' differences
S2yn - Syn+i - 6yn-i
“ (yn+l  -  yn } " (yn " ^ n - l)  
~ ^n+1 ~ ^ n  + ^n- 1
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The general Taylor series expansion of y^ about Xq is
yn = y0 + (n Sx)yb + "|i(n Sx)2yQ' + (n Sx)3y^* ' + ....  D7
From eqns. D6 and D7 we have
2  ̂
s  y0 -  y x -  2y0 + y_i
= y0 + two + | ( 6x )2y o ' + | ( S x )3y o ' ' + + .........
- yo
+ y0 - s*yg + \(&x )zy '0 ' - |(Sx)3yo" + i4(8x)4yov - ....
= (Sx) 2 y'Q' + Y 2(6x )2yQV + alo^Sx 4̂yo' + ° ( 6 x )8 D8
g
where terms of order ( Sx) have been included. By an obvious extension
of the above notation
*4 c3 3S y0 - S y i - 6 y_̂
*= (S2y1 - $2yQ) - (82yQ - S?y_1)
= (y2 “ Zŷ  ̂+ y0) - 2(y1 - 2yQ + y_1) + (yQ - 2y_ 1 + y_2)
= y2 - 4yt + 6y0 - 4y_ 1 + y_ 2 D9
which, try repeated application of eqn. C7, reduces to
S4y0 = (8x)4 [ygv + f(fix)2yg’] + °(«x)8 010
Replacing yQ with y ”  in eqns. D8 and DIO
sVg' = (Sx)2 [y'v + Y 2(8x)2yv- + ̂ f a / y g '  ' •] + 0(6x)8 Dll 
S4yg' - (Sx)4 [yg> + |(fcc)2y g ' " ]  + 0(6x)8 D12
Hence
(Sx)2ygv = S2y^' " T2(Sx)4yo' “ a|o<-6x ')6yo' ' ' + °(6x)8 013
( i x ) 4y v *  -  s V q ' - | ( S x ) 6y V - ' .  + o ( S x)8 D14
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Substituting into eqn. D8 and collecting like terms, we have
82y0 = (sx) 2 [y-- + E?y 1 4i i ---i i0 240 0 y0 + 0(8x)(
Truncating after the $ y^' term gives
From eqn. D6 this becomes
82y0 = (Sx)2[y.. + T2-{yi’ - 2yo' + y-lf]
Substituting from the given equation, eqn. D1
D15
D16
D17
6 y0 (5x ) [^1 2 ^ 1 ^ 1  + gi^  + 6^o ^o  + go^ + i 2 ^f - i y- i  + g- i^ ]
D18
But from eqn. D6
o
£<o ■ yl - 2y0 + y-l D19
Therefore .
D - l 2 (6x)2fl] yl " [ 2 + t (8x)2fo] y 0 + f  - T 2(Sx)2f-l_] y-i
= "l2 8̂ x  ̂ |̂ gl + 10g0 + g-lJ D20
Therefore, if y ^ ,  yQ, f(x) and g(x) are known, y^ is given by
*<J ii (ai + V o  " c-ly-l)/dl D21
where
ai - i2(^x ) + 10^o + g-l| dl 1 1 2 Ŝx) fl
bo = 2 + q (Sx ) fQ C- 1  = 1 “ 1 2 6̂x  ̂ f-l D22
Hence, the solution to the ordinary second-order linear differential 
equation, eqn. Dl, may be approximated by the application of the
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general recurrence relation
^n+ 1 ^an+l + ^n^n Cn-l^n-l ̂ ^ n+1
For the case of the Schrddinger equation, we have
dr2 *  “ 2 { ‘  - ^T(r) = 0
with the boundary conditions
<lr. t = Ae-ikr^  int
^ ( r )  =
r^ r . m m
T -ikr _ ikr
"x ext ■ 6 - r)e r x rmax
To obtain the values of the constants A and y\ we use Numerov's 
of numerical integration (eqn. D23) with
y = 6x = Sr f = -k'
g = 0 - nk 5  r
f  - Ÿ 1?
Now for
/ ° » Amax
= N(e - tje^ )
where N is a normalization constant. Define the quantity X by
X =
Note that
e~2i/*n _ g2i/Om
Äi,m ^  / îmax
e2if  - A-1^ ext^'int + V
D23
D24
D25
method
D26
D27
D28
( A ' ^ i n t )2 D29
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Let
i t V j ) Be j
where B is an arbitrary constant and / M / w Hence
^ ( / > J  = n -i|t
NAe
int
Therefore
and
A = BX
r, = e"2V»--(p'(/»)Xe-î /» » A max
D30
D31
D32
D33
D34
In summary, we start with some arbitrary value for the amplitude of the 
plain outward moving wave inside the potential V(r), and numerically 
integrate the Schrddinger equation by means of eqn. D23 so as to arrive 
at the value of the wave function which corresponds to its asymptotic 
value. X is then calculated from two values of the wave function outside 
the potential by means of eqn. D28, and hence A and 7) are obtained from 
eqns. D33 and D34.
